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CORTEX WITH OPTIONAL DISC DRIVES FITTED 

SELF- 
ASSEMBLY 

KIT 

+ VAT 

CARRIAGE FREE 

MASSES OF SOFTWARE 
Pascal, Forth, Mdex, Nos, Meta 
CP/M compatible QBasic, SPL, 
Window, Spell + range of business 
packages. Please contact: 
Microprocessor Engineering Ltd, 
21 Hanley Road, Southampton 
SO15AP O703 775482 

READY 
BUILT 

£395 
+ VAT 

. CARRIAGE FREE 

\ PIWERTRAN OPTIONAL EXTRAS 
™ RS2a2C interface kit £3.20 

Floppy disc interface fRs. 50 
Pair of $}" disc drives & hardware kit £355.00 

READY BUILT 
CORTEX & Basic machina + RS2Za20 

£410.00 

EQATEX ¢ Kis aber 4+ cle dirives 

i 7 

All (fre, carracpe fee pron sachin of Ve 

ALL THESE FEATURES PROVIDED AS STANDARD! 

High speed 24K byte extended basic interpreter 
Powerful TMS9995 16 bit microprocessor 
48 bit floating point gives 11 digit accuracy 
High resolution (256 x 192) colour graphics 
Memory-mapped video controller for 3D simulation 
Independent 16K video RAM 
16 colours available on the screen together in 
Graphic mode 
Fast line drawing and point plotting basic commands 
High speed colour shape manipulation from basic 
Full textural error messages 
String and Array size limited only by memory size 
Real time clock included in basic 
Interval timing with 10mS resolution via TIC function 
Named load and save of basic or machine code programs 
Auto-run available for any program 
Powerful machine code monitor 

ULTRA POWERFUL 24K BASIC 

COMMANDS LOG KEY RANDOM  SGET 
FURY SOR : ENTER Mia 
SIZE a¥5 STATEMENTS WNIT LIST TOF 
CONT TiC IF BAUD PURGE TON 
MOK SON ELSE CALL NUMBER DIM 

BIT ON DAT A RENUM DEF 
FUNCTIONS CRB fT) FREAD BOOT NEW 
ABS CRF GOSUB RESTOR GAAPH END 
ADA MEM POP RETURN TEXT BIT 
ASC wD REM STOP PLOT CRa 
ATH LEA FOR TIME UNPLOT “RF 
SIN MCH NEXT WET COLOUA MEM 
COS POS ERROR SAVE CHAR MWD 
EAP CO NPLIT LOAD SPRITE BASE 
FAA Moo PRINT ESCAPE SHAPE 
IMT RAND NOESC SPOT 

Export enquiries to: Powertran International, Hollom Down Farm 

Lopcombe, Salisbury, Wilts SP51BP O264 781545 Telex 477407 Zenmon 

Assembler & Disassembler 
Auto line numbering facility 
Full renumber command 
Simple but powerful line editor 
Buffered i/o allows you to continue executing the 
program while still printing 
Flexible CALL statement allows linkage to machine 
code routines with upto 12 parameters 

Basic programs may contain spaces between keywords 
to make programs readable without using more memory 
64K RAM using latest technology 64K DRAMS 
Over 34K bytes available for basic programs even when 
extended basic includes IF-THEN-ELSE 
Supports up to 16 output devices 
Screen and cassette included as Standard 
Supports bit manipulation of variables from basic 
Error trapping to a basic routine included 
Basic supports Hexadecimal numbers 

To: Powertran Cybernetics, Portway Industrial Estate, 

Andover, Hants. SP10 3CT 0264 64455 

Please send me: 

| enclose a cheque for 

Please charge to my Access/ Barclay Card no 

Name 

Address 
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Computing Today is constantly on 
the look-out for well written ar- 
ticles and programs. If you think 
that your efforts meet our stan- 
dards, please feel free to submit 
your work to us for consideration. 

All material should be typed. 
Any programs submitted must be 
listed (cassette tapes and discs will 
not be accepted) and should be ac- 
companied by sufficient documen- 
tation to enable their implementa- 
tion. Please enclose an SAE if you 
want your manuscript returned, all 
submissions will be acknowledg- 
ed. Any published work will be 
paid for. 

All work for consideration should 
be sent to the Editor at our Charing 
Cross Road address. 
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_ Theres a lot more to — 
Selling computers than giving 

the best deals around! © 
Everything you could 
possibly need... 
When you leave one of our showrooms, the proud 
owner of a brand-new micro-computer, we are 
confident that it will not be very long before you're 
back! For the simple reason that we stock one of the 
most comprehensive ranges of accessories, add-ons 
and Software available in the South-West. Our friendly 
and experienced staff are always available to answer 

Well over 100 software tities available 
for the BBC. 
Our range is chosen from the vary 
eS AVENE DIe arn Includes 

Acomsoftt, lLJ.K., A&F, Bugbyte, 
Saltware for All, Gemini, M.P. and 

many others. We also stock a 
comprehensive range of soltware tor 

2461, 2% Spectrum, Vice 20, Colour 
Mie ete... 

MONITORS from £90 00 
CASSETTE DECKS trom £33.65 

JOYSTICKS FROM €15.00 

PRINTERS trom £149.00 

any questions you may have, and know that the PAKSRI hone nie. Chae ainencat 
purchase of one of our machines is just the first step books and publications is changing a 
in the fascinating field of micro-computers. | eT es Ae eS ee ye Comes ty 

iE te 

At Microstyle we care about our customers. 

Full technical back-up... 
We care about your computer as much as you do, and 
we care for it too. Our experienced technical staff are 
on hand to solve any problem that might arise and to 
offer a full technical service. We can repair or 
maintain your system, supply Spares and parts and 

upgrade your Model A BBC to the latest B 

BBC Model A to B upgrade 
This Valuable modilicahon ollers an 
extra 16K memory, hiresciution 
qrarhics plus ‘user ports’ for printer 
Manion aic 

Fully installed and tested £92.00 

Torch twin disk drives 
The ultimate peripheral’ tor your BBC 

750 processor, aadilional bak memory 

and CPN compatatility. BOOK siorage 

specification. We can also install your choice of 8 BS.00 IG VAT 
ees ; TORCH DISK DRIVES Ft peripherals. All our work is tested and guaranteed; and RESP TCH SHG PEE TEE ON TOLD 

as an Acorn approved service dealer you can be sure BBC MODEL B add £75.00 inc VAT ¥ 
our service is second to none. 

Keep your Micro fit... 
Are you interested in keeping you BBC and peripherals 
in tip-top condition? Then why not find out more about 
a Microstyle Service Contract......Regular service and 
preventative maintenance will mean that your system 
will last longer, retain its value longer and offer 
top-level reliability. 

Don't run the risk of being let 
down... 
Fill in the enquiry coupon al the foo! 
ol this advertisement and send it off 

withoul délay, you don even need @ 
siamp, to 

MICROSTYLE, Freepost, 
eo Belvedere, 
Lansdown Road 
Bath BA 1FR 

Service Contract for my BBC Micro Computer. Please send 
| me further details and a quotation for a twelve month 

f am interested in finding oul more about a MicroStyle 

contract; 

[ PLEASE Fill IN CETAILS OF BOUWIPMENT TO BE COVERED 

. BBC Model AorsB Serial No, . = 
| THE HOME COMPUTER PEOPLE | 
= Disk drive Type NICKBE ee 

i Monitor: Type Model 

i Printer: Type oe The Bath Computer Centre 
Other: 29 Belvedere, Lansdown Road, Bath. | : | 

Telephone: Bath (0225) 334659 ir Sy PLEASE NOTE 

m abe 7 + edi rD.yY 1iicn ” { , = = and . 

Equipment will only be accepte er if it has been ip =] The Newbury Computer Centre 
Tlie eG we Rin: dediicivek es ein ea ne Ns 47 Cheap Street, Newbury. 

| tte i ; i NC ed inth Ira 
Telephone: Newbury (0635) 41929 

‘a Contact us now for your B.B.C Microcomputer | 
oress.. available ex-stock at £399.00 

We also stock a wide selection of other systems 
COMMODORE, SPECTRUM, 2X61, and COLOUR GENIE 

All prices advertised include VAT 

Telephone No 

j Name. 

ita MicnoSivie FREEPOST 73 BelWwedero, Lansdown Ad, Bath BA iFP = | ol 1 ee = 
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professional quality and features — 

— hobby price! 

DISK DRIVES 
MEMORY EXPANSION 
NETWORKING, ETC. 

Please contact us for availability 

angela enterprises support the New?frain 
HARDWARE And fl 
Prices include delivery in UK. bbl include VAT ANGELA ENTERPRISES = NEWBRAIN - 
All with 12 month warranty (not the SUP f alt 
more usual 90 days!) BACK-UP \V 

GAMES i 

NewBrain Model A Please ring for i Ny £9.00 

Model AD |)! pir bce £5.95 

£7.00 

£9.20 
€995|+* HARDWARE 

£4.00 Ht 

£59.00 « VAT | UTILITY PROGRAMS 

£55.00 + VAT ! | £9.95 SOFTWARE 

£9.95 

£99.00 + VAT 

E370.00 - VAT | GENERAL PROGRAMS 

tA £35.00 

ork | £25.00 

£260.00 + VAT e (G £19.95 | 
£6.50 * VAT | Mi £20.00] © INFORMATION 
£4.50 - VAT phot £10.00 | - 
£2.00 + VAT | £10.00 

£10.00 
+ MAIL ORDER 

please | EXUCATIONAL PROGRAMS i 

enguire ae £16.63 

Slevenage (0438) 612439 
KEY eq 

ANGELA ENTERPRISES 
4 Ninnings Lane, Rabley Heath, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 STD 
Tel: Stevenage (0438) 812439 | 
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News: General products 

CONSOLING THE 
SPECTRUM 

fou know wnat it's 

have your mic 
rec order, pri 

assortment 
and pieces 
desk and 
‘professional disarray that you 

cant even lind your ‘pen! 
am atter mp it help Lis all Ee tidy 

minded TTL hav e produced a ZX 
opec trum 
c ue ist i= 

like when you 
cassette 

att and an 
ea other necessa airy . 

lying ar 
they re in suc : 

Our. te On YOur 

tar wi i i 
Well in 

a 

desk console, The 

“oOmes uae assembled 

and ¢ ccommodate the 

ae £4 Spectrum, the tollowina: 
ae ay a La a rinter, HS232 

ontrol, two 

, Sinclair p 
joystick c 

Ve} ae . = . 
RO Wer UTilt 

interlace, 

Microdri, a cassette recorder 
sassettes and pencils 

The price is £42.18 including 
VAT and postage and packing and 
an be obtained trom Trattfi 

Technology Limited, PO Box 
Warminster, Wiltshire BA]? 7OX 

Ewen te: 
Well its time tor the Editor to don 

his sackcloth and ashes garh, 
time for us to inform 

of errors that have appeared 
recently in issues of Computing 
Today ¢ and 1 Personal Software, In 
the February issue of Computing 
Today an error appeared in the 

m9 a oe 1 ry 
ead tailoring VI¢ 

bec raise iT 5 

¥O Lal 

rticle caile 
ee a a =f 
Characters. Please note { 

Listina |: 

& 

CONSUMER NE 

Tar : Seay i | We apologise to all 

Line /O: There is a missing “alter 
the REV and before the: 

Line 410: Should read POKE 
PP, 4:PORE CP,0 
Line 540: Should: read PORE 
PP RM:PORKE CP.CM 

In the Spring issue of Personal 
Software an error appeared in the 

‘le called Hints and Tips. 
Please note that for Listing | line 
190 should read: 

arth 

190 . FIX] PHA:JSR &F521:PLA:RTS 

of you who 
have had problems with these 
programs ; but we hope we have 

some light on the matter. 

POWERFUL PROTECTOR 

now st ied 

Computers can be quite sensitive particularly where their 
icerned. Well we can 

animals 

power is con 

now give a E lug (sorry about that!) 
ch is Ls i to a line conditioner whi 

specitically designed to protect 
none computers from malfunctions 
caused by power line noise and 
mains variations 

The Mainstay can provide an 
output that is stable within£6% 
even if the input voltage drops 
75% of normal. The price of he 
unit is £49.95 excluding VAT. You 
can get more information by 
writing to Gould Electronic Power 
Conversion Division, Rhosymedre, 
Wrexham, Clwyd LL14 SYR. 

FARSEEING COMPANY | 
COLVIS is a solid state 
connected to a powertul 
microcomputer which is capable ol 
‘seeing an object and 
remembering its shape. The 
information is composed of a 
of parameters such as area, 
perimeter and centre of gravity ol 
the image. The system can be used 
with any microcomputer which has 
or can be fitted with an 86-bit 
bidirectional port. The system is 
aimed at the educational market 
and constitutes an invaluable low 
cost peripheral to existing robotic 
arms. 

COLVIS is priced at £395 and 
you can get more details by writing 
to Colne Robotics Company Ltd, 
Beautort Road, Of Richmond 
Road, East Twickenham, Middlesex 
TW1 2POQ or by ‘phoning 01-892 
8197. 

REDUCING POCKET 

Camera 

range 

COMPUTERS. 
The volume of demand and high 
iactory production rates are 
allowing Casio to reduce the prices 
of their FX JOOP and PB 100 pocket 
computers. The new recommended 
retail prices, complete with 
comprehensive quides, manuals 
and program libraries are £69.95 
for the FX 7OOP and £59.95 for the 
PB 100. 

For details of these and other 
Casio products, contact Casio 
Electromcs Company Ltd, Unit 6, 
1000 North Circular Road, London 
NW2 VID or ‘phone 01-450 9131. 

RAMS ARE CAMEL’S 
A 4K version of the earlier 2h 
MEMIC L CMOS RAM unit is now 
available, The unit uses the latest 
True CMOS static RAMs which 
take only a fraction of a uA of 
current to retain data, this standby 
power being supplied by an 
integral lithium battery tor 10 years 
or so. The unit comes in a moulded 
black ABS case and is priced at 
£35.95 plus VAT. For more details 
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you should contact Cambridge 
Microelectronics Ltd, One Milton 
Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY. 

Some of you may remember 
ne item we ran in this column in 
the January issue of Computing 
Today when we reported the 2K 
CMOS RAM unit and asked you to 
scrutinise the photo published and 
tell us into which computer the 
unit was plugged. Well the 
response to that little quiz was so 
good we've decided to test you 
even further and ask you again to 
tell us which computer the unit is 
plugged into. The first correct 
answer pulled from the Editot's 
cardboard box (his hat somehow 
got mislaid!) will receive the 
MEMIC L.2 as their prize, kindly 
donated by those sporting people 
at Cambridge Microelectronics. All 
entries should be received by May 
9 either on the back of a sealed 
envelope or on a postcard please. 

STICKING WITH IT 
A simple plug-in joystick for the ZX 
Spectrum is now available. With 
eight direction commands and two 
large fire buttons, high speed 
games can now be played at ease. 
Six games are presently available 
for use with joysticks with more on 
the way. 

The joystick is priced at £25.00 
plus postage and packing. For 
more information, please contact 
Kempston (Micro) Electronics, 
180a Bedford Road, Kempston, 
Bedford MK42 SBL. 

IT’S Tl AGAIN © 
Texas Instruments have announced 
a cheap 16-bit computer, the 
TI-99/2, which they claim is 
designed to allow computer 
novices to learn to program a 
computer in TI BASIC and BASIC- 
supp orted assembly language. The 
machine is targeted primarily at 
the ischnical enthusiast, engineer 
or student in the home. 

The machine has a QWERTY 
style keyboard, with 4.2K RAM, of 
which 4K is user accessible and 
which can be expanded to 36. 2K. 
Any TI peripherals can be 
connected: two sottware cartridges, 
Learn to Program and Learn to 
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program BASIC, will be available 
initially tor the unit, with more 
planned for later. Twenty programs 
will also be initially available on 
cassettes including educational, 
personal management and 
entertainment cassettes, all of 
which will also run on the TI-99/4A 
computer. 

The bad news is however that 
the TI-99/2 will not be available in 
the UK until the third quarter of 
1983, but it may well be worth 
waiting for as it is priced at just 
£75. More information can be 
obtained from Texas Instruments 
Limited, Manton Lane, Bedford 
MK41 JPA or by ‘phoning 
0234-67466. 

Wier lssiaa es 
COMPUTER SHOW 

April 21, 22 and 23 will see the 
first Manchester Home Computer 
Show at the Midland Hotel. On 
poy will be a complete cross 
ection of hardware and software 
avaiable tor the home user with 
emphasis on the lower end of the 
market featuring computers from 

£50.00 to £400. There will be a 
Computer Advice Centre at the 
exhibition where the uninitiated 
can try out machines in a 
demonstration area, and see 
programs in operation covering 

educational, games and smal! 
business applications with a team 
of experts on hand to provide 
ienpatial advice. 

Two home computers will be 
iven away in the show 

competition, entry forms for which 
are available with advance tickets 
or with show quide on all three 
days. Advance tickets are £1.00 
trom the organisers, Manchester 
Home Computer Show, ASP Ltd, 
145 Charing Cross Road, London 
WC2H OEE. Children under eight 

~CONSUMER NEWS 

and OAPs have free entrance ana 
there isa 25% discount on groups 
ot 20 or more. 

Tlaae 

From Pete & Pam comes Track 
Ball, a new omnidirectional 
guidance system designed for 
games requiring rapid paced, 
multiple movement commands. 
Two firing buttons are recessed 
well below the ball control place 
tor easy tiring and unobstructed 
movement during game play. 
Track Ball comes in models to fit 
the Atari, Apple and IBM personal 
comp uters, and is priced at £45.95. 
More details can be cbtained trom 
Pete & Pam Computers, New Hal! 
Hey Road, Rossendale, Lancashire 
BB4 6JG, or ‘phone 0706-22701 1. 

HI-STAK can make your micro 
easier to use by raising the back to 
a calculated level. It can be 
instantly applied and comprises 
two precision injection moulded 
ABS ramps with built-in rubber 
feet, self adhesive tops and simple 
locating instructions. HI-STAK is 
priced at £3.95 including VAT and 
postage and packing and is 
available by mail order from Warp 
Factor Eight, 6 Pelham Road, 
Braughing, Ware, Hertfordshire 
SG11 2QU. 

Vectrex is described by its 
manutacturers as the first ever 
portable computer games system: it 
incorporates its own screen thereby 
making it independent of the TV. 
Vectrex has good graphics and 
sound eltects and a unique control 
panel is also available. Vectrex 
retails at approximately 4130-140 
with cassettes at around £19.95 ana 
you can find out more poe) Milton 
Bradley Limited, UP Hous 
97/107 Uxbridge Roaa, Ealing, 
London W5 5TZ or ‘phone 01-567 
3030. 

W H Smith have ordered 
50,000 Orie 1 microcomputers for 
delivery between April and 
October 1983. This and promising 
sales targets have resulted in Oric 
pulling out of the mail order 
business from the end of March 
Oric have also received large 

orders from a variety of other high 
street stores and independent UK 
dealers 

A new 64K Sinclair 7X81 RAM 
expansion module, also designed 
to accept an EPROM as an 
alternative, has been announced 
by Camel Products. Called 
Dream-8] it is priced at £69.95 
plus VAT. For turther information 
contact Cambridge 
Microelectronics Ltd, One Milton 
Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY, or 
‘phone 0223-31481 4. 



lejele)ia 
at Laskys 

ee APPLE Ile EXECUTIVE SYSTEM 
A complete small business system. 
128k memory. Colour, graphics and 80 column 

Toe ae Soe | screen. Comes complete with Multiplan — Wik ee ee | ee § a comprehensive business application program. 
a ni E Available separately the complete package 

includes: 

Apple Te computer 64k £¢842.61+VAT 
Disk drive with Controller 

E312.17+VAT 
Disk drive £260.00+ VAT 

Monitor 3 and stand F144.17+VAT 

80 Col card + 64k memory 
expansion £181.74+VAT 

Multiplan Program P181.74+VAT 

Total £ 1922.43 + VAT 

__ PACKAGE PRICE 

£1556. 52 + VAT 

Saving 

£365.91 +VAT 

microcomputer 
without the myster 
Micropoint has all you need to even more than machines and _ the best after-sales package make up your mind about advice, you get good value too. _ever offered, witha 14 day microcomputers. You'll find a At Micropoint we keep our exchange period, a 2-year free wide choice of models— and you _ prices low by buying in volume guaranteet and service by can test play them all, and we'll also help you to buy Laskys own network of comparing each model with the __ with Interest Free Credit * specialist engineers. next. It has experts who will available on purchases over lf you're already into micros and explain micros to you, in £250 or more; you could walk looking for something new, or 
language you can understand. _ into Micropoint, choose your _ better, then Micropoint is the Micropoint has a big selection of micro and take it away with you! place to find it. Come in and see programs-— they willreallymake You also get the famous for yourself. your micro magic. But you get Laskys Commitment possibly 
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LYNX ATARI AM800 
Compact home unit with full size keyboard. Powerful 48% memory, colour A home computer with full size keyboard. Big 48K memory. High 
and sound. Excellent graphics, compatible with most cassette players. resciution graphics and colour, sound. A very wide range of 

iso £346.96 
+ VAT 

i ea ae ee ay 

pancetta : ‘ 

NEWBRAIN COMP 1AD 
A home computer with a full size keyboard. Powerful 64K memory, sprite An sie pala small sag la nda gt enn. Excellent 
graphics, colour and sound. graphics and character set. Built-in one line arsplay. 

£294 18 3¢ Also available NEW BRAIN MODEL 1A £260 

(excluding built-in display) £233.91 ~ yar 

as See . As well as micros we have a very wide range of peripherals, 
A full range of black and white or colour monitors accessones and programs. Disk dives, memory expansion units, 
for use with these micros are available. cassette storage units, monitors and joysticks. Plus the widest 
Prices start at £59.90 B/W. £199.90 for Colour. late covering Games, Education, Household 

Fe The Retail Division of The Ladbroke Group 

LONDON GS HOMECOUNTIES SOUTHERN ENGLAND LIVERPOOL 33 Dale Street YORK 10a Coney Street A eae i OP eee ah Liner 

4? Tottenham Court Road, Wt BAIGHTON 151-2 Western Road MANCHESTER Arndale Centre SO a ee ee ene eee 

7-9 Queensway, W2 BRISTOL 16-20 Penn Street NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE SNe pl Stevia Ciba Aiba lorotermetocsal pes 
471-473 Oxtord Street, W4 GLOUCESTER 25 Eastgate Street 6 Northumberland St a a aka a Lead — 
BROMLEY 22 Market Square © MAIDSTONE 79-81 Week Street NOTTINGHAM 14 Smithy Row SLAOuU VE Go- 7 CUCHATAN SER a Aacresiomen naysct to acceptance enyecrese Se FY 
KINGSTON Eden Street MIDLANDS AMO NORTH PETERBOROUGH Queensgate Centre WALES brokers. Mivae sak for mntten ceteds. All oflers ety = 
LUTON 192 Amdait Gonire BIRMINGHAM 19-21 Corporation St, PRESTON Guildhall Arcade CARDIFF 12? Queen Street Gosia bo priate BS bet rey bet duel bo wer Pea) 
READING Friar Street CHESTER 7 The Forum SHEFFIELD 58 Lengold Street a 

T Norn cdonrtesiic use on computers WOU, Penpherdi= progres 1 yer (Comercial! use on Grepbere VOL) pens Pefiphrals progeume 6 month 

Programs wll ony inp eachenced force hau rd eae carly feet hee ere Ogre 



alue - MicroValue - Micrc 
COMPUTERS 

New from Gemini 
Gemini Galaxy 2 
* Twin Z80A Processors * Serial and parallel printer 
*#CP/M 2.2 Operating interfaces 
System * Cassette and light pen 

* 64K Dynamic RAM interfaces 
* 800K Disk Capacity * User definable function ; : 
* 60x25 Video Display keys ! 

* Numeric key pad o4 495 
* 412"Monitorincluded (£4749.24 inc. VAT) 

Total support for Gemini & nascom Products 
hascom 3 available from MicroValue 80x25 Video for hascom 
Bosed oround the successful Nascom 2 computer, this new system can 

be builtup into a complete disk bosed system. Supplied built and 
Moascom owners Can now have o professional 
80x25 Video display by using the Gemini GB12 

tested complete with PSU, Nas-Sys 3 SS a Intelligent Video Card with on-board ZB0A. 
ond Nas-Gra. ——— * This card does not occupy system memory 

space and provides over 50 user controllable 
em UNETIONS INCIUCING prog character set, fully 48K Syst ng PrOO ful 

¢549 | compatible with Gemini G805 ond Gé415/809 
(£634.35 Inc. VAT) Disk Systerns. Software supplied on Gemini 

system disks. Built and tested cp / M22 system disks. Builta 5 | 

£100 (£445 ine. VAT) _ ; 2 

NASCOM 2 KIT Nascom 4 Printed | GM802 64K 

5 : Circuit RAM Card (£143.75 inc. VAT) 
(£258.75 inc. VAT) (ine. parts list) ee 

Built & Tested £9 Srila 0 | 
(£327.75 Inc. VAT) | 5 (£28.75inc. VAT) | | (E92 ine. VAT) 

Disk System for emit & nascom 
GMé25 Disk Drive Unit — The GMB25 floppy disk housing is supplied wilh einer one or two 
5.25° single sided, double density, 761PI high capacity Micropolis 1015F5 disk drives 
These provide 400K bytes of formatted storage per drive. (Gemini QDS5 format). he 
CPIM2.2 package available supporns on-screen editing with ef er the normal Nascom 
orGeminilVC screens, porollel or serial printers 
An optional alternative to CP/M Is available for Nascom owners wishing fo 
support existing sottware. Called POLYDOS 4, it includes an editor and assembler and 
extends the Nascom BASIC to include disk commands. 

pao Drive System POLYDOS4 
for Nascom 

£350 (£402.50 * (£103.50 
' ing. WAT) lnc, WAT) 

DualDriveSystem GM809 Disk 

At last—a Winchester Drive 
for your Gemini /nascom 
System! 
GM635 Winchester Drive Sub-system. 

* 5.4 Megabye Formatted Capacity 
* Rodime Drive 

* Industry Standard SASI 
interface 

¥ Integral Controller 

OMmEs-25 Controller Card ~~ an seul supply ke 

C575 12 for8" and 5.25" drives ~ 4 inc. VAT) 6425*'* 75 = = 4 
CP/M2.2 Package inc. VAT > % 
[QM 532 for Gemini | GMa29 ~, | vy 
£90 [£103.50 for 8", 5.25" and ~*~ | a 

ine, WAT) Winchester Drives = 

£1 45 ee Va . Y 

PRINTERS 
Epson MX80 Type III = 

£308 (£399.95 inc. VAT) Phoenix ’ 

Epson MX8O FT Type lll p4 2 Monitor 

Eason roped yah ie A high quality data 

£496 (£549.95 inc. VAT) display monitor, ideal 

NEC 80234 ~~ | forall Nascom and 

£339 (£389.95 Ine. VAT! 4 | pote systems 

| | 20MHz resolution 
cote moby io ntag de , Available in amber or 

| siti ' green phosphor. 

| Daisy Wheel Printer: £140 
Smith-Corona TP-4 £485 (£557.75 inc. VAT) (£126.50 inc. VAT) 
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lue - Micrc 

Dragon 32 ee 
A powertul colour computer for under £200 — 
%*& 32K RAM 
*& 6809€ Microprocessor 
* Extended Microsoft Colour BASIC 
* 9 Colour, 5 Resolution Display 
%* Sound through TV 5 octaves, 255 tones 
* Advanced Graphics 
Full range of Dragon software available. 

Sinclair ZX81 
Now available through MicroValue — 

“$173” 
(£499.50 inc. VAT) 

areal computer for less than £50! , F K ah ou 

*SinclairZX81 Computer £43.43 (£49.95 inc. VAT) 3 rr i 
* Sinclair ZX Printer £52.43 (£59.95 inc. VAT) . | t= cre ene Ct ks 

*# 2X81 Leaming Lab £47.35 (£719.95 inc. VAT) * caso 

*Sottworefor Sinclair from £3.43 (£3.95 inc. VAT) A | — 

THE NEW Electronic magnificence 
from Sharp 

, 280A C.PU. - 48K RAM - 4K ROM - Industry 
SHARP MZ8B0A standard Giwertly keyboard with numeric | 

: pad « 9" GREEN C.R.T. - 1200 baud c 
cassette - Music and sound - Real 

| ener cr ' time clock - Enhanced BASIC 
FREE SOFTWARE! - Full editing facilities Gx. 
Home budget, bank . Internal expansion aol 
reconciliation, SPACE —. 
INVADERS, STAR TREK, SCRAMBLE, bank loan calculator, morgage 
calculotor + J olher games. 
Educational — Geography, Maths., Spelling + 4 pan BASIC tutorial. £475 "(£544.25 inc. VAT) 

Sinclair ZX Spectrum 
Now available from MicroValue! 
Colour, sound and high resolution graphics trom 
only £125 
* 16K 7% Spectrum Microcomputer £108.69 

(£425 incl. VAT) 
* 48K ZX Spectrum Microcomputer £152.17 

(£175 incl. VAT) 
* Sinclair ZX printer £52.43 (£59.95 incl. VAT) 

Texas TI99-4A 
Colour, sound and a typewriter type 
keyboard for under £4160 

Atruly expandable microcomputer system 
with a wide range of educational and 
games software. 

Latest a 

= ; Pe eee mere  ee : 

* lexas TI99-4A4 Microcomputer 14K 
£439.08 (£159.95 incl. VAT) 

* Voice Synthesiser Unit £43.43 
(£49.95 incl. VAT) 

* Peripheral Expansion Unit £430.39 (£149.95 incl. VAT) 
* Disk rive £278.24 (£319.95 incl. VAT) 

* Disk Control board (for above) £165.70 (£189.95 incl. VAT) 

ORIC 4 ORIC 1 when used with the ORIC MODEM will allow access to 
PRESTEL-Viewdata, which has 200,000 pages of interactive 

| information covering sport, travel, hotel bookings, games, etc 

*® ORIC 148K Microcomputer 
£147.79 (£169.95 incl. VAT) 

a a a To, 7 ce, no ve, | * ORIC ‘ Communication: 
ee Modem £68.69 

(et ee, (E00 incl. VAT) 

So ee 
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MICROVALUE 
DEALERS: 
AMERSHAM, BUCKS | 
Amersham Computer Centre, | 
18 Woodside Road, 
Tel: (02403) 22307 

BIRMINGHAM BS 
Skytronics MBM, 80 Bristol Street, 
Tel: 024-622 6434 

BRISTOL 
Target Electronics Lid., 146 Cherry Lane. 
Tel: (0272) 424496 

COLCHESTER 
Emprise Electronics Ltd., 
56 East Street. 
Tel: (0204) 865926 

EGHAM, SURREY 
Electrovalue Ltd., 
26 St. Judes Road, Englefield Green, 
Tel: (07843) 3603 

IPSWICH 
MDW (Electronics), 
47/49 Woodbridge Road East. 
Tel: (0473) 78295 

LONDON W2 
Henry's Radio, 404 Edgware Rood. 
Tel: 04-402 6822 

LONDON SW144 
OFF Records, | 
Computer House, 58 Battersea Rise, | 
Clapham Junction. 
Tel: 04-223 7730 

MANCHESTER M419 
EV Computing, 700 Burnage Lane. 
Tel: 064-4341 48446 

NOTTINGHAM 
Computerama, (Skytronics Ltd.) 
357 Derby Road. 
Tet: (0602) 7841742 

Telephone orders welcome 



News: Professional systems 

soltware disc aré demo programs 
| to tamiliarise the user with the 

ea abilities and use of the Reni. 

The retail price is £249 and you 
can get more details trom Pete & bi 
Pam Computers, New Hall Hey 
Road, Rossendale, Lancashire BB4 
HG or Shane f 706 22/011. 

|| News sige on an i-glare screens 

svailat ile from Sains Hainan: 
Computers, The screens are easy 

1 

ta fit. clean and maintain 
i 

Cine ranqe : screens suitat 
for monitors up to 13" costs £19.95 
excluding V AT. y a a price ol 
124.95 tor any bigger size. [he 
screens and further information are 
available trom Dams Business 

*§ Computers Ltd, Gores Hoad, 
— —_— —_— Kirkby Industrial Estate, Liverpool 

ec) e 4 4 ha rr 7 | Mi I d : aa t mo, oo ] rT q 1 

L33 UA or phone 051-548 JIT! 
1 

for the Apple II, called LPS I] 

12 SCTeen as 

t 5 red piece ol Paper ine new personal computer trom 

Decision Mate V microcomputers. | You can create ari oi cs or select CAL is a lookalike of the IBM 
And with the introduction of _ from the menu Eps II consists of m iachine recently launched in the 
Decision Net they have created a the pen, a sealed card that goes in UK. CAL-PC has a twin processor 
local area network for linking slot 7, and supporting software. It structure giving eight and 16 bit to 
computers Ol varying mak ki es into 4 is the software that allows the pen suit the growing market for users 
OmMmmunicaling ang resource 2: te perform its ‘magic’ Me ny of the wa ntina an ety e capacity 

oir A rine co od gm "5 } ar a ma — ¥ 3 rpms tes sae : ieee ie py * Sai ES ee i . F 

sharing system. Decision Mate \ programs on the preliminary immediately plus an ability to move he 

available which 

speed monochrom 
apabiliiies and a 

1soiay. AN ac 

inat You can a 

mem 0 ry withe LIT 

7 a) a i] aa i 

processor Vecision Mate V with 
| = = oy i a = monochrome grapnics start a 

r ie i a ; = J 

Lioz’. A dual processor mode! 
es iI37ce DR 

SENS (OF L2lso. Frices lnc slud LS du 
Tr] I ee a F 

ss Lo a a i a i uePI ¥ aise arives, 644K memory 

an operating system and a nigi 
| , = 

speed graphics subsystem. Fo 
2 = af ed Be - 1 

= — = a , a | a more information write to NCR Ltd. 
Be 1, 

206 Marylebone Road, London 
NW 1 6LY 
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up to 16 bit in the future without 
any operating upheavals. It also 
has an RS422 interface tor a tast 
networking facility if needed. 

The machine has a standard 
VDU with a full colour graphics 
monitor as an option; the © 
machine's keyboard is similar to 
the IBM's one, which means that 
IBM software manuals will be 
relevant for existing IBM users who 
choose the CAL-PC. Operating 
systems are CP/M, CP/M-86, M&- 
DOS and BOS and the tull 
language range for the systems are 
supported by CAL for the CAL- 
PC. Various 8 and 16 bit multi-user 
packages are available. 

The basic price for a CAL-PC 
with 128K RAM with two tloppies, 
screen, keyboard and two 
additional communications ports is 
£1,995. One CAL-PC plus 17 cps 
daisywheel printer, any four CAL 
single user soltware packages, plus 
training, installation and one year 
guarantee costs £2,945. Further 
details are available from 
Computer Ancillaries Limited, 64 
High Street, Egham, Surrey. 

COMPACT MICRO > 
Texas Instruments have announced 
the Compact Computer 40, a 
portable computer for 
professionals, It has an integrated 
LCD display, is programmable in 
enhanced BASIC and can run pre- 
programmed applications software 
loaded trom either plug-in solid 
state cartridges or from small tape 
cartridges. 

The computer console has a 
34K built in ROM that contains a 

As | have said in earlier columns, 

one of the prime objects of the 
Computer Retailers Association is 
to act as a liaison between the 
customer and the dealer. 

The customer quite rightly 
‘wants to obtain the best value he 
possibly can for the hard earned 
money that he spends on a 
microcomputer. After all, to most 
end users the computer is not very 
much short of a luxury. Even if this 
is not $0, in most cases it is 
certainly not going to be classed as 
a necessity. It is, therefore, 
important that the customer should 
get the very best value that he 
possibly can. 

On the other hand, the dealer 
is in business to make a protit. I! 
he does not, he will go out oi 
business: hence he is to some 

extent under pressure to sell. The 

COMPUTING TODAY MAY 1983 

= 

BASIC language interpreter and 
calculator functions are easily 
available. It is battery operated. 
The computer contains 6K of RAM 
and can be expanded to 16K. The 
Compact Computer has a 
suggested retail price of £169.95. 
Further information can be 
obtained by writing to Texas 
Instruments Ltd, Manton Lane, 
Bediord MK41] 7PA or ‘phoning 
0234-67466 

CAPTURING APPLES 
Portapple is a new data capture 
system for the Apple II which 

- a 3 4 a = ' =| : = Pig: =, comprises an MSI data capture 
terminal with wand scanner, 

BUSINESS NEWS 

lI 
Se 1 es a ee ea =, =: = iterface card and a floppy disc 

sol ttware starter pack. A universal 
connector on the Portapple 
interface card enables many 
different terminals to be linked to i 
which further extends the data 
capture capability of the Apple II. 
The Portapple interface card, 
soltware and an MSI/66 hand-held 
terminal with a wand scanner costs 
£7'78. The system is fully supported 
by several manuals describing how 
to operate the terminal, capture 
data using the wand scanner and 
transmit it to the Apple micro. For 
more information contact MSI Data 
International, 1VC Building, 10 
Portman Road, Reading, Berkshire 
or ‘phone 0734-587661. Pa, ee 7 

iT 

CRA Corner 
CRA takes a lot of steps to make 
sure that its members do not ao 
beyond the bounds of : 
reasonableness in attaining their 
objectives. 

By the law of averaqes, 
however, occasionally either the 
customer or the dealer exceeds the 
bounds of reasonableness in 
making a deal. A contentious 
situation arises, both sides 
inevitably think they are right and 
the necessity for a third party 

appears. This is where the CRA 
steps in, very olten as an 
Arbitrator. In all cases that | am 
aware ol, in the past the CRA has 
been able to bring together and 
effect a satisfactory settlement. 

A particular member of the 
Executive Committee is appointed 

to look after complaints from the 
customers of members. 

Uniortunately, as this column goes 
to press, our Annual! General 
Meeting is about to be held and 
that person may well be changed. 
Fm | 

hol wnsequently, it would be best, 
snould any customer wish to make 
a complaint about a member of the 
CRA, that such complaints be 
torwarded to me at this address: | 
Buckhurst Road 
E Sussex. 

We are often asked t 
adjudicate between cus 
dealers who are noi 

the Association. We = 
prepared to do this, | 
understood that 
i p 1 

leverage with 

| : | 4 ] oe =a bexhill on Sea 

We Nave no 

any lirm that 
a member of tne CHA. 

words, we will do out 

cannot Quarantee success 

A J Harding 
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THE HR1 THE FINEST PRINTER/TYPEWRITERS MONEY CAN BUY. 

} | Compatible with THE CROWN RANIER 

tl aes BER , SHARP ONLY £795 + VAT | 

OSBORNE ea 

APPLE Il 
APPLE Ill 
TELEVIDEO 
TANDY 
BBC 
MIMI 

TEXAS 30/30 
PET 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
SUPERBRAIN 

The HR1 
Bi-directional — 17 CPS —some 
features as below, but without i 
keyboard and lift off facility. 

CROWN RANIER — The leader of all interfaced daisy wheel printertypewnters: Here's whry 

The unbeatable Crown Ranier is the only heavy duty daisy whee! pnintertypewriter whech runs on a linear motor —no belts or cables to break, stretch or wear - and uses the IBM nbbon and litt off correctors 

Tine rehability has become legend in these days of expensive electronic typewriter breakdowns 

CENTROWIC — IEEE —AS232 INTERFACES — No external boxes — interchanpeable daxsywheeis — vanable pitch — three free daisy wheels — automatic whole line correction = Rasy copes wiih slandand primed 

forms — 195.000 characters par nbbon (at beast twice the average character length) — standard litt of correctors — a premier typewriter at the fick of a Switch 

Perfection a$ a typewmler (now used by local authories and muli-naleonals), pertection as 4 printer 

Beware of lightweight, low cost machines — these can mever grve long term reliable service. THIS MACHINE WILL"! The professional machene 

Ask you local computer or ofiece equipment dealer forfuriher information. EX STOCK DELIVERY 

SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED 

i. oe 56-58 SOUTH ST., EASTBOURNE, 
S28 COV N susiness CENTRE SUSSEX. (0323) 639983. 

MU 
Memories | 

Part type Toff 25- a9 100 up | Ai 
4116 200ns cay ee 

4116 250 ol ; > 

4816 100ns for BBC comp 220 1.95 1.85 ) 

164 £00) 56 42 Files 

f Tr: : 1 S, hy | i (sien 

eae | wee EXPLORING SPECTRUM BASIC 
57748 42Nns three rail ae ee | Complements the Sinclair manual by 
9799 4ENne intel tyne * explanations of BASIC programming 

techniques supported by over 50 full games 
& serious programs. 191 pages. £4.95 

THE EXPLORERS GUIDE TO THE 2X81 
The book for the 2X81 enthusiast. 152 pages 
of games, application and utility programs plus 
much useful information on machine language 
and hardware. “Immediate and lasting value” 
(P.C.W.). £4.95 

Available from leading bookshops and 
computer stores, or direct from Timedata (U.K. 
P&P free, overseas customers add £1.50 per 
item for surface mail). 

TIMEDATA Ltd. Dept. 6 
16 Hemmells, Laindon, Basildon, Essex. sf 6ED 

Tel: (0268) 418121 

TiMEDAT “ASN 
COMPUTING TODAY MAY 41983 

MU ale 
y 

T a = Pt lo) el ee 1 rail = - va ee i rade accounts operated. onone or whte tor details 

nis: Tih BS Happy Memories (CT), Gladestry, Kington, 
Herefordshire. HR5 3NY. Tel: ck 422) 618 or 628 
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DRAGON 32 OWNERS 
~ Now you Can buy a professional disk system to turn your Dragon into a real computer! 

DELTA 

A DELTA GIVES YOU:— 
e High speed mass storage of programs and data. 

e A fully integrated disk operating system included In the controller cartridge. 

e Available with or without disk drives. 

e To all standard 8", 5%" and 3° MCD1 disk drives. 

e Full featured file handling included in the D.O.S. 

e No modifications required — just plug in and run. 

e Comprehensive user manual included. 

e¢ Upto 1.6 Megabytes of storage using 514 double sided disk drives. 

e Different drive types supported by one controller cartridge. 

e Supports up to four double sided drives (most systems only support two). 

e Housed in attractive plug-in cartridge. 

e LOW COST:— 

A, DELTA SYSTEM 1 
Controller inc DOS + 24rd height canon 40 track 
disk drive + all cables + comprehensive manual 

£299.99 inc VAT 

/\ DELTA SYSTEM 2 
Controller inc DOS + 44rds height cannon 40 track 
double sided disk drive + all cables + manual. 

£345.95 inc VAT 

/\ DELTA CONTROLLER 
Controller inc DOS + comprehensive manual. 

£99.95 inc VAT 

P&P Controller only £3.50 Controller + one disk drive £5.50 SAE for further details. 

PREMIER MICROSYSTEMS 
A DIVISION OF PREMIER PUBLICATIONS 

208 Croydon Road, Anerley, London SE20 7YX. 
TELEPHONE: 01-659 7131 

sie 
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News: Commercial software 

i es | +E a Dp Abe Ss i 2 ir 5 ey el A flight simulator from Microsolt 
ey a une 3 oe i has been announcec 1 for IBM's PC 

Py en | 
Lic 

Cee | Pre Pema Ch beet ey 
Simulator is a highly 

Poot i —— 
simulation of flight in a 

engine airc raft, 
be et ae ele ee nd ed bp a | 
to any interest or abpilll ; level. 

ee a 

you can vary the environmental 

lactors such as wea her Lime O1 

day and the season 
For a change of pace you can 

hoose the ‘British Ace’ game 4 

ode and transform your flight 
world into W orld War Eur ope 
Flight Simulator has a retail pric 
Of 2.32. FOr more Intec rmatior iT] 

contac t Pete and Pam Comr 

ley Road, Rossen ndale. 
es aati ire BBA 6lG or ohone 
a a. 22 FO i] 

| _] a “a wt = ae "7 pe ee ae 

WOOEWTIIEr 15 a new program 
1 7 

generator allowing a beginner to 
iar t arr rams ry Pr } or ert | f 
¥ SS | 5 wae 4 Bibb ie | one PW ob bad ke | 

] 
aU Fh ct J 
Mavili? tO le&darll ad special ian guace 

mm Ect re 
a al = . 

rl = Lt Fh, [ fr i: ri] By 

oo, Se | i, 7 +. i ae 

FORTRAN, Codewriter users will 
need a MINIMUM narawafre 

th ae ee et | i a A D- 1S =) = irement of an IBM Persone 
omputer ana a lloppy disc drive 

i a 

1 4 4) oe — a Ech Sees Se es : unit, although presumably a 
Tl (=f : | =- a a printer would be useful in a larae 

1 =; 1 i 

numpe! ol instan es. Lodewriter is 

Priced at 2242.4 
A i , 
- ky jf tr cn ee D ate a ot 

. r ih JIT Tied = nme: 5 

f-. 4 

KLasiiran which allows you te 
bh a = om. " . = = Al 7 

Lrahnisrietl aia ITOM afi ADDIeso!T 
QAcTTS _ pias it. 
DAO. program directly int 
TE J | r | ] 

Fs = “1 + = \ = 4 
VISIWGIC Gata Tes, AVallable [oT 

Annle IT Pl ee a Lt 
rit fore a 2d aa ET La hil a i 

icrosoitware. 

BUG BYTES BACK 
Customers who have purchased the 
Aspect assembler from Liverpool 
soltware spec ialists Bug Byte, are 
being advised o! faults 1 in 1 the 
program; a copy sheet ¢ 

and errata hy o s been corrections 
and will be supplied on draited 

Bug Byte have also produced 
three new games, Space Invaders, 
City De fen ‘2 an d zalaxy Wars, all 
hic! achine « sode 

cunabis ioe the BBC 
B and all priced at £7.50 

raj lable for tie Oric and 
5 oak ee ai = te ae ek es 
lragon 32 and the game ocrampie 

_— ry . " = LF | J 

lor tne Ue pal ided VIC-20 is now 
i 

re “ir 4 

in stock at £7.00. Bug Byte is in 
os drop ping the mail order side 
of its business, tollowing the recent 
Saat w ith the Spectrum 
chain of computer shops to stock 

Byte s sc atitware 

For Aspect 
contact Bug Byte (Dept Aspec 
Freepost, Liverpool L3 3AB. 

To) i) k@)) | 
When it is 

correction 

cold and wet outside 
to get at your 

can enjoy nine 
holes without even get 
out of the garage! Dragon G olf, 
which is a nine hole golf c 
features all the normal ha fie iy 
associated with the 1 real game. lhe 

display each hole as it is 
played, including all ‘bunker: S, 

er hazards and greens. In 

addition wind strent jths and 
directions play an important part 
1 the match as well as ensuring 

ditter 
eVey) il the Sane clubs are caalaeta: 

by each player. The pla ver can 
select from a full range 
and has to choose the angle 

the strength of st Dragan 
(olf is eiaall ed in tape format and 
is priced at £ dete (Obviously the 

game is for the 
manne. 

Wil 
a] 

ri 

rO: kk oa 

= Dr ago 32 

16d specitically for use 
with the V i 20, Grand master is a 

chess game requiring 
an SK ¢ expansion, There are 10 

cluding one special 
level [OF bie 1S OF oneal chess 

nationwide VIC dealer network. 
Purther information on either 
above can be obtained from 
Audiogenic 
Readin 

Wel a elessoie 

ot the 

Ltd, PO Box 88, 

MADE EASY 
The WDPRO wordprocessing 
at ergs | has been enhanced to 

rsion 2.24 adding several new 
ee u res (existing users can easily 

- - ar - i 
Updrace Dy ( Lf 

— 

contacting Kuma). The 
extra features are additional 

printer routines to handle not only 
the Epson HX-20, Sharp P5, Sharp 
P6, Seikosha GP. 100. di aisywheels 
(in general) but also the Brother 
HRA-| and Meneame tou 
matrix. The agonising situation 
where the operator has 

inadvel ney retur 

operating system before saving the 
text can now be recovered 
using the new ‘REENTER’ 
procedure. The price of the 
package is £39.50 (cassette), 
£79.95 (disc) ang £5.00 ( (upg 
all prices excluding VAT. 

Kuma have also announced 
FORTH tor the Osborne | 
operating under CP/M, including 
the following ma ijor features: full 
£-80 assembler with standard Zilog 
mnemonics, screen editor, floating 
point operators, a compre 

tutorial manual! anc 
of CP/M tile ha raline 
like string handling 

Ta rey Th - 
nec te ee | = 

' 

grade), 

ehensive 

de monstrations 

id B an 

WO Major 

elt * 

ho} ho j 
T 
i 

innovations are introduced 

FORTH more attractive to the 

professional user The 2-80 
assembler allows develk =P ment of 
assembly level programs within the 

powertul interactive environmen! 
offered by FORTH. The use of 
CP/M files for all operations will 
also tree users of the need 
io Operate two different disc 

rmats. The recommended 
retail price is 85.0 ) 

Further details can be obtained 
oy 
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SOFT WARES ) 3 a: Ss selntdrdltenistestint 

BACK TO SCHOOL 

Bourne Educational Software has 
been launched to satisly the need 
for high quality software for the 
educational market. Programs 
developed by BES are aimed in 
particular at children of primary 
school age and are initially written 
for use on the BBC Micro. 

Two programs are Wordhang, 
a word guessing game utilising the 
BBC Micro's high resolution 
graphics capability to the tull, 
costing £7.95, and 
Animal/Vegetable/Mineral’ where 

the computer tries to guess the 
object the child has thought of by 
means of a series Of initial 

questions, costing £4.95. For more 
details please write to Bourne 
Educational Software, Bedtield 
Lane, Near Winchester, Hants 
$023 7SQ. 

Wivdniense) 20) Gis 

The Forecaster uses sophisticated 
mathematical techniques to 
forecast the future behaviour of a 
series of numbers from its past 
history. The user needs to have no 
knowledge about mathemati cal 
forecasting — he just has to type in 
the past values of the series he 
wishes to forecast and tell the 
computer how far into the future 

he wishes to look. The Forecaster 
then selects the best mathematical 
model to fit the data, and will then 
produce forecasts based on the 
model and will give a conlidence 
interval! tor that fapenast: 

The Forecaster is gelanes | for 
the Commodore 8032/96, and 
priced at £320. For more details 
contact Micrecomputer Program 
Design, 2 Hillside Place, Newport: 

on-Tay, Fife, or ‘phone 
0382-645979. 

POETRY IN MOTION a 

OK then 
machines you 
equipped word processing 

all of you with BBC 
can now get a fully 

program, the Wordsworth, which is 
cassette based and requires no 
hardware modification. [he 
package is designed to work with 
the 0.1 operating system, this 
system still being supplied with 
new machines, although versions 
tor later systems are of course 
available. The Wordsworth is 
currently configured for the Epson 
MX-80lII printer, and comes 
complete with a detailed manual 
and sample text. The price is 
£20.00 including postage and 
packing. Please specify the 
operating system, the author will 
gladly make ev ery etfort to adapt 
the program to suit individual 
requiremenis. 

The Wordsworth was written by 
lan Copestake and is available 
trom him at 23 Connaught 
Crescent, Brookwood, Woking, 
Surrey GU24 OAN or ‘phone 048 
67 4755. 

BRIEFING 

A new series of educational! 

packages from Pete & Pam 
Comput ters for the Apple II is now 
available: Invader Round Up, 
Space Scanner, Invader Attack 
and Space Mouse each cost 
£31.95. Together these constitute 
24 programs in the Mathematics 
Competency Series, contact Pete & 
Pam Computers, New Hall Hey 
Road, Rossendale, Lancashire 
6lG for more information. 

A new business simulation for 

the Sinclair ZX81 and ZX 
Spectrum, called Dallas, is 
available from CCS. Written as a 
beard game it is a simulation of oil 
exploration with all the excitement 
and hazards involved. The 448] 
version costs £5.00, 16K ZX 
Spectrum version is £5.00 and 48K 

BB4 

version is £6.00. For more details 

contact Cases Computer 
Simulations, 14 Langton Way, 
London SES 7IL 

lwo pieces of soitware tor the 
Epson Hi-20 come from Kuma: 
Desk Master | is a microcassette 
based program causes the micro to 

duplicate the functions of a normal 
printing calculator, with 
comments, date and time easily 

added to the printer listing Desk 
Master | costs £29.50 plus VAT. 
Also available is Home Budget, a 
microcassette costing £17.35. 
Kuma also announce Gobbler, tor 

the Grundy Newbrain, a game 
using the hi-res graphics and 
priced at £9.20 including VAT. 
Information on these products can 
be obtained trom Kuma 
Computers Ltd, |! York Road 
Maiden head, Berkshire SL6 1SQ or 
phone L625: ALTE. 

Spider Soitware have 
announced a distribution 
agreement for overseas sales of 
their Access data base 
management pe ackage tor the 
Apple Il, the distributor bei ing 
Datamost, 8943 Fullbright 
Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91 

USA, phone number 0101- 213 3-709 
1202. For more information on 
Spider Software contact them at 
98 Avondale Hoad, South 
Croydon, Surrey CR2 6OJB or 
‘phone 01-680 8606. 

From Popular Computing 
Weekly comes Cruising on 
Broadway, a cassette based 
program written for the 16K or 48K 
7X Spectrum. Priced at £4.95 
includ ing VAT, it is available 
through major branches of W H 
Smith and many c omputer dealers 
and also on mail order from 
Sunshine Books Ltd, Hobhouse 
Court, 19 Whitcomb Street, 
London WC2 7HF. 

Stainless Sottware has 
announced more sottware tor the 
TI 99/44 computer: in extended 
BASIC are Devil Craze (£11.00), 
Sky-diver (513.00), and Hang 
Glider Pilot (£13.00) and a 
Display Enhancement Package 
on disc, requiring also 32K RAM 
and either extended BASIC, 
editor/assembler or mini memory 
(£16.00). Two other games are 
Crazy Caver and lierel lay gon at 
£6.00. The soltware i s only 
available by mail order from 
Stainless Software, 10 Alstone 
Road, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 
SAH 

Commodore Business 
Machines have announced the top 
twenty best selling VIC-20 sottware 
products. Introduction to BASIC 
Part I and Il were numbers one 
and two, ana the best selling game 
was Hoppit 

! 
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DONTMISS THIS 
INCREDIBLE OFFER! 

ateboete We Gresestetins a 
Bteatiece 

A Combination of 
Soft & Hardware 

| YES, 50 EAMES on cassette rail 

ae ce i — a SPECTRUM 
ZX81 LYNX 

OO. | IRAGON 

Ms ATARI Vite 2) 

Oss ACORN.ATOM 
oA fASCADE BOG sc 

seit | SHARP 
ORIC-1 
NEW BRAIN 

"SUPPL Y CASSETTE 50 FOR Sis COMPUTER 

lenclose cheque/P.O. 

Name 

Address 

EJ Spectrum nascom 
GIANT ADVENTURE GAMES 

1) COLOSSAL ADVENTURE: The classic mainirame game “Adventure 
with all the onginal treasures & creatures + 70 extra rooms 

2) ADVENTURE QUEST: Through forest, desert, mountains, caves, water. 
B fire, moorland and swamp on an epic quest vs Tyranny 

3) DUNGEON ADVENTURE: The vast dungeons of the Demon Lord have 

jsurvived His fall. Can you get to their treasures first? 

Kuma has over 500 software programmes 

covering -utility,educational, 

entertainment, word processing and other 

business |requirements. 
KumaComputers are backed with many 

years of direct experience. 

PHONE NOW or SEND FOR DETAILS 

MAIDENHEAD > Om (0628) 71778 
Kuma Computers Ltd.11 at Road, 

Every Level 9 adventure has over 200 individually described locations and is 

packed with puzzles - a game can easily take months to complete. Only 
sophisticated compression techniques can squeeze so much in! Each game 

needs 22K and costs £9.90 

@@OG@rortH, FORTH TOOLKIT 
“ra FORTH runson 16K or32K BBC Level 9 Computing are pleased to 

micros and costs £15. It announce a new toolkil for 
» follows the FORTH-79 STANDARD “rq FORTH" on 32K BBC micros 

and has fig-FORTH facilities; It costs only £10 and adds the follow- Te ; 
* provides 260 FORTH words: ing facilities to FORTH: Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1SQ 
#* is infinitely extensible: * 26502 assembler, providing - 

* has a full-screen editor: machine-code within FORTH: | 

* allows full use of ihe M.0.5: * turtle graphics, ging you 4 Please tick box [tr for information required, and send coupon to: 

* permits Diet of al graphic modes, easy-to-use Colour graphics, Kuma Computers, 11 York Road, Maidenhead, Berks SL4 1SQ 
even O-2 (just!), #* decompiler routines, allowing the H 

* provides recursion easily; versalile examination of your HARARE SOP AE HARD ABE “ner! ARE 

* runs faster than BBC BASIC; compiled FORTH Programs: I -| ' | 
+ needs no added hardware * the full double-number set: i C) : SIRIUS-1 C CO) NEWBRAIN CI 

* includes a 70 page technical * anéxample FORTH program: and CJ SHARP A+B C] PRINTERS: 

manual and a summary card; demonstrations of graphics: CL] osporne-- OF OU marrix 
O) epson nx-20 O CO patsy 

= has hundreds of users. other useful routines 

& nascom Gataxy Invaders ee ee eee mic,g £5.90 

| Extension Basic ..... £15/E30AR0OM Missile Defence ....... mi'c,g £7.90 

B Adds 30 new keywords to BASIC Super Gulp ..... comen. @b,9 £4.90 
Compression Assembler? .... £12 5-games cassette ...... misc £5.90 

=mall Source + high speed (FULL RANGE IN CATALOGUE) 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P AND VAT. All programs are in stock and will be sent within 

2 days of receipt. Please send order or SAE for catalogue, describing your micro, to: 

LEVEL 9 COMPUTING 
C, 229 Hughenden Road, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP13 5PG 

micg th a0 

NAME . 

PB aud oh pega 

POST CODE . Dept Sa ee ae ean 
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Feature: The Atari BASIC interpreter 

 Pidduck 

INTO ATARI’S BASIC 
In this month's piece we take a look ata 
simple renumbering routine and investigate 
the possibilities of producing a self- modifying 
program. 

looked at the way in which the 
Atari BASIC interpreter stores 

its programs and variables and, 
hopefully, demonstrated that the 
adventurous programmer can make 
use of this information to generate 
better, more efficient software. 
Once you have started to grasp the 
information and realised that it 
should be quite simple to make use 
of it a whole host of possibilities 
spring to mind. I'm only going to 
look at two; renumbering and 
program self-modification but there 
are many more. 

PARTIAL RENUMBERING 

Listing | is another program using 
the information given in last 
month's article. It is a ‘partial’ 
renumber routine. It is partial in 
the sense that it only renumbers 
the lines and ignores imbedded 
line references like GOTOs and 
GOSUBs. However, as Atari 
BASIC offers no such facility, even 
this is much better than nothing. 

If any budding (and patient) 
programmers out there want to 
tackle the full facility version, the 
imbedded statements to be altered 
are GOTO, GOSUB, 
ON...GOTO, ON...GOSUB, 
RESTORE, LIST and TRAP. Again, 
all the information needed about 
Atari BASIC has been given here. 
However, BEWARE! As Atari 
BASIC allows variables to be used 
in all line referencing statements, 
the value of any variables used in 
this way will also have to be 
altered in the variable storage area 
— (ood Luck! 

USEFUL TIPS 

Because Atari BASIC tokenises the 
program lines as they are typed in, 
a number of non-obvious tactics 
may be employed to achieve more 
efficient programming. For 
example, if a section of code is 
time-critical, the execution speed 
may be optimised by ensuring that 
the variables used in the code are 
specified as early as possible in the 
program. Simply initialising them 
to zero will do. This will place 
them at the beginning of the 
variable storage area and will 

[' March's Computing Today | 

Line 

therefore be found quicker by the 
interpreter at run time. 

Note carefully, that there is no 
way, other than typing NEW or 
switching off the machine, of 
clearing unrequired variables 
which have been previously 
defined. So if you type LOUNT= 1 
by mistake instead of COUNT= | 
and then alter it later, LOUNT will 
stay there forever. Even if you 
DAVE the program to cassette or 
disc and then type NEW or switch 
off and then re- Teer the 
program, LOUNT will still be 
there. This is because a SAVE 
operation records the variable 
storage area with the program. To 
clear the RAM out of all unwanted 
variables, you must LIST the 
program to disc or cassette, type 
NEW and then ENTER the program 
back again. Under these 
conditions, the program is re- 
entered line by line as if trom the 
keyboard. 

To save RAM in your 
programs, avoid real numbers like 
the plague. Remember, all real 
numbers in Atari BASIC take six 
bytes of RAM every time they 
appear. A variable consumes one 
byte for each character of the 
name and eight bytes for its value 
but thereafter only one byte tor 
each reference to the variable in 
the program. So if your program 
uses any number more than two or 
three times, it would be better to 
specify a variable to replace it. For 

Function 

Lines 32700-32704 
required increment. 

Line 32706 

Line 32707 
Lines 32708/9 

example, if you use the number | a 
lot (as most programs do), specily 
a variable, say Nl= 1, early in the 
program and use N| thereatter. 
The extended use of this technique 
can save a large chunk of RAM in 
a long program. Remember, this 

| can also be used for line*numbers 
| in GOTOs etc. 

| MANY HAPPY RETURNS 
lf, like me, you are a keen 
programmer and if, like me, you 
don't have enough money to feed 
the kids and buy that neat little 
disc drive for your system, then 
you are probably already familiar 
with the horrors of cassette 
storage. 

Provided your system stores 
and retrieves ones and noughts 
with some semblance of integrity, 
program storage need not be too 
traumatic. The real fun begins, 
however, when data storage and 
(more to the point) data 
modification is required. 

For example, having just 
completed that foolproof pools 
forecasting program, you need to 
store mountains of statistics (form) 
to make it work. This vital data is 
stored on a different cassette to the 
program and must be updated 
every week with the latest results. 
The process of updating requires 
you to load the program from the 
program cassette, change 
cassettes, run the program and 
load your data. Having added last 

| week's results, the updated data 
must be saved on yet another 
cassette (must retain the original 
for back-up). The whole process is 
fraught with difficulty and danger 
and can easily lead to corrupted 
data and hours of work lost. 

How much easier it would be 
in such cases for the data to form 
an integral part of the program 

The program inputs the old and new start line numbers and the 

Sets ADD 1 to the start address of the program storage area. 
Sets the first line number. 
If the first line number is higher than the old start line number, then 
line 32727 is executed and the program restarts. If it is lower, then in 
line 32726, the contents of the third byte of the current line (ie the 
number of bytes used to store the line) is added to ADD! so that it 
points to the beginning of the second line. This is repeated until the 
old start line number is found. 

Lines 32711-32715 
end of the program. 

Line 32717 

These count the number of lines from the old start line number to the | 

Having determined the number of lines in the part of tne program to 
be renumbered, this is multiplied by the increment and added to the 
new start line number. If the result is greater then 32699, line 32730 is | 
executed and the program restarts. 

Lines 32719-32725 The two-byte line number is constructed (LB,HB) and POKEd into the 
beginning of each altered line. This continues until the address of the 
last line is exceeded. 

Table 4. The line by line breakdown of Listing 1. 
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which is loaded with the program, 
is modified and can be re-saved 
(once again along with the 
program) at the end of the update 
session. This requires only two 
cassettes (first and second 
generations) and is less likely to 
lead to disastrous human or 
machine errors. 

In BASIC, the means to 
include great chunks of data as 
part of the program is afforded by 
the DATA statement. However, it is 
not normally possible for a BASIC 
program to generate and modify its 
own DATA statements. 50, are we 
back to square one? Not if*you use 
an Atari 400 or 800 we're not. 
There is a little trick with the | 
operating system which forces the 
Atari to generate ‘soft’ Returns. 
That is, a quick POKE at the 
optimum moment fools the machine 
into thinking that someone just hit 
the Return key and it will keep on 
doing it until the original value in 
memory is replaced. 

So, the idea is this. When the 
BASIC program generates new 
data and needs to include it 
permanently as a DATA statement, 
it prints a free line number on the 
screen followed by the word DATA 
followed by the information which 
needs to be stored. The cursor is 
suitably positioned, the POKE is 
POKEd and the line is entered into 
the program. Well, almost. 
Actually, to enter the line, the 

32700 
32701 
32782 
32703 
a2704 
32705 
32786 

COUNT=@ 
ADDL =PEEK (136)+PEEK(137)*256 

PRINT "OLD START LINE NO.",: INPUT OLDSTART LBa 
[F OLDSTART> 32699 OR OLDSTART<@ THEN GOTO 32728 190 
PRINT "NEW START LINE NO.",: INPUT NEWSTART 208 
IF NEWSTART?32699 OR NEWSTART<@ THEN GOTO 32729 210 
PRINT “INCREMENT(5 SPC]",:INPUT INC 220 

program needs to be stopped 
momentarily so that the editor in 
the BASIC interpreter can enter 
the line inte the program. Then 
some means must be found to 
restart the program automaticaily. 

Listing 2 illustrates the idea 
with a simple but powerful 
program which allows the user to 
input raw data and which 
automatically formats the DATA 
statements and integrates them into 
the program. 

Lines 150 to 170 ask the user 
where the DATA line numbers 
should start what step to insert 
between them and then prompt for 
the actual data. Lines 190 to 210 
build the string LINES which will 
form the new DATA statement. 
Lines 220 to 270 are the clever bits 
which, when included in that pools 
forecasting routine, could generate 
or modify the ‘form’ statistics. 

Line 220 clears the screen and 
places the cursor one row down 
from the top. Lines 230 and 240 
print the entire DATA statement in 
LINES followed, on the next row, 
by the BASIC reserved word 
‘CONT'. Line 250 places the cursor 
at the ‘home’ position (top leit). 
Now the magic POKE in line 260 
puts the Atari into continuous 

| Return mode and STOPs the 
program. 

Because the program has 
stopped, the Atari prints the 
message ‘STOPPED AT LINE 260’ 

[INPUT DATAS 

230 PRINT LINES 
240 PRINT "CONT" 

INTO ATARI’S BASIC 

at the current cursor position (top 
row of the screen) and moves the 
cursor down to the second row. 
Now the first soft Return takes 
place which enters the DATA 
statement into the program. The 
next solt Heturn enters the 
immediate mode command CONT 
which restarts the program at line 
270. This line repairs the POKEd 
location to return the operating 
system to normal. 

Lines 280 and 290 ask if there 
is more data to enter and, i! so, 
increments the line number by 
STEP for the next DATA statement, 
clears the strings and loops back. 

Listing 3 shows the same 
technique used to provide a crude 
‘Line Delete’ function. In this case, 
the program asks for the limits of 
the line numbers to be removed 
and then proceeds to delete them 
by printing each line number on 
the screen and then doing a solt 
Return. In other words, just doing 
what you would do to remove a 
line number, but automatically and 
somewhat faster! 

Any BASIC statement may be 
printed and entered into the 
program, not just DATA, which 
opens up all sorts of possibilities 
for sophisticated, self-modifying 
programs and even program 
generators (The Last One, Pear! 
and so on). So don't forget, if you 
think of a good application, let's all 
hear about it. 

LINES=STRS (LINE) 
LINES (LEN({LINES)+1)=STATS 
LINES (LEN (LINES) +1)=DATAS 
PRINT CHRS (125) :PRINT 

32707 
12708 
72789 

LINE=PEEK (ADD1)+PEEK (ADD1+1) *256 
IF LINE>OLOSTART THEN GOTO 32727 
[IF LINE<OLDSTART THEN GOTO 32726 

32718 REM ** LINE*OLDSTART 
g2711 

32712 
s2713 
32714 
32715 
32716 
32717 
32718 

a2719 
32728 
a2721 

32722 
32723 
32724 

ADD2=ADD1 
COUNT=COUNT+1 

ADDI =ADD1+PEEK (ADD1+2) 
LINE=PEEK (ADD1)+PEEK (ADD14+1)*256 

[IF LINE<32700 THEN GOTO 32712 
ADDI=ADD1 

IF NEWSTART+COUNT*®INC>32699 THEN GOTO 327380 
REM ** START RENUMBERING 

HB=INT (NEWSTART/ 256) : LB=NEWSTART-HB*256 
POKE ADDZ,LB:POKE ADD2+1,HB 
ADD2=ADD2+PEEK (ADD2+2) 

NEWSTART=NEWSTART+INC 
HB=08:LB=6 

IF ADD2<ADD3 THEN GOTO 32719 

32725 END 
32726 
32727 
32728 
32729 
32730 

Listing 4. The simple renumber 7 
not cater for jumps, we've left frat 

lag 
lig 
128 
138 
14a 
150 

16a 

L7@ 

ADD1=ADD1+PEEK (ADD1+4+2) :GOTO32707T 
PRINT "LINE NUMBER WOT FPOUND":GOTO 32708 
PRINT "LINE NO. OUT OF RANGE":GOTO 32700 
PRINT “LINE WO. OUT OF RANGE" :GOTO 32702 
PRINT "RUN OUT OF LINE NUMBERS": GOTO 32700 

m. Note that it does 
for youl 

DIM STATS (5):STATS="DATA * 
DIM LINES (131) ,DATAS (128) ,ANS (1) 
PRINT CHRS(125):REM ** CLEAR SCREEN 
POSITION 12,4 
PRINT "DATA GENERATOR" 
POSITION 4,/7:PRINT "ENTER FIRST DATA LINE WUMBER *; 
-INPUT LINE 
POSITION 4,9:PRINT "STEP BETWEEN DATA LINE Nos, 
INPUT STEP 
POSITION 4,11: PRINT "ENTER RAW DATA" 
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2o8 
268 
274 
268 
298 
yaa 
418 
3208 
999 

POSITION 0,4 
POKE 842,13:STOP 
POKE 842,12 
PRINT CHRS(125):POSITION 4,4:PRINT "MORE"; 
INPUT ANS:IF ANS<>"¥" THEN 999 
LINE=LINE+STEP 
LINES=" ":DATAS=" * 

GOTO 178 
END 

Listing 2. The automatic DATA statement generator routine. 

11a 
128 
138 
148 
15@ 

iS5 

168 

220 
236 

240 
258 
268 

265 
27a 
275 
2868 
298 
380 
999 

DIM ANS({1} 
PRINT CHARS (125):REM ** CLEAR SCREEN 
POSITION 12,4 

PRINT "AUTO LINE DELETE" 
POSITION 4,7:PRINT "ENTER FIRST LINE NUMBER ";: 
INPUT LINE 

POSITION 4,9: PRINT “ENTER LAST LINE NUMBER ";: 
INPUT LINEND 
POSITION 4,11: PRINT "STEP BETWEEN DATA LINE Nos. "7: | 
INPUT STEP 
PRINT CHAS {125} :PRINT 
PRINT LINE 
PRINT "CONT" 
POSITION @,8 
POKE 842,13:SToOpP 
POKE 8427,12 
LINE=LINE+STEP 
IF LINE<*LINEND THEN GOTO 228 
PRINT CHRS (125): POSITION 4,4:PRINT "MORE"; 
INPUT ANS: IF ANS<>"¥" THEN 999 
GOTO 138 
END 

Listing 3. A further adaptation of the idea to provide a line 
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PONTinn ine aaa iine? 
SELF-INSTRUCTION COURSES 

| 4] MICROPROCESSORS & 
NE Microelectronics £6.50 

Now you can learn all about microprocessors - 

their construction, design, and operation - using We are the largest NASCOM 
our programmed learning technique. Suitable for i | distributors in the U.K. and are 
all ages, all levels of interest, this course has PC 1500 with Software back- Up-to-date with all the latest . 
been designed for ease of understanding. It up expertise to advise you on hardware and soltware 
assumes no prior knowledge other than arithmetic; your requirements See ine Colour, Sound, Speech. 
and at the end you will know what that piece of advanced technology of Educational, Business. Home 
“black plastic" in your computer is actually doing. SHARP on demonstration OF any application you have in 

THE LARGEST U.K mind 

Wo LU ALE | Kit Computers with power 

SUpply, £260 excl. VAT 
Built Computers with power 
Supply, £327. 50 excl. VAT 

Contents include: algorithm design, programmable 

logic, microcomputer architecture, a microprocessor 
family, semiconductor technology, number systems, 
arithmetic - integer and floating point, data 

representation and scaling, programming, micro- 

processor development system. 

GSC SUPERKIT £19.90 
Learn the wonders of digital 

CAMBRIDGE LEARNING | electronics without the 
problems of soldering. 

This practical beginners’ 
kit comes complete with British built and designed. 32k 
instruction manual, comp- HAM as standard. (expandable 

onents, and EXP300 bread- lo 64K Bytes). Plus extensive ! : 
board ta teach -you all the facilities for colour graphics. 9 An integrated Nominal. 
basics of digital electronics. colour, 5 resolution display Purchase and Sales Ledger 

Acivanced sound. Prices from 
=] | Be a rye fae | “Tee . The only extra you need to only £199. inc. VAT with optional invoicing and 

buy is a 44}V battery. Seca ee rn Stock packages using the 

cartridges, joysticks. bockants QUANTUM (British) with up 
feels cei B to 2.25M BYTE of floppy 

r— THE VERY POPULAR —, discs. Very competitive 
prices. But best of all 
friendly, professional advice 

ithe best system 

This self-instruction course 

teaches gating, boolean | 

logic, R-5S and J-K flipflops, 

MGTAL 2. aor | 
COMPUTER DESIGN £8.50. 
This up-to-date theory course covers the design of 

digital computers, both from their individual logic 
elements and from integrated circuits. You are 
first shown the way in which simple logic circuits 
operate and then, through a series of exercises, 
arrive at a design for a working machine. 

SINCLAIR 2X81 at £49.95 
16K RAM PACK at £29.95 

SINCLAIR PRINTER 
at £59.95 

| X281 1K RAM, one-touch — . 

Keyboard. complete with all 

connecting leads. 16K RAM pack Bal Microcomputers 

Please send for our free booklist for further 

information on these and our other courses. 

GUARANTEE No risk to vou. If you are not completely 
atislied, Your money wl he relunded upom return ee! 

il@ém in good enditian within 22 days iff receipt, 

CAMBRIDGE LEARNING LIMITED, Unit 56 RIVERMILL SITE, 
ernie the el nansiot announce tt FREEPOST, ST IVES, CAMBS, PEI7 ¢BR, ENGLAND. plugs into expansion port : “2 Ineir new 
TELEPHONE: ST IVES (0280) 67226. VAT Ne 213026022 enabling use of sophisticated 2% Software Division offering 

ue ; Sig Software. ZX printer has full a range of high qualit ‘ 
A | prices include worldwide postage otrmat is @eIfa alphanumencs and grapnics inexpensiy ait q alll \y Dut 

| please ask for prepayment invoice}. Giro Avec No 2TB9159. 50cos, 32 characters per line the NASCOM ams for 

Flease allow 28 davs for delivery in UK, Ss : 

| Saree SUPERKIT(S) @ £19.90 : Our main product ae = Nencees Nave an educational 
; — . 7-7," willactas anexcellent sland-aione c |, Ria aaly DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN(S) @ £8.50 see aN system, optionally with High spilt The Cafaloque 

| tees MICROPROCESSORS & MICROELECTRONICS @ £6.50 | Resolution Colour Graphics and includes Programs enablin cae oo will atlach to an economical Local ; as kT =r ! + oo rj i rr Pur t Pa at Ce Ti a Praag che in rhe | bal 
‘Own . phe d eorillghersiamtorelng ae sa lo make the best 

our recent installations in ihe Ee of the NASCOM. Send 
educational tieid. S.A.E (9 > 6) Please 

Yes...come to Kenilworth 

Business & Leisure 
Micro Computers 
16, The Square, Kenilworth, 
Warwickshire CV8 1EB. 

_ Telephone: (0926) 512127. 
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it. fpr ne orders [ror card holders accepted on LAO by akb 

sterling drawn ofr i Lord or Hank, OF quite credit card 

ambridge Learning Limited, | Fivermill Site, FREEPOST, 

St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs, PEI? 4BR, England, {Registered 
in England Ne 1326762) 

| veErgeas cCusleners ne luding Fire! sheauld «end a bank draft 



| Software News 
INNING Wi ATTY ay } | 

TRS 80-GENIE SOFTWARE 
from the professionals 

EVERY FEW YEARS A UNIQUE PROGRAM ARRIVES 
90 PRACTICAL..SO USEFUL IT BECOMES HERALDED BY COMPUTER OWNERS INTERNATION- 
ALLY AS A TRUE CLASSIC..AN INDUSTRY STANDARD...HIGHLY ACCLAIMED BY EVERY MAJOR 
TRS-80 PUBLICATION. YOU'VE SEEN IT WITH ONLY A HANDFUL OF TRS-80 PROGRAMS...NOW 
EXPERIENCE A LEGEND WITH THE NEW... 

VERSION 3.0 

ngs ef oe a G 

MANIPULATE DISK SECTORS, MEMORY Joa 
AND FILES eCOPY FILESFROMANDTO “& 
NON-COMPATIBLE DOS'S e ZAP A DIREC- 
TORY # ZAP A SECTOR e COPY A SECTOR 
AND COMPARE A SECTOR « COMPARE 
FILES e PURGE A DIRECTORY e DISPLAY 
DISK MAPS « EXAMINE FILE LOCATIONS « 
READ AN ALTER DATA ADDRESS MARKS « a. = Hr rer reer 

DOUBLE SIDED DAIVE SUPPORTLDOS, ““s 5 
DOSPLUS, AND MULTIDOS e MORE e UTILITY PROGRAM OF THE YEAR 
BOOTS ON MOD!IOR MOD 1II35.40.OR80 
TRACKS e SINGLE OR DOUBLE DENSITY « 
TEST MEMORY # READS ALL CURRENT 

NEWDOS. NEWDOS/&80 20. DOSPLUS. 
MULTIDOS. DBLDOS « AUTO DENSITY 
RECOGNITION « AUTO DOUBLER 
RECOGNITION « AUTO DOS RECOGNITION 
e AUTO MODEL RECOGNITION MOD! OR 
MOD Ille REPAIR DAMAGED DIRECTORIES 
e REPAIR BOOT SECTORS e REPAIR HITS 

GAT TABLES « CREATE A SPECIAL OR 
CUSTOM FORMATTED DISK e REFORMAT 
WITHOUT ERASE « BUILT IN PRINTER 
ROUTINES « SOFTWARE BULK ERASE A 
DISKETTE # PATCHES TRSDOS AT 
OWNERS OPTION « EASILY CONFIGURED POPULAR DOSS TRDOS, LDOS FOR ANY SYSTEM ¢ MORE e 

— £49.60 Super Utility Plus Version 3.0 £44.00 plusV.A.T. 

Registered first class shipping £1.60 

PROTECTED MEDia 

Back UP COPT INCLUDED 

ee _ - 

other machines 

Ve have started to supply some of 
our more popular programs in non 
TRS-80 format for other machines as 

follows: 

BBC (MODEL B-0O/3$ 0.1) 

JUMBO 
The 747 simulation that has swept 

the TRS-80 community worldwide! So 
memory tight that there was no room 

for full colour. 

Cassette P17 .25 

MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE 
The English written, machine 

language series of adventures. Seven 
in number, at the moment the follow- 

ing are presently available on the 
BBC: 

The Golden Baton 

The Time Machine 

Arrow of Death Part | 

Arrow of Death Part Il 

Escape from Pulsar 7 

Circus 

Feasibility Experiment 

Cassette (each) F10.06 

FAIRYTALE 
Basic adventure mainly aimed at 

the kids But for all the family! Uses a 
scenario of nursery rhymes and fairy- 
tales within which to find the 
treasures. 

WONDERLAND 
A follow-up Basic adventure to 

Fairytale. Fairytales and nursery 
rhymes again plus cartoon characters. 

Cassette (each) F10.06 

VAT. included 

P.& P. /Sp for any quantity 

TEL: [9424] 220391 / 223636 MOLIMERX:LTD 
A J HARDING (MOLIMERX) 

TELEX 86736 SOTEX G 

1 BUCKHURST ROAD, TOWN HALL SQUARE, BEXHILL-ON-SEA, EAST SUSSEX. 

TRS-80 & VIDEO GENIE SOFTWARE CATALOGUE £1.00 plus £1 postage. 
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Review: Books for the ZX Spectrum 

Don Thomasson 

SPECTRU 
BOOKS SURVEY 
Our reviewer has taken a look at 
the spectrum of books that have 
appeared about the ZX Spectrum. 

s each new Sinclair computer 
comes into sight, and some- 
times a little before the actual 

hardware appears, a flock of related 
literature begins to emerge. There 
have been unkind suggestions that 
this is encouraged by the inade- 
quacy of the official manuals, which 
are really quite comprehensive 
up to a point — but a more credible 
explanation is that many purchasers 
| been first-timers, with no 
background experience to help 
them fill in the gaps 

Producing books related to a 
new computer can have its diffi- 
culties. Possession of an advance 
model, by fair means or foul, is 
essential. Without that, a lot of 
guesswork would be needed. Then 
comes the need to work out new pro- 
grams relevant to the machine con- 

cerned, and give them a thorough 
test. That takes time, and time is 
precious when others are trying to 
get their books on to the market first. 

A particular dilemma concerns 
manner in which program 

listings are presented. Direct 

— 

have 

iL “ 

ine 

the Sinclair printer are not 
always too easy to read, and they do 
little to help the image of the book. 
With other computers, it is possible 
to link up a high-grade printer, but 
hat is more difficult with ZX 
machines, 

Transcribing the listings into a 
more readable form improves the 
image, but presents two problems of 
its own. Meticulous proof reading is 
essential, and this is not helped by 
the fact that some type faces tail to 
make a clear distinction between, 
say, | and | (the numeral and lower 
case L, to make the point clear!) 
Whereas the right interpretation is 
rarely a problem in ordinary text, it 
can be a matter of sheer quesswork 
in a listing 

Tie isks 
ee ee The bi considered below 

problems in different 
ig ara ee he [ae = - ed 7 some, trankly, are re-cooked 

versions of books published tor the 

i | 

er | a Pes tie Sc 4: 

5 Ol Ye [nese 

i fr ae ml 

Weed Foo 
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ZX81 or ZX80. Others show only a 
rather remote relationship with the 
ZA Spectrum, being just as ap- 
plicable to other machines. 
However, there are one or two 
which genuinely give their readers 
an insight into the special 
characteristics of this interesting 
machine, either by explanation or 
example, 

It was not possible to set up and 
run all the programs given in the 
books, but a sample selection was 
chosen as a basis for statements 
regarding program quality, which 
ranged from very moderate to ex- 
tremely good, though some pro- 
grams in the latter category proved 
difficult to debug when typing er- 
rors had been made during input. 

As a last point, it may be sug- 
gested that there is room for a fur- 
ther wave of ZA Spectrum literature 
to fill in the gaps leit by these tore- 
runners, and to condense the ac- 
cumulated data they contain into 
more accessible form. 

In essence, this is an elementary 
programming manual for the 2-80 

microprocessor, with some fairly 
superficial data on the way the 
device is used in the ZA Spectrum. It 
would provide a good starting point 
tor a beginner, less daunting than 
the professional 4-80 books, but a 
need for additional data on the more & 
exotic instructions would soon 
become evident. Reference is made 
to the ULTRAVIOLET assembler 
program, but more information 
could have been given on ‘manual’ 
assembly methods, which are 
valuable in showing how the essen- 
tial processes work. A useful stepp- 
ing stone to higher things, but it 
needs a follow-up going into greater 
detail 

vce ae hoa? 

Peer 



printout facsimile, and cover a wide 
tield. Some are adaptations from 
ZAG | practice, and in one or two 
places this shows a little, but not toa | 
serious extent. One of the most 
useful sections deals with conver- 
sion of programs written for other 
computers. The rapid sequence of 
sections dealing with di netet sub- 
jects can look confusinc j at | first, but 
an adequate index allows a par- 
ticular section to be found quickly, 
There is little of an abstruse nature. 
but much useful material for those 
on the way up in their understan- 
ding of BASIC. 

The Spectrum Book of Games 
Mike James, 5 M Gee & 
Kay Ewbank 
Granada Publishing Ltd 
146 pages: £5.95 

The tle indicates the weakness ol 
this book: The programs are first 
presented in ZX81 form, and conver- 
sions tor the ZA Spectrum are then 
given, except in the case of the last 
four of the nineteen programs, 
which are specifically tor the ZX 
Spectrum alone. The special 
capabilities of the ZX Spectrum are 
therefore left unexplored. However, 
the concept of basing the programs 
on puzzles does open up new fields 
for those who are tired of seeing the 
same old program titles again and 
again. The programs are at a fairly 
elementary level. 

Twenty-one games programs, some 
quite substantial, none trivial, and 
including some familiar titles and 
some novelties. [he printouts are 
facsimiles, but net of a Sinclair 
printer product, apart from some 
screenprints., Suggestions are ol- 

The ZX Spectrum and how to get 
Pinging 1 it 
eee 

| da Publishing Ltd 
Yonge 15.95 

Starting with some useful down-to- 
earth points about the electrical fered re garding possible 
connections and the way to tune the enhanc ements to the programs, and 

ade Quate supporting explanations 
are provided. The book is heaven- 
sent for those who have run out ol 
ideas for new games programs, but 
he full capabilities of the ZX Spec- 
trum are only partially explored. 

television set, this book goes on to il- 
lustrate programming principles by 
short printouts given in facsimile. 
Of about seventy such examples, a 
lew are self-« aniseed programs, 
but all are aimed mai nly at illus- 
trating the text. Broadly speaking, 
the result is an expansion of the ZX 
Spectrum manual. without muc ; 
enlargement of the area covered. 
solid book, full of patient ce i. 
tions which will help the com- 
parative beginner 

SM Gee 
Granada Publishing Ltd 
141 pages: £5.95 

Understanding Your Spectrum 
Dr lan Logan 2 
Melbourne House Publishers Ltd 
192 pages: £7.95 

A crash course in the 2-80 micro- 
processor is combined with some 
useful information on the inner 
workings of the ZX Spectrum, in- 
cluding the location of essential 

routines in the ROM and the way 
they can be called. Perhaps a little 

alarming for the beginner, but in- 
valuable for someone who has | 
already dabbled in the use ol 
machine code as an adj unct or alter- 

native to BASIC, Information on 
assemblers and disassemblers which 
were available to the time ol 
publication is usetul, and there is 
even a section on buaqs in the 4A 
Spectrum HOM program. A very 
usetul book. 

Games ZX Computers Play 
Tim Hartnell (Editor) 
Interface Publications 
167 pages: £3.25 

This book is mainly a BASIC primer, 
with sections dealing with 
special characteristics of Spectrum 
BASIC. Short program examples 
are given, but the reader is left to 
link them together to form working 
programs. Much of the material can 
be found in the ZX Spectrum 
manual, though it is expanded and 
explained in more detail. A book for 
the beginner. 

rogramming Your ZX Spectrum 
Tim Hartnell ea Dilwyn Jones 
Interface Publications 
23] pages: £6.95 

Thirty programs, 15 of them for the 
£4 opectrum, the rest for the ZA8] 
(Actually, there appear to be 32, but 
the book itself claims Onny 30). As 
varied as their origins, the programs 

A tightly-packed assembly of pro- 
grams, mostly very short, arranged 
to illustrate particular statements 
and methods. The listings are in 
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Review: Books for the ZX Spectrum 
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Games To Play On Your ZX 
Spectrum 

lartin Wren- Hilton 
Shiva Publishing Ltd 
43 pages: £1.95 

Thirteen programs, mostly games, 
with limited explanatory not All 
are fairly short, and use of the : 
Spectrum special cha 
seems limited. 

loring Spectrum BASIC 
vie Lora 
Timedata Ltd 
19] pages: £4.95 

This teach, in an 
the more ait- 

can be 
several  il- 
icluding a 
4m and a 

Do O ~ sets 
unobtrusive 
ficu tll l i 

out to 

e way, how 

BASIC 

are 

problems in 
handled. There 
lustrative program 
very good Maze prog gr 
three-d mensional disp le ay routine. 
The section on sound and colour is 

rather more comprenensive than in 
some other books, bei ing ‘brie but to 
"y L. “s . i. i a 

Ine point. Not Bad at all. 

Easy Programming for the 
Spectrum 
lan Stewart and Robin Jones 
Shiva Publishing Lid 
139 pages: £5.95 

. BASIC tutorial prese ted in a fair 
t light-hearted way ie encourage 
ss who are struggling. A numbot 
of programs are provided, some to 
illustrate particular points, but all 
are relatively small. Listings are 

While the 
a A kJ - 4 LL =, I 

ie ASIC , Loe el 

1 c hs 

genera! content 
waracteristics 

Mo Means 

type-set. 
relates to | 
ofthe ZA 5 
ignored 

20 Best Programs for the 
ZX Spectrum 
Andrew Hewson 
Hewson Consultants 
118 pages: £5.95 

SDPECcIru Ail al 

A varied collection ol 

ranging trom 
tor handling machi 
listings are in tacsimile ol 
printer outpu 
difficult to are 
readable with a little thought. The 

machine code utilities are probably 
the most important of the programs 

programs, 
Hangman to utilities 

The 

Sinclair 
t, and are occasic 

SS mS oF 

Oecipne,’4, 

ne code 

The ZX Spectrum Explored 
Tim Hartnell 
Sinclair Browne Lid 
218 pages: £5.95 

te, are used 

lustrate ZX Spectrum characteristics 
in BASIC. The listings are facsimiles | 
of Sinclair printer output. There are | 
sections on colour, sound, business | 
applications, educational aids, and 
games. None are sensational, just 
reasonable material to quide the 
steps of an inexperi ienced program- 
mer, who might soon begin to see 
ossible enhancements. The title 

seems to be well justified. 

Spectrum Machine Lengunge for 
the Absolute Be 
(Edited) William. Sa 
Melbourne House (Publishers) Ltd 
245 pages: £6.95 

, 24-80 microprocessor primer with 
references to the ZX Spectrum 
characteristics. A machine code 
monitor in BASIC, a loader for hex- 
adecimal data, and a complete 
‘Freeway Frog program in machine 
code are provided. The standard of 
presentation justifies the book's title, 
but the coverage provided wil! take | 
the beginner quite a long way 
However, the link to the ZX Spec- | 
trum, rather to any other Z-80 com- | 
puter, is a little tenuous. 

Over The § 1m 
Edited by Philip Williams 
Melbourne House (Publishers) Ltd 
164 pages: £6.95 

TNE) ; 

A compilation of 28 programs in = 
BASIC, some with machine code 
support. Each program is su pported 
by adequate explanations, and for 
some there are coloured p yictures of | 
the display The only criticiam that 
must be made is that some of the || 
programs are so ingenious that it 
can be quite ailticult to locate errors 
made when typing them in. There 
are some superb implementations of 
the ZX Spectrum graphics, and if 
there are instances where a simpler 
program structure can be seen as | 
beth possible and pre! ferable, it is 

easy to be wise after the event, and 
at least something has been learned. 
A book to make you think, rather 
than just a source from which to 
copy programs 

Cambridge Colour Collection 
Richard Francis Altwasser 
RF Altwasser 
64 pages: £6.95 

Twenty programs written by a man 
much involved with the develop- 
ment of the ZX Spectrum. The 
listings are type-set but avoid am- 
biguities by using upper case and 
slashed zeroes. As iat be ex: 
pected, good use is made of the 
special LM spectrum 
characteristics, and the programs 

“TT Teer e. ; 
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cover a wide field, from home ac- 
counts to random pattern 
generators. It should be noted that 
the listings are very compact, and 
the book would be much bigger il 
they were presented in facsimile 
form. Perhaps more important is the 
high standard of program writing, 
which puts some of the competitive 
offerings to shame and sets an ex- 
cellent example to beginners. 

The Spectrum Pocket Book 
Trevor Toms 
Phipps Associates 
160 pages: 26.50 ‘ 

This successor to the 2X80 and ZX%61 
Pocket Books is essentially a collec- 
tion of varied programs, plus some 
usetul inside intormation about the 
machine covered. The programs in- 
clude an Assembler, a Disassem- 
bler, a machine code monitor and a 
Screen Toolkit, as well as a number 
of games and a budget account 
system. Some emphasis is placed on 
the use of a direct interface to en- 
sure accuracy of the listings, the 
whole book having been created 
with the aid of a Diabolo 630 printer. 
Rather more than a third of the book 
is devoted to machine code, in- 
cluding the support programs 
already mentioned, and there is 
useful information 
linkage points in the ROM program. 

The Working Spectrum 
David Lawrence 
Sunshine Books Ltd 
216 pages: £5.95 

Where most of the ZX Spectrum 
books illustrate their points with the 
help of games programs, this one 
concentrates on more ap- 
plications, though not exclusively 
A filing system, financial programs, 
home tutor routines and a chapter 
on graphics handling are supported 
by a selection of miscellaneous 
routines, including a couple ol 
games. The programs are listed on a 
respectable dot-matrix printer, and 
are quite easy to read. An unusual 
feature is that the listings are divid- 
ed into blocks, which helps clarity 
and allows entry sessions to be 
broken up conveniently, but as the 
blocks are not in numeric order 
there is a need to dart from page to 
page when working out the overall 
function. As they stand, the pro- 
grams are complete, but there is 
scope tor further extension in most 

cases, and suggestions for this are 
otfered. [his is, in general, a book 
tor the more serious user. The title is 
qualitied by Volume 1, so its suc- 
eessors will be looked for with in- 
terest. 

SETlOuUs 
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LATE COMERS! 

Almost as if to prove the point that 
there is a constant flow of books onto 
the market, more have come to our 
attention since this survey was writ- 
ten. Indeed one of the following (by 
Dr Logan) was still only at 
manuscript stage at the time this 
issue of Computing Today was be- 
ing put together! Since we did not 
get a chance to look at these boks in 
detail, the below merely aims to in- 
form you of their content, rather 
than give an actual appraisal. 

= 

John Hardman and Andrew Hewson 
Hewson Consultants 
144 pages: £5.95 

The book comprises two sections: 
Section A written by Andrew 
Hewson, introduces the beginner to 
machine code and its nomenclature. 
Section B is written by John Hard- 
man, provides both the beginner 
and the experienced programmer 
with 40 machine code routines in- 
cluding Scroll Lett and Line 
Renumber in easy to load forms. The 
tunctioning of each routine is clear- 
ly explained. 

The Complete Spectrum ROM 
Dr jan Logan and Dr Frank O'Hara 
Melbourne House 
236 pages 

This book, which was still at the 
manuscript stage at the time of my 

writing this brief summary, contains 

the following sections: The restart | 
routines and tables, The keyboard 
routines, The loudspeaker routines, 
The cassette handling routines, The 
screen and printer handling 
routines, The executive routines. 
BASIC line and command inter- 
pretation, Expression evaluation, 
The arithmetic routines and The 
floating point calculator. Also in- 

cluded are appendices covering 
BASIC programs tor the main series 
(SIN A, EXP X, LN X & ATN X), The 
‘DRAW’ algorithm, The ‘CIRCLE’ 
algorithm, and Note on small in- 
tegers and — 65536. 

Macmillan Press "A 

288 pages: £9.95 | 
This book, which should appear in 
April 1983, is intended primarily for 
ZA Spectrum owners who are com- 
petent BASIC programmers, but 
who are complete beginners in com- 
puter graphics. It contains the 

lan © Angell and Brian J Jones: 

SP 
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renle Biay yeas and basic informa- 
tion about pixel and 2-D amok es 
whi ch have to be mastered before 

the more involved concepts of 

character and 3-D graphics 

More Rea! Applications for the 
ZX81 and Spectrum 
Randle Hurley 
Macmillan Press 
72 pages: £7.50 

The object ot this Pook i is to take the 

ZA6]1 and the ZA Spec rum 4 long 

way along the path towards use as a 
smal! business or workinc } com- 
puter. All listings have been pro- 
duced using pie = Sin clair printer and 
have been run in the computer 
before being listed The programs in 

| SRL TE tecnica war thr aaracs — | r id y | =" | Z - 1 . i 

i th Le teat i e } ‘ Li Pit a | ude Ss Ll | = he bid a ‘ll il a 2 | at 

re} 1 ] i F iam =f SS 

Hie Mar» di Ing, Stallsics packages, 

Imation Drograms and More 

lackup tapes are also available 
which alse » include some programs 

that are nach in the book at a price ol 

rer oe 

Spectrum Hardware Manual 
Adrian Dickens 
Melbourne House 
£5.95 

1 1 1 i a 

This book explains exactly what is 

inside the 4A Spectrum and how it 

works. Full circuit « agrams and a 

detailed explanation ol each c ompo- 
nent are given. Many teatures not in 

the manual are discussed here 

how to adjust the colours tor your 
am as j re, be oe © ak = . =u ct a eo 

own JV set, now to amplily the 

seats oF the internal loudspeaker 
and much more. Practical hardware 

arolecis inc lude how to connect a 

ful| S1ze Keybo IaTe 1. CONnnecnng the 

ZX Spectrum to the outside world 
] jj and how to build your own joysticks 

lor use with the 4A opectrum. 

The Art of Programming the ZX 
Spectrum 
M James 
Bernard Babani (Publishing) Ltd 
i38 pages: £2.50 

This bo 

STOP PRESS: The lates! 
book from Newnes 

Technical Books 
includes eight pages 
of full colour. Cost is 
£6.95 for 1499 pages 

ok introduces all the teatures 
nee ded to write games programs lor 
the ZX Spectrum. Graphics are 
dealt with in a number of the 
chapters as well as the sound 
capabilities and the use of PEEK and 
POKE 

MORE TO COME? 
It almost goes without saying, but 
we || say it anvey | hat we col uld 
carry on adding to this list almost ad 
infinitum since new books are ap- 
pearing all the time. We have tried 
to cover as many as pc sages in these 
pages but we don't d doub at that more 
will be available by tl > time YOU ac- 
tually get to read this! 



COMPUTING TODAY BOOK SERVICE 
“Learning to Use” 
a new series for 
first time ———.. 
users. 
“Learning to Use” is a new series 
of books which introduces 
newcomers to the most widely 
used micros in the marketplace. 

—== 

The books assume absolutely 
no knowledge about computers 
and the reader is shown even the 
most fundamental operations 
such as “switching on” and 
“loading a program”. The books 
lead the reader through simple 
programming and then on to 
graphics, with several programs 
which show how to achieve 
pictures and even animation! 

The user-friendly approach ts 
consistent throughout the text — 
not only are program listings 
clearly shown, but in many cases, 
a photograph is included to show 
what the program looks like when 
actually loaded and run! ) | | \ Geet 

All books in the series are £5.95 — 

(incl. postage).  roha A =e eee ee 
| 7 a : CT5B 

Gower | | : 
| Order through SPECIALIST BOOKS I 
i SPECIALIST BOOKS, COMPUTING TODAY, f 

145 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON WC2H OEE. 

I CO _____ EEE — 

To be published | Address a — : SS... 2 —. —. I 

Pp I Make cheques payable to ASP Ltd | enclose my cheque for £................ ; | 

L wt he Orie’ h Please debit my Barclaycard! | Access [ | Signed _ ——=— == \ 
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Computer (April) Satu _— —_ pate | = FN | 
Learning to Use the Commodore j NOW AVAILABLE 

| 

64 Computer (May) Please send me.......copy/ies [_ |LeamingtoUsethe PET Computer [| Learning to Use the VIC-20 Computer 

shal : if A J | allat€5.95 each [__] Learning to Use the BEC Microcomputer [_|LeamningtoUsetheZX€1 Computer | 9 

Computer (June) | ts See TERA Eris [_] Learning to Use the Applelll/ HIE [| Leaming to Use the T194/4a | 

[ To be published ; 
! | Please reserve for me, and send to me on publication my copy/ies of 

| | all at £5.95 each []Leaming to Use the Orie 1 [| Learning to Use the Lynx 
READ-O r f hy ‘on post & packing) _} Learning to Use the Commodore 64 
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q In StOCK tii eics soca 
+ Werdwise Word Processor (needs 1.0 System) 
+ Software — Acorn, Bughyte, Computer Concepts (Logo 2) 
+ Joysticks for the BAC + 100K Single Disk Drives 
+ Torch 800% Twin Disk Drives with CPN 

(Equivalent toCPM’) 

Forthe BBC: | VIC-20 Clearance: 
Screen Layout Pad, | Arfon Expand Unit €85 

~ Flow Chart Pad & VIC Games Cartridges: 
SPEC IAL Symbol Design Pad | Mission !mpossible £20 

| OFFERS Ff Kit with ring binder Rat Race E16 

Whilst stocks last! Rc, retad price £15.50 Road Race £16 
OWA PRICE OWLY Mole Attack £16 

£12.50 incl VAT prices include VAT! 
PLUS computers, peripherals, arintors, Fe ALTER games, books and much, much = 
more from leading makers at low prices - always available from your local stockist: BU PRO SOFT SOFTWARE 

| ~ OG AMOMVINEIN OmwerO 

TWICKENHAM @ | gee 
‘COMPUTER CENTRE LTD pn — yan AAO oe 
T2 Heath Ad Twickesham Middx TW1 48W (01- 892 7896/01- B91 16lz) FTI L ORDER ONLI Ly 

3 = THURSDAY 21 (12am — 7pm) 

A "al FRIDAY 22 (10am — 6pm) 
| SATURDAY 23 (10am — 6pm) 

AT THE . 

wiz Midland 
ta, Hotel 

PETER STREET 

VISIT THE COMPLETE SHOW FOR THE HOME USER AND SEE: 
A COMPLETE cross section of all hardware and software available to the home user. 

A FULL RANGE of home computers priced from £50 upwards. 
A COMPUTER ADVICE CENTRE run by independent experts for the answers to all your 

questions. 

| WIN WIN WIN TWO COMPUTERS — one for you, one fora school of your choice 
— to be won at each show: FREE entry form with advance tickets 

COMING SOON 
MAY BRIGHTON 
JUNE BIRMINGHAM 

Sponsored jointly by: 

Computing Today Personal Software 

Personal Computing Today 

Home Computing Weekly £X Computing 
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holding back? 
Unlock all the secrets of your Spectrum with the 

most complete Spectrum Software Library available. 
Written by the sharpest minds in micro technology today, this comprehensive library of 
software will allow you to maximise the entire range of your Spectrum's impressive 
capabilities. If you demand the best from your Spectrum, cut out and mail the coupon 
Paine because once you've unlocked all the secrets of your Spectrum - there'll be no 

iding you back. he 

aT ETS The Complete Spectrum ROM Disassembly 
This is the book for the serious programmer who wants to get right to the heart of the 
Spectrum system; its 16K ROM control program. 
Written by Or. lan Logan and Dr. Frank O'Hara, each ROM routine is completely 
disassembled and its function clearly explained. Great care is also taken to ensure 
the reader understands how all the routines within the ROM interact with each other 
The book also explains every aspect of the Spectrum's software operation in detail 
and makes all functions and entry points available for use in your own programs and 

routines. £9.95 

adil tab) SSpectrum Hardware Manual 
An essential aid forevery Spectrum user, givinganeasy to 
follow explanation of how this sophisticated micro computer 
really works, written by Adrian Dickens. 
Backed up with acomplete rundown on each component's 
function and full circuit diagrams, the book reveals many 
features of the Spectrum system not mentioned in the Sinclair 
Manual. 

The book also includes practical hardware projects and tips 
enabling you to take full advantage of the system's hardware 
potential. £5.95 

—— 
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Understanding Your Spect rum ectrum Machine ices uage For : Over the Spectrum 
Acomplete overview of Spectrum 30 exciting programs and games The Absolute Beginner 
soltware systems explaining both BASIC to test you and your Spectrum Everything the first time user needs 
and machine language programming Plus Many Programming hens io know about Spectrum Machine 

£7.95 and tips too. £6.95 language. £6.95 
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MELBOURNE HOUSE PUBLISHERS = Creenwich, tondonse10 | Statontoad cheaamgton "Welcome a 

. Please send me your free catalogue. : Leighton Buzzard, BEDS LU7 7NA Saene a 
3 Heats send me: 2X81 Cassettes eK SPECTR a 

Books Machine Language Made simple 16K SPECTRUM 4 UM & m SPECTRUM for the 2X80 & 2x81 8.95 | OverTheSpectrumNo.1 £5.95 ___ Penetrator £695 
@ | Understanding Your Spectrum £7.95 Not Only 30 Programs f 4.95 Over The SpectrumNo.2 £5.95 The Hobbit £14.95 
g | Spectrum Machine Language Understanding Your OverTheSpectrumNo.3 £5.95 STANDARD VIC 20 
For The Absolute Beginner £6.95 ZX81 ROM | £0.95 Programs from Spectrum vicinnovativecassette1 ¢595 & 

@ || Over The Spectrum £6.95 able da Sinclair Basic pean Machine Language Book £5.95 vicinnovativeCassette2 £5.95 

Bo sootimHoardwareManual cece | CompleteSincialr 2x81 Rom = Enter The Dragon eee 6 
DRAGON Cl insandoutsofthe 2x81 0 _¢s.g5 060 Enter The Oragon eT 

a Enter The Dragon £5.95 vic as Super Cassette 6 £5.95 Allpricesinclude VAT where applicable gy 

| : £ a ViC Innovative Computing £6.95 
- All Metbourne House cassette software Is unconditionally guaranteed against malfunction. ry Please add 80p for post and pack ¢__-80 ad 
5 Access Orders Can be telephoned through on our 24-hour ansafone (01) 8587397. TOTAL £ “1 

B lenciose my cheque/money order for £ a 

. Please debit my Access card No. Expiry date Signature : 

g Name Address. 
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Feature: New adventure games 

Richard Marks 

ETTIING 
ADVENTUROUS 
We play around with the Scott 
Adams games and let you know 
just what you're letting yourself in for. 

= 

i 
= q 

eT Pe lane | | 

cott Adams did for adventure 
ie. programs what Henry Ford 

did for motor cars. He didn't 
invent them — that honour pro- 
bably goes to Will Crowther — but 
he refined and popularised them, 
bringing them to a large consumer 
market. In doing so, he set stan- 
dards whicn have been widely ac- 
cepted throughout the industry, 
and has left a trail of imitators 
following closely in his footsteps. 

THE OVERALL PICTURE 
The adventures all have a similar 
screen layout, similar presentation 
and the plots follow the same sort 
ol lines. [here is always a task for 
you to achieve, and this takes you 
right to the end of the game. In 
some, there are treasures to col- 
lect, and it doesn't always tell you 
how many there are. In others, 
there is a single objective. For ex- 
ample, in Mission Impossible, an 
early and easy game, your orders 
are to destroy a bomb planted by a 
saboteur in a nuclear power sta- 
tion. Your instructions are given to 
you by a tape recorder, which you 
tind in a small room. The tape 

20f 

recorder is large, and may have 
other uses! 

All the games begin with the 
same trontispiece, welcoming you, 
giving you a few words of the 
vocabulary, and giving suggestions 
to newcomers. This really seems a 
bit of a waste of space — it is the 
same introduction in all the games, 
right down to the same spelling 
mistake in one word. And the 
vocabulary contained in the in- 
structions doesn t even work in 
some of the games! Still, I'm sure 
he knows what he's doing. 

Unlike some other adventures, 
it isn't possible to display the entire 
vocabulary, of which there are at 
least 120 words. Many of these 
have the same effect, and there 
seems to be no difference between 
(GET, TAKE and GRAB. Abbrevia- 
tions are accepted for compass 
points, and ‘I’ gives an inventory. 
Incidentally, most words can be 
shortened to the first three or four 
letters, which makes it much easier 
to deal with the Neanderthal or the 
Test tubes, 

The screen is divided into two 
parts. In the upper half, you are 
told where you are, what you can 

see, and some obvious exits. These 
obvious exits are only half the 
story, for there are other less ob- 
vious ones. If you are standing at 
the base of a volcano, with an ob- 
vious exit to your right, you can 
try GO VOLCANO. If you were 
standing on a cliff, you could try 
GO CLIFF, or even JUMP CLIFF. 
The effects would be similar 
(unless there was no gravity!) 

The bottom half of the screen is 
used for you to type in your 
commands, which may be one 
word (SLEEP, BREATHE, HELP) or 
two words (GET PLANT, CHEW 
GUM). The program replies are 
also displayed here. This may just 
say OK, or give you a valuable 
piece of information, especially if 
you have just EAAMINED or READ 
something. It is always worth 
looking at the top part of the 
screen after every instruction. 

Death features in all 
adventures. This usually atftects 
you. It is possible and often highly 
desirable to save the game. When 
you suffocate, drown, get 
poisoned, eaten or blown up, you 
get the message ‘This adventure is 
ever, and you are offered the 
chance of starting again: either 
from scratch or from the position at 
which you saved the game. 
Hopetully, this would be just 
before you tried to do battle with 
the dragon! At the end of the 
game, you are congratulated, and 
given the same message. Perhaps 
it's childish of me, but | teel that 
atter staying up all night to 
achieve this, one deserves a little 
more, and a flourish of pixels 
wouldn't go amiss. 

SETTING THE SCENE 

Each of the adventures is set in a 
familiar setting, and the ground 
rules are known to all. Ghost 
Town, set in the Wild West, 
Strange Odyssey, the space-trave! 
adventure, and Mystery Fun 
House, based in a funfair, all have 
well known backdrops with, to 
some extent, well understood and 
even cliched scenarios. | 

One of the features which sets | 
these adventures above the rest is | 
the way in which powertul images | 
are conveyed with clarity and | 
brevity. The Pirate's Cove 
adventure starts in a flat in 
London. You can almost picture it, 
as ifin an old movie — the creaky 
stairs leading to an attic, with 
dusty books on a shelf. The scene 
appears as if on a black and white 
screen. When you travel to the 
sunny beaches of the island, it 
almost seems as though you have 
burst into Technicolor. Al! this is 
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done using a few, very carefully 
and succinctly chosen words — 
woe all, the whole thing fits into 
16K. 

Adams also manages to instill a 
true feeling of suspense. Parts of 
his games are humdrum, even 
tedious, as you build up in 
preparation to what you feel must 
be a breakthrough. Late at night, 
by the light of a flickering candle, 
you creep into the bar room, 
where you can hear the sounds of 
music. You are convinced you will 
find something, when suddenly. . .! 
Make no mistake — the suspense 
really is there, after you have been 
playing for a few hours, and it 
matches the chilling feeling you 
get in your stomach when reading 
an engrossing novel. 

There are often times when you 
think a breakthrough is in sight, 
only to suddenly find a barrier in 
your way. In Voodoo Castle, one 
af Adams’ personal favourites, you 
can get into the chimney in the 
ballroom, and hear sounds from 
above. You feel convinced that 
these sounds would be more 
audible if you could get closer to 
their source. Typing LISTEN 
confirms your belief. But the 
chimney is dark, and moving in the 
the dark is hazardous. Then you 
find a source of light, and rush 
back to the chimney, heart 
pounding in expectation of a path 
through to the end of the tunnel. 
You retrace your footsteps. You 
can see the way! And then as you 
climb the chimney, the sounds get 
less muffled and louder, as if there 
is someone else in the chimney 
above you. You must climb higher. 
You must get closer. And then, 
blocking your path, is an iron 
grate. You strain your ears, but it's 
no good, you can’t hear well 
enough. The grate is nailed, and 
you can't remove the nails. . . yet! 

Dejected and despondent, you 
come back to the fireplace, and 
back into the castle, where you 
must search for a way of getting 
past the grate. When you can do 
this, your heart will palpitate or 
even fibrillate, as you retrace your 
steps again, confident in the 
knowledge that now, this time, you 
can discover the source of the 
mumblings. 

Sometimes, teasers like this 
can end with you drawing a 
complete blank, and I recall 
burning the midnight oil chasing a 
clue, which climaxed in me finding 
the message BUY ADVENTURE 
NUMBER 5 — FROM ALL GOOD 
COMPUTER STORES! Red 
herrings like this are liable to 
cause apoplexy. Still, I suppose 
apoplexy is all part of the fun of 
adventure games! 
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| PRESENTATION POINTS 
scott Adams adventures now come 
in a well designed presentation 
package. There is an illustration of 
the scene, and the boxes can be 
kept for storage, fairly attractively 
fitting on your bookcase. Full 
marks for this. In contrast, the 
documentation is singularly 
vacant. There are instructions for 
loading, saving, etc, but that is 
about it. There is no indication of 
your aim, and not much in the way 
of hints or clues. Perhaps this is 
intentional — the only way of 
discovering is to play the game. 

For speed and security, the 
games are written in machine 
code. To discourage you from 
making copies, the programs fill 
all the memory of 16K machines — 
the programs arent 16K long, 
there's a big hole in the middle to 
fill the space! This should reduce 
the numbers of bootleg copies. 

Scott Adams hasn't written an 
adventure himself for over a year. 
He is a young, bespectacled 
graduate, who still spends some 
evenings and weekends 
programming but most of his day is 
involved in administration of 
Adventure International. The 
company now publishes adventures 
by other authors, and are involved 
in arcade games. They intend to 
publish programs for what they 
consider the major computers: 
Apple, PET, TRS-80, VIC-20, Atari 
and Sorcerer, with more to come. 
Nobody is working on versions tor 
Sinclair or BBC Micros, which 
havent yet impressed -the 
Americans. 

All the programs have the 
same form, with a vocabulary, 
message strings and interpreter. It 
came as no surprise to find that all 
were written using the same Master 
program. This can now be 
purchased, and allows you to write 
your own adventures using the 
same format and routines that Scott 
Adams uses. It is not easy to 
produce one that manages the 
same standard of plot, suspense 
and humour, although for the 
literary genius with no knowledge 
of assembly language 
programming, it offers an ideal 
solution. The manual supplied with 
the Master program gives some 
insight into the ways they were 
written, and may offer profitable 
lines of thought. 

The original versions had no 
sound effects or graphics. 
Personally, | don't think these 
would add anything. 

Like radio plays, these stories 
are quite atmospheric, and their 

| imagery relies on your 
imagination. I don’t think graphics 

GETTING ADVENTUROUS 

would be an improvement — 
they'd more likely be the opposite. 
But if you disagree, Apple owners 
can buy versions with graphics: 
not designed by Adams himself. 
He never felt they were necessary, 
but bowed to public pressure. 

A MAJOR PROBLEM 

One of the problems with all 
adventure programs is that they 
can only be done once. As with 
most films, books and meals, going 
about it a second time loses much 
of the intrique and suspense and 
the only solution is to buy another 
one. In Ghost Town, a bonus 
scoring system was introduced. 
Blowing the safe open first time 
awards you points, and dithering 
doesn't. 

In many ways, these games are 
like reading a novel. The main 
difference is that you are intimately 
involved, and can influence 
whether it ends happily or in 
disaster, or simply peters out from 
lack of interest. This latter doesn't 
usually happen. There always 
seems to be one unexplored path, 
one unused object or one unsolved 
puzzle, and you are usually 
convinced that solving this would 
give you the means to achieve your 
desired end. Unfortunately, it isn't 
always that straightforward. 

Unlike most novels, you can do 
things in the order you want. But 
some things can't be done until 
others have been achieved. Also, 
some actions will prevent you from 
getting any further. If you don't 
believe me, try dropping your 
ticket inside the funtair. Bouncers 
don't believe you ever had one, 
and once they've thrown you out, 
you can hardly expect them to 
believe you left your ticket inside! 

The games are numbered in 
order of their appearance, and also 
in order of difficulty. The easier 

| ones have many built-in clues, and 
| when you get stuck you can type 
HELP for a real clue. The later 
games get much harder, and 
typing HELP just gives the reply 
‘Sorry — doesn't work’. There are 
Hint sheets available, which will 
give you clues. These aren't a step- 

| by-step guide, but offer 
suggestions to you when your eyes 
are glazing. 

When playing adventures, you 
sometimes know what the problem 
is but don't know how to solve it. 
More commonly, you don't have a 
clue what you should be doing, 
and you wander round in circles, 
waiting wistfully for a whiff of 
inspiration. Next month, I shall 
offer some suggestions to reduce 

| this frustration. 
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Probably the anal selection ) of software available by mail order. 
All the top manufacturers including Acorn Soft, IJK (Sinclair), Superior Software, Bug Byte, Program Power, Hessel, Procyon. 

ae BBC models A & B in stock: 
A- £299 B- £399 

Junior Maths Pack 

Philosopher's Quest 

Planetord 

Meteors DISK DRIVES FOR BRC 

Arcadians BBC 100K Single drive (Requires discs (a)) 

Swoop TORCH 2450 800K Disc pack includes #80 proc'r 
+ 4K (b) 

BRC LVL 200K Tein Driveta) 

TEAC 200K Single Drive (a) 

Chess Model B 

Spaice Invaders Model A The bea 

TEAC 400K Twin Drive(a) 

TEAC 400K Single Drive th) 

Atlantis — Superb fast Action 32K 

Send SAE for full lis TEAC ROOK Twin Drive (b) 

Hiperdrive 32K. 

Connecting cable for TEAC drives 

HARDWARE EXPANSION - E 

AURA AIO CSO S KRARRSSRRIIES Stratabomber 

(a) SCOTCH Single sided dises Boxall lo 

Sound pick-off module (simpleto fit) Fe (b) SCOTCH Double sided discs Box of 10 
Amplifier and loudspeaker suitable for above DT aad a TEC ADES =BBC UPG RADES - — 

Light pen Full upgrade kit (fitting £31.00) 
AT i aal Disc interface (hitting £15.00) 

= SU PER AC c ESSORI ES ——— lhe abo: proce ae WAT inch: Add 00.00 pébp foe orders bebow C0 aed 20. 

Cover Polyester © Moon : (heron delwery) tot onder abe CO) 
th ee = Loom ded Barclaycard scerpted on 28 fm tect ES competes 
Cover Sah P¥e 

Carrying Case for Computer, Cables, Cassette; Eins EFLTEC COMPUTERS 

be mae a soft supported nylon version . 217 Manni ngh aim Lane, Brad ford, BD8 7HH. 
of abowe a Tel (0274) 7225 12. 

BUSINESS AND PLEASURE ON THE 64! 
The Commodore 64 is the ideal machine to combine business with pleasure. It has a typewriter keyboard and 
lots of memory — ideal for word processing or financial planning — plus some rather clever colour and sound 

chips that are just what you need for realistic arcade action. 

BUSICALC is just the program for those who need to juggle with figures. You could use itto plan your house- 
hold finances or your personal tax — but it's equally capable of handling much larger figures. If you ve got a 
printer you'll be able to produce reports that are good enough to put before the boar d(or the bank mang ager) — 
but a printer isnt nevessary, and neither is a disk drive. BUSICALC costs just £39 plus VAT on tape, or £40.50 
on disk: there are versions at the same prices for the PET and VIC-20 (with 16K expansion), 

MIKRO ASSEMBLER plugs into the cartridge port of the 64. As PET and VIC owners are already well aware, 
MIKRO makes writing machine code programs almost as easy as Basic, because it is a real assembler with 
LABELS. To help you write your program MIKRO nad AUTO, DELETE, and FIND commands; to help you 
debug it there sa machine code monitor, and youcan DISASSEMBLE from Basic or inthe monitor! The TABLE 
commands displays or prints an alphabetically sorted symbol table after assembly — which Is really fast 
(MIKRO will assemble 2K of code in just 20 seconds). If you are writing more than (say) 4K of code you may 
have to split your source code into several files, but MIKRO will automatically link these together at assembly 
time, loading them from tape or disk as appropriate. The MIKRO module costs £50 plus VAT: it could be the 
best investment you ever make x 
With ARROW installed in your 64 the Commodore cassette unit LOADS AND SAVES PROGRAMS SEVEN 
TIMES FASTER! Almost as fast as the 1541 ask, In fact. There is however a small difference in price — 

because ARROW costs just £39 plus VAT. ARROW has its own load and save commands, so you can still 
load and save at normal speed if you should want to. ARROW is a tried and tested product that we ve been 
selling on the PET for several years; now 64 owners can also benetit 

Now for the lighter side of our range. TANK ATTACK, KAKTUS and MANGROVE are arcade games with 
colour and sound: a joystick is recommended, but is not essential. They each cost £8 plus VAT on cassette or 
£9.50 on disk. The HITCH-HIKERS GUIDE TO THE GALAXY is an adventure based (with the kind permis- 
sion of Douglas Adams and Pan Books) onthe characters and scenarios in the popular series. If you divide the 
rice of £12 plus VAT (£13.50 on disk) by the number of hours you |Il spend exploring the galaxy the answer will 

be a very small number indeed! 

Winchester House, Canning Road, 
Wealdstone, Harrow, 
Middlesex HA3 7SJ, England 
Telephone: 01-867 1166 
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HOG MicRO 
Node! £326.00 
Mochel A, (3K ) £349.00 
Model 8 £99.00 Ww 
Memory Upgrade £75.00 

Full Upgrade F75.00 
Joysticks (pair) £13.00 — 
Single Disk Drive £265.00 

Disk Interface (fitted) £119.00 

14inch Colour Monitor £309.00 

20 inch Colour Monitor £343.85 

ACORNSOFT PROGRAMS (phone for availability) (7) 

ACORN ATOM 
Single Disk Drive(incl. FREE buffer kit) £343.85 

ATOMCALC ROM £39.10 

WORK PROCESSOR ROM £29.90 

FLOATING POINT ROM £23.00 (3) 
ROM Selector Board £22.40 
BBC BASIC Board £49.96 
Programmer's TOOLBOX £20.10 GC) 
SUPER TOOLBOX £16.60 

M/C CODE MONITOR/ DISASSEMBLER £16.60 

PRINTERS (c) 
EPSON MxASO0 F/T Il £399.00 — 

EPSON MX80T Ill £349.00 | 
STAR DP 8480 £279.00 

| SEIKOSHA GP 1004 £279.00 - 
: | | Printer Leads (BBC/ ATOM/DRAGON) E15.50 | 

(<)"*SPACIOUS SHOWROOM BOOKS 
; ssembly Language Programming tor the BBC Micro £6.95 

O PEN MO N . to SAT. BEC Micro— Instant Machine Code £7.95 

*FRIENDLY AND HELPFUL STAFF BBE Mico nerested ae Phen 
nERe : ‘i asic Programming on the BBC Micro 5.95 

(©) . EX PERT ASSISTAN iG E Let Your BAC Micro Teach You to Program £6.45 

ALWAYS ON HAND EME a aed he BBCM dA A, fap = ractical Programs for the icroand Aconm Atom §.95 
*GOOD RANGE OF COMPUTER BOOKS Getting Acquainted with your Acorn Atom £6.45 
*AFTER SALES TECHNICAL 39 Tested Programs for the Acorn Atom £6.45 

; Atom Magic Book £5.50 
BACK-UP andSUPPORT  __ | is i (A) 

The Colourful 

= i 

Fas Lr oes THE FAMILY COMPUTER TO FIRE 
YOUR IMAGINATION 

KEY FEATURES ig 

**32K RAM as Standard, Expandable to 64K ro 
**Display: Ve 

9 colours available. | 
5 different resolutions from 16 x 32 
to 256 x 192. 

**Extended MICROSOFT Colour Basic 
as Standard. 
Advanced graphics commands. 

Advanced Sound 
Full Editing—insert, delete, amend. 

**Professional Typewriter Keyboard 

**FREE 160 page ‘BASIC’ training manual. 
**Connections for Joysticks, Printer, 

| Cartridges and Cassette. 

Dragon Selection 2 NOW og me SM CARTRIDGES _ ~ D eiiachaall 405 0 | : Berserk asc ONLY £1 84 00 V.ALT. reat rec Mxteclibast Graphic Animator 
. Meteoroids Computavoice 

i . Calixto Island n | 
resi i Aaa = Black Sanctum 

: . Dragon Mountain 

eae, Bits 
DOORAMBOTBAMHOROBOUB 

rey = 

i 
| 

ee 

iets 

(a) 
© 
© 
E3 

Dragon Selection 1 

BOMUHOROBO [ Micro POWER Lp. | Carriage FREE on 
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NEW! 2X SPECTRUM TAPE NOW READY! | 
NEW! EXPANDED DISC VERSIONS FOR 
APPLE. PET AND SHARP! 

ASP LTD) 1982 

What are you... 

Choose your character type carefully. . . Barbarians recover quickly but 

their magic doesn’t come easily. A Wizard? Slow on the draw and slow to 

mature. . . but live long enough and grow wise enough and your lightning 

bolts are almost unstoppable. . . 

The Valley is a real-time game of adventure and survival. You may choose one of five 

character types to be your personal ‘extension of self’ to battle and pit your wits against 

a number of monsters. Find treasure, fight a Thunder-Lizard in the arid deserts of the 

Valley, conquer a Kraken in the lakes surrounding the dread Temples of Y’Nagioth or 

cauterise a Wraith in the Black Tower. In fact live out the fantasies you’ve only dared 

dream about. BUT BEWARE. .. more die than live to tell the tale! 

You’ve read the program (Computing Today — April ’82) . .. Now buy the tape. Tape 

versions (£11.45 each inc P&P and VAT) available for: ZX Spectrum (48K), Atari 400 

and 800 (32K), Tandy TRS-80 Model 1 Level 2, BBC Model A and B, Sharp MZ-80A, 

Sharp MZ-80K (18K), VIC-20 (with 16K RAM pack) and PET (New ROM, 16K RAM 

minimum). Disc version (£13.95 each inc P&P and VAT) available for: Apple I] (DOS 
3.3), Sharp MZ-80A, Sharp MZ80K and PET 8032 (8050 drives). 

A complete reprint of the Valley article is also available for those wishing to do their 

own conversions for £1.95. 

Fill in the coupon and return it to CT Software, ASP Ltd., 145 Charing Cross Road, 

London WC2H OEE and become one of the many to play. ..The Valley... 

| Please send me the following versions of The Valley program: 

| Tape. .ccccceeececeeeese+++ @£11.45 allinclusive. I enclose cheque/PO for £..... (payable to ASP Ltd). 

| Eo ee aa eee @£13.95 allinclusive. OR Debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary) | 

| Article reprint ...... efulet eelieate @£1.95 all inclusive. | 

| Se PCL rhe.) ea , 
Please use BLOCK CAPITALS | 

| Name (Mr/Mrs/ Miss)... ...-- 22 ee eee bc ty ef gemma Se ead Ree ar ea SRE ei Reem a oes ; 

ty ee mee MnMEr heron hin y beeire eres cree th testo cs acorn ar ese a a es | 

7 Sigal ee ams Pee eee eee are re ee ey Ree eee ee ee . Postcode ........... | 
i 

Signature...... EMER. cc 0 Retr ke Slee saa a eee ee 

i Please allow 21 days for delivery 

| 
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Colour computing for less than £4100? The Oric certainly offers this and 
more as our extensive review shows. 
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Review: Oric 4 

Internally the Oric is well laid out and excellently constructed. 

two remaining sockets are tor a stan- 
dard UHF lead and the power 
supply. Accessible from the under- 
side of the case is the fine tuning 
control for the UHF modulator and 
the Reset button. The Reset allows 
you to break out of an infinite loop 
or from a program crash without los- 
ing your program. | have had to use 
this facility fairly often and wish that 
it had been sited somewhere other 
than on the bottom of the case. Nor- 
mally if you wish to break out of a 
program or LISTing CTRL ‘C’ will 
work well but... .if you have attemp- 
ted to CLOAD a program and have 
not been successiul (or change your 
mina) the onh y way to regain « control 
is to Heset or lake out the power plug 
and start again 

The Oric uses a 6502 
microprocessor and a fairly stan- 
dard torm of Microsoft BASIC which 
includes such commands as IF 
THEN,,...ELSE; REPEAT... UNTIL; 
DEEK; DOKE:; POP: TRON; TROFF 
in addition to its variants of colour 
and high resolution commands. 

INNER DEPTHS 
The Qric had two principal screen 
display modes; TEXT and HIRES. In 
TEAT mode the display is 40 
characters wide by 27 characters 
deep with a black border around the 
TEXT window, The border colour 
cannot be changed and the line 
above the window (within the 
border) is used for system messages 
ie Loading, Searching, CAPS etc. 
Although the screen is 40 characters 
wide, in practice the first two col- 
umns are used as control code posi- 
tions determining PAPER and INK 
colours for that row. The character 
set is standard ASCII and all 
characters may be re-detined as 
these are downloaded into RAM on 
power up. Characters may be 
PRINTed or PLOTted to the screen 
at specified co-ordinates. Control 

codes may be used within PRINT or 
PLOT commands so that colour, 
flashing and double height 
characters together with cursor con- 
trol etc, are all accessed within a 
program. The eight colours 
available are black, blue, red, 
magenta, green, cyan, yellow and 
white, Control codes may also be 
POKEd or PLOTted anywhere on 
the screen and will affect ll 
characters on the row to their right 
unless another control code is en- 
countered. In this way you-may have 
all available colours on the screen at 
once, the only problem being that 
with moving characters you must 
move the contro! codes too and if 
you over PRINT (PLOT or PORE) an 
exsisting control code then those 
characters to the right of the new 
PAT will assume the new 
sharacteristics and lose those 
oieinally mpectied Control codes 
appear on the screen as a space. 
aes TAB(N) has a peculiar ‘bug’ 
in that TAB(1) to TAB(13) all print to 
the third column, after this TAB(14) 
to TAB(50) print to columns 4 to 40! 

In TEAT mode you have two 
turther options; LORES O and 
LORES 1. These offer either the 
standard character set (LORES Q) or 
a chunky craphics character set 
(LORES 1). 

In HIRES mode the screen, 
again with a black border, is divid- 
ed into two parts the larger upper 
part is 240 pixels horizontally by 200 
pixels vertically and the lower part 
gives three rows by 40 (38) columns 
for normal text or commands and is 
not atlected by the upper display 

Control codes (attributes) oc- 

cupying six pixels horizontally by 
one pixel vertically may be POKEd 
to the display affecting those pixels 
to their right giving a similar set of 
options in colour or flashing as in 
TEXT m ade. The same proviso re- 
mains that ii a control attribute is 
overwritten then those pixels on that 

row to the right of this point lose 
their original attribute. 

In HIRES you may set the cur- 
sor to any point (pixel) on the upper 
screen, draw CIRCLEs (rather 
oval!), DRAW lines from one posi- 
tion to another and alter the pattern 
of these lines (dots/dashes to your 
choice). You may also FILL A 
character cells (six pixels by one 
pixel) by B rows with N value. N may 
define a different colour or pattern 
er alternatively if you choose the 
wrong value the screen goes ab- 
solutely haywire as you try to FILL 
with some other control attribute! 
Normal characters, either the stan- 
dard ASCII or the chunky graphics 
set, may be displayed on the HIRES 
screen by using the command 
CHAR A,B,C: A being the ASCII 
code: B which character set and C 
to specify whether the character 
should be displayed in foreground 
or background colour. 

Oric's sound capabilities seem 
to be pretty comprehensive and the 
internal speaker can give a fair 
volume of sound! Four pre- 
programmed ettects can be called 
from BASIC: ZAP; PING; SHOOT 
and EXPLODE, In addition to these 
there are three sound commands 
PLAY, MUSIC and SOUND. There 
are three sound and one white noise 
generator. SOUND selects channei, 
period and volume. MUSIC has 
been desiqned to give pure tones 

and allows selection of channel, oc 
tave, note and volume. PLAY con- 
trols the envelope shape and can 
control sounds initiated by SOUND 
and MUSIC. 

An output is provided (on the 
cassette socket) for connection to 
your hifi. These facilities should 
give the would-be electronic music 
composer plenty of scope for ex- 
perimentation. The only criticism | 
have of the sound circuitry is that it 
picks up interference from the rest 
of the computer and on the internal 
speaker the ambient buzz and chirr 
of FOR. ..NEXT loops etc is slightly 
disquieting(!). 

The cassette interface olfers 
the option of CLOADing or CSA- 
VEirig at either 2400 baud or as the 
manual puts it “super reliable 300 
baud Sadly, although I could 
CLOAD the demonstration tape at 
2400 baud I have been quite unable 
to CSAVE anything at this baud 
rate. This could be the fault of my 
tape recorders (I tried three!) as 
cassette recorders do_ vary 
somewhat...but. Anyway, “super 
reliable 300 baud” works every time 
and | am a great one for reliability: 
The present machines allow you te 
save entire programs or blocks ol 
memory. If you use this option you 
need to know the start and end ad- 
dresses within memory and because: 
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the rest of RAM is unaffected it is 
possible to load in new character 
sets, machine code routines, etc, 
without corrupting the BASIC pro- 
gram. You may also use this techni- 
que should you wish to save screen 
displays on tape. In my opinion one 
serious “omission from the cassette 
routines is the lack of any sort of | 
VERIFY command. I'm sure I'm not 
alone in feeling very eday not know- 
ing whether that valuable program 
is really saved on tape for 
posterity...or not! I believe that 
Oric Products are working on 
routines (ROM meds?) to enable the 
saving of arrays, let's hope they also 
have VERIFY in their minds too! 

DOCUMENTATION 
Some mention of the instruction 
manual must be made. As with any 
new piece of equipment one should 
always study this first! The full 
manual is now available and is not 
bad as manuals go but it suffers from 
a number of errors and omissions. 
There is an errata sheet that should 
go with it...make sure you get 
yours. There is nothing quite so dis- 
heartening as typing in your first 
program and for it not to Jere The 
errors in program examples are for 
the most part fairly obvious and pro- 
vide excellent practice at debuga- 
ing but even so... 

The manual covers most things 
a beginner would need to know: set- 
ting up the computer; BASIC pro- 
gramming; how to get colour onto 
the screen; how to edit your pro- 
grams; number crunching; how to 
handle strings; what to do with 
Oric’s sound and how to save your 
programs on tape. There is even a 
chapter on machine code programs 
(it doesn't tell you much but does 
suggest that it might be worthwhile 
learning a bit more). There is also a 
chapter on using your printer but 
chapter 15 is probably the most vital 
to everyone, as this lists Oric's 
BASIC commands and is going to be 
looked at before anything else, cer- 
iainly by those who have used com- 
puters before. The manual ends with 
|] appendices that cover a variety of 
useful items. 

The principle omissions from 
the manual are that there is noindex | 
(which is infuriating) if a command 
or topic is not in an index at least 
you can immediately try elsewhere, 
in the Oric manual you have to 
plough through its pages hoping. . 
and also | think that more explana- 
tion of the use of those control codes 
mentioned and those not mentioned 
together with more information on 
the use of attributes would have 
been most helpful, especially as 
Oric programs will probably use 
both quite extensively. Some control 
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| sor control codes and CHR(30) 

BMl BM2 
ORIC 21 17.8 
SPECTRUM 49 9.0 
ORIC 
(with keyboard inhibited) L6 14.0 

ORIC ORATORY 

BM3 
29.7 
21.9 

23.3 

Table 41. The results of Benchmark tests. 

| codes are mentioned, but not all; for | 
instance CHRW8& to 11) are the cur- 

will home the cursor to the top left 
hand corner of the screen. I'm sure 
that the magazine planned for the 
Oric owner will have all sorts of in- 
teresting information within its 
pages but I wish more had been 
made available with the machine. 
One very useful item supplied with 
your Oric is the demonstration tape! 
It is a bit slow and boring to watch in 
action —- but is quite a useful 
reference when you LIST the pro- 
gram and see how various opera- 
tions were programmed to happen. 
For instance when you try the dou- 
ble height character program in the 
manual and it doesn't work. ..see 
how it is done on the demo tape! 

IN USE 

In operation the Oric is an easy 
machine to use and | found that after 
some hours at the keyboard there | 
was no indication of fatigue or 
strain. The error messages are in| 
plain English and seem to make > 
sense. Line numbers up to 63999 are 
accepted, you need only DIMension 
an array if it is to have over 10 
elements. Variable names may be a 
single letter or a letter followed by a 
single integer, numeric variables 
may be defined as integer variables 
by the suffix °% °. 

Like many other computers, 
some arithmetic routines can lead to 
some surprising results: | ran a 
small routine within a FOR. , .NEXT 
loop adding an increment of 0.2 on 
each pass. | then PRINTed the total 
and the INTeger. On my total 
reading 5, | was informed by the 
computer that the INT (of this 
number) was 4! Oh well, I never did 
trust computers to work out my 
wages. 

String arrays may have up to 
255 characters and do not need the 
eae of the string to be dimension- 
ed. 

It is not very fast in operation, 
the standard set of ‘benchmarks’ 
were used to measure the relative 
speed of operation and the results 
are shown in Table |. 

The Oric can be speeded up 
slightly if you do not need to use the 
keyboard during a given routine: 
type in 

line no. CALL EGCA 

before any routine processing of 
data and don't forget to type in 

line no. CALL E804 

alter the routine and before you 
need to access the key board. This 
inhibits the scanning of the 
keyboard for any entry so if you 
forget the second CALL you will not 
be able to use the keyboard even 
when the program has finished 
RUNning! The Benchmark results 
were similar to the Sinclair Spec- 
trum so | have included these for 
comparison. 

One early program with the 
Oric was to discover how to EDIT 
programs. The provisional manual 
was not very explicit on the matter at 
all. It required you to use CTRL ‘A’ 
and ESC to insert characters in a 
program line. The full manual puts 
ever editing in a much clearer man- 
ner, explaining how you may alter 
characters within a program line by 
using CTRL ‘A’ to copy a line up to 
the offending character and then 
typing in the correct character and 
continuing to copy the rest of the 
line with CTRL ‘A’. So far so good. 
but what if you want to insert a 
character or even several 
characters? It's easy when you know 

| how (isn't everything), again copy 
| over the line using CTRL ‘A’ until 
| you get to the position where you 
want to insert additional characters. 

Now use the cursor control keys to 
move away from the program line 
(up or down) type in your insertion 
and use the cursor control keys to 
return to where you left the program 
line. Continue copying the line us- 
ing CTRL ‘A’ to the end of the line, 
press Return and the job's done. 
Whew...sounds complicated but 
you very soon get used to it. All this 
may be done directly over a LISTing 
or after having typed EDIT (line). 

IN CONCLUSION 

One cannot escape the fact that in 
size, cost and capabilities the Oric is 
bound to be compared with the 
Sinclair ZX Spectrum. A lot of peo: 
ple are going to be asking ‘which 
one should [ buy’? 

As is olten the case when com- 
paring microcomputers of similar 
cost, it is difficult to say outright that 
one is better than another. This has 
nothing to do with trying to be nice 
to everyone, it is more a case of one 
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man's computer is another man’s 
millstone and vice versa! 

ne OHIC has a slightly more 
versatile BASIC than the ZX 
spectrum. On the other hand, the 
ZX Spectrum will not permit you to 
Enter a program line that has a syn- 
tax error. The ZX Spectrum has such 
commands as VERIFY and MERGE 
(to append one program in memory 
with another from tape). 

Both Oric and the ZX Spectrum 
have a respectable amount of 
memory available to the user. 

Moving graphics are almost 
certainly going to be easier to im- 
plement on the 2X Spectrum. The ZX 
Spectrum does not have a FILL com- 
mand from BASIC on the other hand 
ii isn't terribly aitficult to find a 
routine to fulfil a similar function. 
HIRES colour resolution is six times 
better on the Oric but don't forget 
that you have to make allowance for 
those control codes (six pixels long). 

more readily versatile in its ac- 
cessibility to the outside world: 
printers, monitors, modems etc 
far | have not been able to find the 
80 characters that the Cric was sup- 
posed to have allocated for user 
defined characters 

The screen format of the Oric 
(40 by 27) is more normal than the 

So 

ZX Spectrum's (32 by 22) but the ZX 
opectrums manual is detinitely 
superior to that of the Oric. The 
Oric has better sound capabilities 
but the ZX Spectrum has a large 
amount of software being produced 
tor it (I have no doubt that a number 
of soitware houses are already tar 
advanced on soltware for the Oric} 
As you can see, nearly all of the 

comparisons seem to be ‘slightly 
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better than’ and in an overall deci- 
sion itis very ditticult not to let one’s 
own likes and cislikes cloud the im- 
partial view. | think that the beain- 
ner will find the keyword system of 
the ZX Spectrum very easy to pick 
up but, in the long term, the Oric 
could prove to be more versatile. | 
think that the Oric will certainly be 
up there with the ZX Spectrum on a 
great many péople's short lists. 

controls 
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SAVE ON SOFTWARE 
Fancy giving your micro a springtime treat? Well, in conjunction with 
A & F Software we’ve come up with an offer that you'll find hard to 
resist. Buy any one of the following programs at your local dealer and 
we'll give you a refund of £1! 
The games that we've selected from 
A & Fs range are: 

Deadwood: for the Dragon 32 (£6.90) 
Zodiac: for the Oric 16K or 48K (£4.90) 

(The prices given in brackets are the 
current retail prices) 

To get your £41 refund against any of 
these programs simply take this coupon 
to your retailer when you buy the game 
of your choice, fill in the form and get 
him to countersign it. All you have to do 
then is return the form together with the ae 

Space Panic: for the 12K Acorn ATOM special tear-off strip on he inlay card to GCceplable. This offer expires on May 

(oe re eT Ee a ae a x : ; = 

A & F Software Offer 
Computing Today 
145 Charing Cross Road 
London WC32H OEE 
and we'll do the rest! 

Please note that this offer is only valid 
for one tape per coupon and that the 

coupon printed in the magazine must 

be used, photocopies are NOT 

Death Satellite: for the Oric 16K or 48K 
(£6.90) 
Painter: available for the 48K 7x 
spectrum (£5.75), 32K BEC (£8) and 12K 
Acorn ATOM (£6.90) 
Frogger: for the 32K BBC machine (£8) 
Crazy Balloons: for the 14K or 48K 7X 
Spectrum (£5.75) 

7 the: BBC: ZX Spectrum: Acorn ATOM: Dragon 32: OFic _ picase delete as necessary. 

INAME ..... DEALER suo Sapia cea eeeat 
|ADDRESS ainecs tacacerssmmacies esa ASRESS roioacc cans: Cie ee 
pas: a a Ber atta a Manner BP i cee oe a an a ee Pcie fetdetie RIC TSK me BOR RM Wlwcmtia dying Cakteeha iver eo oh lhe ty 

| Peso oe ae em SSR UGE aera = = = = @ 2. 8 © Be mo: 72 2 oe 2 Oe ee ne oP woe On we woe me oe oe Petr ee eae ee ey ee tee 

[eq oss cms ce POBTOODE vs geagaisi iceees (i POOOODE co cus ee. 
SIGNED yo nvs cis cesernes vce seeccrastars ating BROMIED: ss ees ook ae ob eee | 
| NAME (Block Capitals) ............ ..+.. NAME (Block Capitals) ............00005) 
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Now take a look at the one that 
sits on your desk. 

The OX-10. A fully integrated Desktop Microcomputer System. Not to mention a unique split screen facility enabling different 
A new member of the Epson family. typestyles and graphics to be shown together. A major first for 

But there's more to the functional and stylish lines of this educational applications. | 
remarkable machine (just to prove that beauty isn't only skin deep). For even more power — simply slot in up to 3 optional interface 

The lightweight CPU, monitor and Keyboard units are very easy cards for cassette, bar code reader, joysticks, sound generator, 
to use — even for a first time operator. You could say that our plus a Universal Interface card for developing your own interfaces. 

system takes all the hard work out of using software, and once Clock, calendar and full battery back-up complete the system. 
used...you probably will. As with all the other respected Epson products, you are assured 

What's more, when it comes to cost youll find there's more of high quality. (We even manufacture the slim line disc drives 
power for your money. ourselves.) 

Just look at these qualities. So, at last there's a desktop microcomputer system that really 

192k upgradable to 256k RAM, Z80A CPU, RS-232C and works together. To really work for you. 
parallel interfaces. CP/M and multifont BASIC comes as standard. See it soon. We know you'll be impressed. 

The OX-10 offers an incredible graphics capability. The = ee eee 
80 columns x 25 line display has 640 x 400 resolution and full bit . | 
image control for greater definition, 16 : 1 zoom and special effects. CL] I would like a demonstration of the QX-10. 

i CJ Please send me details and the name of my local stockist. 

QX-10 a ad iL U Position = = = 

THE HUMAN COMPATIBLE Sdssosdicters aac Company 
BUSINESS MICRO Exceptional quality. Address = = 

nbley, Middlesex H Tel: 
Freetone: 2730. Telex: 8814169 Gu: 

1 

4 
Eyam (UE) Limited, Free ae eel j = 

i CTs 



Kor the best hardware, 
the best software. 

The BBC Microcomputer system is 
generally regarded to be the best micro in its 

price range you can lay your hands on. So. if 

youre thinking of buyi ing one or already own 
one, you II wane to know aboiit the software that’s 

been specially designed for it. 

Not surprisingly, its made by Acornsoft, 

the software division of Acorn C omputers Ltd. 

who designed and built the BBC Microc omputer. 

So naturally you can expect the highest quality 

software with the built-in inge nuity to fully 
exploit the BBC Micros potential. 

Further education for everyone. 

‘Tree of Knowledge (£9.95) is an interactive 
program for children of all ages teaching cate- 

gorisation. It illustrates some vor the more 

practical aspects of computing in that the pupil 

first educates the computer, building up a 
database by answering the c omputer’s questions, 

and the database is then used to play games ol 

deduction and logic. 

Word Hunt (£11.90) is a set of four pro- 
grams, each containing a list of nine words. The 

object of the exercise ts to select one word and 

then try to create as many smaller words as 

OL T 
a 

MOTE 

ic} 

ity 

LP 

possible from the selected word. 

Increase your business acumen. 

Graphs and Charts (price £17.45) which 
includes the book ‘Graphs and Charts on the 

BBC Microcomputer contains asetof programs 

Graphs and Charts 
foe the BEC Macromornguter Macecheis A greet B 

to present data graphically in a wide range of 

applications. The graphs include autom: sue 
scaling, labelling of axes and use of colours. 

And VIEW (price £59.80) a program that 
enables your machine, together with a printer. 

to operate as a fully operational word processor. 
or convenience the program isin ROM so that 

it can become a permanent feature of your 
machine. (It can easily be fitted by your 

local dealer). You'll find out more by 
going to your dealer or by sending for 

the Frew catalogue. 

Mind-bogeling eames. 

Castle of Riddles (pri ice £9.95) 
is a magical adventure, with wizardry 

and hse us pocus of all kinds: 
booby traps and hendish riddles 
to be unravelled along the tortu- 
ous route to the M: agic Ring of 

Power. Your reward is to keep the 
| 



Meteors 
forthe BEC Microcomputer Model B 

OFT i [=Te) fs aiiele| (=m 
forthe BEC Microcomputer Mock! 6 

1 il 2 hi 2 
i Bf 

treasure you find along the way. 

Meteors (price £9, 95) is a game where you 
have to manoeuvre your laser- -ship througha hail 

of meteors. smashing them with vour laser bolts 
as they hurtle towards you on all sides. ( omplete 

with sound effects and table of Hi-Scores. 

Super Invaders (price £9.95) is a hight 

against invading aliens. The only way to resist 

and avoid subsequent annihilation ts to destroy 

the aliens before they land. You have three 

mobile launchers whose hy per-velocity missiles 

will instantly vaporise their target on impac t. 

This game includes high-score, and is fully 
compatible with either key board or joystic ‘ks. 

Understanding computers. 

Peeko-Computer (price £9.95) simulates 

the operation of a simplihed microcomputer 

in order to teach the fundamentals of machine- 

code programming. It comes complete with a 16 

page instruction manual including exercises 
and e xamples. and the cassette fennateE live 

demonstration Peeko-Computer programs. 

Super Invaders 
for the BEL Micracos 

days for delivery. 

()| 

—-— 

Acornsolt programs. 
If youre a credit 

card holder and would npuher Model 6 

the programs shown in 

this advertisement. or 

il you would like to 

know the address of 

your nearest stockist. 

Alternatively, you 

can buy the cassettes direc ‘thy by sending off the 

order form below to: Acornsoft, c/o Vector 
Marketing, Denington 
lstate, Wellingborough, 
Northants NN8 2RL. 

Also use this form 

if you would like to 

receive the current free 

\cornsolt catalogue. 

Please allow 28 Or ae ee ae 
pealleralieedie-ulhe-alierall alienate 

Peeko-Computer 
for the BEC Microcomputer Models A and B 

, Ff 

eee ee 

Med en He Ue Me Mie ed edd et 

wn ne ee es ae 

met ne ae ese 

Dk Re et Be hat Bet et Re Ra ts 
ef Credit Card 

Holders. Telephone 

-JOU OPO. 
cot bee Boe ke ed Rk Re ee 

lo: Acornsoft, c/o Vector Marketing, Denington Estate. 
Wellingborough. Northants NN8& 2RL. 
Please send ries the lollowine:— Leite 

" Aouirrsiult 

PROMS AM Pate (HL ASTID Pere Al ioe aad 

free cf Kon loaders a rd Bd 

Weird blunt a Pi bed A 

(rages XC tiuurts a eo SEO STM 

Cosistte aol Wochallas AOS S| 

Veber RS SPH | 

Super Pnvuders al a) LL 

Pew kunt cone praiee LOK SHR 

PPE AL 

l enclose PC Veheque pavable io Acornsolt Lid. | charge 

my credit card. 

Card Number 
(Awnes! liners/ \ tsa/Aceess (Delete) 

Please send me the Acornsoft brochure 
Please send me the VIEW cataloeue = 0 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Signature CTs 
Heriterce Wa, ca 7635 LAL 

~ACORNSSFT 

like to buy cassettes of 

just phone 01-200 0200. 

How to get 
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For the 
The fines 

Fast-load action, tt 
capabilities to new frontiers ™xaa 
match ORIC's quality and quest or _ 

Adame vomelce\n line mrelare (oa lace ude proqrams for Buciness, are! 
In-home entertainment, so whether you want a total business sys 
chair’ arcade excitement, choose ORIC - The new experienga™ 

Part of the growing selection includes:- 

BACKGAMMON—CHESS — ORIC PAY— ORICINV— QR 
FLIGHT— ZODIAC — AIRLINE ORIC TYPER —AUTH@E 
DALLAS ORIC FORTH lanai 

Real computer software from 

| ORIC PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL LTD, COWORTH PARK, LONDON ROAD, ASCOT, BERKS 

JUST LAUNCHED 

ORIC TREK space apventure GAME 
You are in command of the Federation's most powerful starship 
the USS Enterprise. Armed with your phasers and photon 
torpedoes, your task is to patrol the furthest reaches of the 
Galaxy. protecting Federation space against the forces of 
invading Klingons. Your ultimate mission is to rid the Galaxy 
entirely of the Klingon menace...before they destroy you 
Your crew awaits you aboard the Enterprise. Starfleet Command 
wishes you Bon Voyage and Good Hunting! 

ORIC products available from:- 
WHSMITH @ DIXONS @ GREENS 
LASKYS @ MICRO‘C’ @ MICRO 
PERIPHERALS @® SPECTRUM 
COMPUTERS FOR ALL 
And hundreds of independent 
dealers. 



Series: More on FORTH 

D $ Peckett 

GOIN ORTH 
AGAIN 

With the advent of the first micro to 
have FORTH as its standard 
language we delve deeper into 
this language. 

t the beginning of last year, 
A | wrote a short series tor 

a Computing Today which 
introduced the language FORTH. 
At that time, the language had not 
received a great deal of exposure 
in this country but, over the last 12 
months, we have seen an explosion 
of interest in it. FORTH packages 
are now freely available for 
virtually all micros and there is 
even one machine, the Jupiter 
Ace, which has it as its standard 
language. I like to think that my 
éarlier articles had something to 
do with the boom, but I'm sure that 
they didnt. 

The time has therefore come to 
delve a little deeper into this 
unusual language, and this is the 
first of two articles intended to do 
just that. This month, | will 
investigate how to add features 
which are missing from most 
FORTHs, such as random number 
generators and arrays. The article 
will also take in the definition of 
new compiling words and 
generally probe tairly deeply into 
some of the language's wierder 
features. Let me state right now, 
therefore, that this article is NOT 
for the FORTH tyro — it assumes a 
certain familiarity with the 
language. It you don't have that, 
may | recommend that you read 
my articles in the Jan-Apr 82 issues 
of Computing Today; |'m sure that 
the back numbers department 
would be pleased to help you 

You may well know that two 
FORTH ‘standards’ exist — in this 
article, all my programming 
examples will be written in 
FORTH-7/9, as implemented by, tor 
example, Acornsott's BBC FORTH, 
and on the Jupiter Ace. I will 
hignligmt, where necessary, 
differences between this and fia- 
FORTH, which appears on such 
micros as the VIC-20, the ATOM 
and the Atari 800. Remember, 
though, that since FORTH is a re- 
detinable language, it is relatively 

easy to make tig- look like -79, and 
vice-versa, 

Finally, a convention. Since a 
FORTH word can be almost any 
combination of characters (other 
than spaces), there may be times 
when | need to make them stand 
out from the text. If so, I wil! 
enclose them in square brackets — 
[ 1. The brackets are not part of 
the word. 

RANDOM NUMBERS 
A curious omission trom virtually 
all FORTH systems is a random 
number generator. This looks 
doubly odd when one considers 
that FORTH's speed makes it 
ideally suited to applications which 
demand a lot of random numbers, 
such as games and Monte-Carlo 
modelling. However, it is quite 
easy to extend the language to 
include random numbers. 

Before we can do that, though, 
how do we generate them in the 
first place?’ There are many ways, 
but one of the simplest, which is 
good enough for most purposes 
although it might not please a 
statistician, uses the equation: 

R(i+1)=(1509*R(1)+41) MOD 65536 (1) 

This generates a pseudo-random 
number (R(it+ 1)), in the range 
0-65535, using the previous 
number (R(i)) as its starting point. 

WARTABLE FRSEED 

BAND FSEED @ 155 [isk 

41. D+ 
Deore 

DUF RSEED ' wES : 

PYWOVAW bee « Generate «a random number in 

‘ Crente a Ferth random number 

. benerate «a random number Tren 

range |— ne 

GOING FORTH 

(siven R(i+ 1), we can then 
produce a number in the range O 
— (n-1), where (0 =n <65536), 
by: 

RnsINF IRC b+l) tn /aoSt4) \2) 

Fax 
1 tel 

and the more usual range of | — n 
inclusive by: 

Rn=INT(R(i+1) *n/65536)+1 Sad 

We are almost there, apart from 
one snag — FORTH normally 
treats numbers as 16-bit signed 
integers; ie they lie in the range 
— 32768 to + 32767. Although, as 
we will see, we can do 
intermediate unsiqned arithmetic 
(number range 0 — 65535), the 
end result is always signed. 
Equation (1) will therefore produce 
negative random numbers half the 
time. Although we can get around 
this by: 

R(i+1)=ABS(15@9*R(i)+41) MOD 65536) 

(la) 

we end up with a random number 
in the range 0 — 32/67. Equation 
(3) must theretore become: 

; =, 

Rn=INTI(R (141) *n/32768) +1 { 3a} 

| and n is limited to the range 0 — 
32767. 

My olfering to do these jobs in 
FORTH is Screen 101 (Listing 1), 
This contains three main elements: 

a. RSEED is defined as a variable, 
and is used to hold the last number 
generated. If you are writing in 
tig- FORTH (or in many versions of 
-79), the definition should be [0 
VARIABLE RSEED 1. 

b. RANDOM generates the random 
number in the range 0 — 327/67, 
saving the unsigned version (0 — 
65535) in RSEED for future use. 
The number, which is Rli+ 1) in 
equation (la), is leit at top-of-stack 
(TOS). 
c. RND expects to read 'n’ at TOS, 
and outputs a random number in 
the range 1 — n at TOS. 

Both RANDOM and RND use the 
word [U * ], which is a standard 
FORTH word, to perform the 

Senera tor Screen Lei 

« Used to hold seed-latt nutber> 

Q-73276F 
. DF untianéed multielws 

DF add. 

« APPly unsianed MOD 655365 
( Save it. and leave final? 

"in PAD ' Senta’ 

FHC FeHDOM Ut S2fee UehMOD Siar DROrF i+ ¢ 

Listing 4. Creating a FORTH random number generator. 
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unsigned multiplication of the two 
unsigned numbers at TOS, leaving 
a DP (double-precision — four 
bytes, with the most significant 
bytes nearest TOS) unsigned 
answer. RANDOM's [DROP | at 
line 7 removes the two high bytes 
of the DP number, effectively 
performing ‘MOD 65536’. The 141. 
D+ } at line 6 performs a DP 
addition of two DP numbers — 
putting a decimal point anywhere 
in a number going onto the stack 
automatically treats it as a DP 
Integer. 

The [U/MOD 1 in RND is a 
FORTH-79 word which takes an 
unsigned DP number at second on 
the stack (20S) and divides it by 
the unsigned 16-bit number at 
TOS. The remainder (ie the 
modulus) is output at 20S and the 
quotient at TOS. The fig-FORTH 
word (U/ } has an identical action. 

The only other thing we need 
is a starting value for R(O) — if it 
always has the same value (eq 0), 
the same sequence of ‘random’ 
numbers will occur. Occasionally, 
this may be what you need but, 
more normally, it will be a 
confounded nuisance. We 
theretore need to emulate BASIC's 
‘RANDOMIZE’, 

It your computer is Z-80-based, 
the micro’s ‘refresh register’ (R) 
can be used to provide a sort ol 
eight-bit random number. The 
standard assembly code tor the job 
would be: 
RANDOMISE LD A 

LDL 
LD i 
LD {Rk 
RET 

However, the detail of — 
implementing this will depend on 
your FORTH system's assembler. 
The easiest way would be to get 
the contents of BR on TOS, and then 
move this to RSEED by, for 
example: 

EED) ,HL 

CODE Rl R ALO @H EO A LCL LO PSH 
: RANDOMISE Rl RSEED ! ; 

Not all FORTHs incorporate an 
assembler, however, but we can 
get around the problem with the 
(CREATE 1 detining word. When 
used in the (CREATE name 1] torm, 
it makes a dictionary entry tor the 
word [name 1], with no specific 
action associated with it. CREATE 
ne be used to set up a word, and 
ine [, 

equivalent [C, 1) words used to 
POKE hand-assembled code into 
the dictionary: 

HEX 
CREATE R1 47ED 
DECIMAL 

In this, <nnnn> is the address of 
the FORTH operating system 
routine which pushes HL onto the 

, 26, C35F,<nnnn> , 

] (and, in tig, the character’ 

stack and returns control to the 
interpreter. 

Things are not quite so easy in 
a 6502-based system, because that 
chip does not have anything like 
the Z-80’'s R-register, Sometimes, 
though, there will be a real-time 
clock in the computer, and you 

| can read the lowest bytes of this as 
a source of one-off random 
numbers: 

: RANDOMISE clock @ RSEED ! ; 

Failing everything else, how about: | 

: RANDOMISE CR 
KEY KEY * RSEED ! CR ; 

EXTENDING FORTH 

In my earlier articles, and so far in 
this one, we have only skimmed 
the surface of what FORTH can 
and cannot do. Let us now have a 
look at the somewhat esoteric 
subject of defining defining words. 
A FORTH system can be thought of 
as working on four levels: 

a. Level 1. Using existing words to 
do their job; for example: 

17 DUP DUP * * , 

prints the cube of 17, but adds 
nothing to the language and is 
forgotten as soon as it is executed. 

b, Level 2. Using the standard 
defining words to add to the 
system. For instance: 

: PRINTCUBE DUP DUP * * . ; 

adds the new word PRINTCUBE to 
the system. In this case, the 
defining words(s) is [:...; ], but 
other common defining words are 
VARIABLE, CONSTANT and 
CREATE. Level 2 is the normally- 
used level in most applications and 
lies at the very heart of the FORTH 
concept. 

c, Level 3. Adding new defining 
words. It is possible to design new 
defining words which can be used 
at Level 2 to create whole new 
families of FORTH words which 
may, in turn, be used directly at 
Levels | and 2. 

d. Level 4. Using FORTH itselt to 
create totally em but normally 
FORTH-like, languages. This is 
termed metaFORTH and is beyond 
the understanding of anyone but 
academics and 12 year old 
schoolboys. 

For the rest of this article 1 would 
like to concentrate on Level 3 
operations but, first, a look at what 
is going on during Level | and 2 
operations. 

." PRESS ANY 2 KEYS* 

FORTH is unusual (surely — 
not?!) in that is both a compiled 
and an interpreted language. Level 
| operations show it working in its 
interpreted mode — a word is 
read, identified and then acted 
upon immediately. This job is done 
by the system's ‘outer interpreter’, 
which identifies the word, and the 
‘inner interpreter’, which actually 
executes it. Before any of this is 
possible, however, the word must 
be compiled (Level 2) into a form 
which the inner interpreter can 
handle. The compilation process 
generates the nested pointers to 
successively simpler routines which 
make up the ‘indirect threaded 
code’ of the normal FORTH 
dictionary. 

That compilation is the job of 
FORTH's defining words. Although 
it is easy to think of the language 
as having a single compiler (like 
COBOL, Pascal, et al), it actually 
has a whole series of | 
microcompilers, each associated 
with specific defining words. When 
you use [: ; 1, a totally 
different compiler trom the one 
which VARIABLE, say, uses is 
called up. 

These microcompilers are 
themselves written in FORTH, and 
the act of creating them is a Level 
3 operation. The usual way of 
forming a new defining word in 
FORTH-79 is the (CREATE. 
DOES>... 1] structure while, in 
lig- FORTH, 
{<BUILDS.. DOES>... 1. is 
effectively identical and may be 
used in all the following examples. 
You should also note that some 
FORTH-79 systems provide 
(<BUILDS....DOES>....1. For 
the real FORTH experts who may 
read this, I know that fig and -79 
systems handle [DOES> 1] 
differently, but this is invisible 
unless you are probing the darkest 
depths of the dictionary. 

JOB OF 
[CREATE.. .DOES>.. .] 
This structure allows us to define 
whole groups of new FORTH words 
which behave in an identical 
manner to each other, and 
differently from any other word. If 
we only want to create one word 
with the new behaviour, then 
{:....;] will do the job but, fora 
whole family, use a new defining 
word. 

As an example, it would not be 
difficult to set up a variable by way 
of a colon definition — however, it 
is much neater to use VARIABLE, 
saving space and, probably, 
making the program easier to 
follow. A FORTH variable is just a 
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special type of word which behaves 
in a specific way (ie it has two 
bytes to receive data and, when 
used, puts its address at TOS); 
since it is a special type, it gets its 
own delining word. 

The [(CREATE...DOES>... 1] 
pair is used as below: 

; name CREATE complle-time action 
DOES> run-time action ; 

That colon definition will produce 
the defining word [name]. 
Whenever [name] is used to 
deline [word], the compile-time 
action takes place to set up the 
dictionary entry. Later, when 
[word] is used, the run-time action 
part of the definition occurs. 

An example would probably be 
a good idea at this point. The 
F ORTH. 79 defining word 
VARIABLE is used as (VARIABLE 
vname] to create a 2-byte entry 
called [Vnamel] which, on being 
used, puts its address at TOS. 
VARIABLE could be defined by: 

: VARIABLE CREATE 2 ALLOT DOES> ; 

The compile-time action is to 
reserve two bytes in the directory, 
and there is no run-time action in 
this case. Generally, the very act 
of using any word puts its address 
at TOS; the word's run-time action 
then manipulates that address. In 
the case of variables, all we want is 
their address at TOS. 

The corresponding tig-FORTH 
definition (and the one in many -79 
mplementations) uses VARIABLE 

VARIABLE vword]to 
initialize vword to the value ‘n’. 
This has the definition (fig, 
remember): 

: VARIABLE <BUILDS , DOES> ; 

where the LJ puts 'n’ into the 
dictionary. 

Let's now think of a new sort ol 
variable — one which puts its 
value at 205 and its address at 
TOS, whenever used. It will] be set 
up, using the defining word 
PVARIABLE, by [In PVARIABLE 
pvword). 

To define PVARIABLE: 

: PVARIABLE CREATE , DOES? 
DUP @ SWAP ; 

This time, whenever [pvword] is 
executed, it has the run-time 
action [DUP @ SWAP) to put its 
value, as well as its address, on the 
stack. 

ARRAYS IN FORTH 

Those were fairly trivial examples 
We will now take a look at a 
classic use of [CREATE 

COMPUTING TODAY MAY 1983 

DOES > ...1, which is to produce 
words which can define arrays, a 
data structure oddly missing from 
FORTH. 

We will take two basic cases — 
a single-dimension (1-D) array, 
and a two-dimensional (2-D) array 
— but the method can, naturally, 
be extended to any number ot 
dimensions. The first case will 
allow us to create an array [name] 
with (n+ 1) cells (Oto n) by using 
[n ARRAY name], subsequently 
putting the address of cell ‘p’ at 
TOS with [p name }. 
sine 2-D array, of size 

(x+ 1) *(y+ 1), will be set up by [x 
 ¥ ARRAY 2namel], with (pq 
Znamel] putting the address of cell 
(p,q) on TOS. 

Note that, in both these cases, 
the subscripts start from zero and 
go up to x’ or 'y’ as appropriate. 
The technique is therefore 
analogous to BASIC's ‘DIM 
name(x), 2name(x,y)', in that the 
dimension(s) detine the highest 
permitted subscript(s). 

The two new defining words 
are set up in Screen 102 (Listing 
2). The compile-time behaviour of 
ARRAY is simple — it merely 
reserves 2 *(x+ 1) bytes in the 
dictionary for the array. Its run- 
time behaviour, after DOES>., is 
nearly as simple, as long as you 
remember that executing [p name] 
will, before DOES > gets to work, 
leave 'p’ at 205 and the address of 
[name ]'s zero cell at TOS. These 
two are simply swapped, ‘p’ is 
doubled, and the result is added to 
the base address to give the 
desired address. It's as simple as 
that. 

At first glance, 2ARRAY is 
rather more complex, but it is not 
really. At compile-time, before any 
space is reserved for the array 
itsell, the value of (y+ 1) is saved 
at the start of [2name]'s dictionary 
entry — it will be needed at 
execution time. The system then 
reserves an additional 
2 *(x+ 1) *(y+ 1) bytes to hold the 
array. 

At run-time, the tirst action is 
to save a copy of the address of 
{2name) (actually, this is the 

i Defining .orde for non—checking arrays 

© Set oF &@ l-dimenzional array. 

“nh BERRA nate" 
Le i th 

Cres te with 

Get addres= of cell " 
: ARPA CREATE i+ | *® ALLOET 
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Bi : Set ur a 2-dimenzional array. 
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address where (y+ 1) is saved) on 
the stack for later use. The system 
then extracts the location of cell 
(p,q) from the formula: 

(address of [2name] )+2+2*(p* (y+l1)+q) 

This formula is necessary because 
data is stored, from low memory, in 
the sequence: 

(9,8),(0,1) e+e (O,¥) ef1,8),(1,1) ied 

CLyyy}esee (e-Ley) (eh, 8) eee (XK, ¥) 

You should now be able to see why 
we had to save (y+ |) at compile- 
time. If you are still a little 
confused, try sketching out what is 
on the stack as every word in lines 
12-14 of Screen 102 is executed. 

Note two things about these 
| two new detining words: 

| a. They do not initialize an array’s 
| contents when it is created. 

b. They do no checking of 
subscript limits. 

The first point may or may not be 
important to you — in any case, it 
is tairly simple to remedy at 
compile-time (how?). The second 
point is consistent with FORTH's 
philosophy of simple, high-speed, 
code but could cause real 
problems. For instance: [50 20 
name !] when [name] had been 
defined as a |5-element array, 
would hopelessly corrupt the 
system dictionary by setting a pair 
of bytes cutee the array’s bounds 
to the value 50. At best the result 
would be confusing, but it would 
more likely be catastrophic. 

However, why not define new 
defining words ARRAYCHK and 
ZARRAYCHE which act exactly 
like ARRAY and 2ARRAY, with the 
addition that they check subscripts 
for validity before doing anything 
else at run-time? 

ocreen 103 (Listing 3) does just 
that tor ARRAYCHK. The compile- 
time action is very similar to that of 
ARRAY, but also saves (x+ 1) at 
the start of the dictionary entry for 
use in subscript checking. 

At run-time, however, the 
behaviour is much more complex. 
First of all, the top two items on the 

Screen lest > 

with celle @- on ) 
i 

“PP ae 1 

ii 

a 

( Shue SPace in dict. 

« Get address of call] “er 

Mith celle @->". @- Sy 

“s 4 SRRRA'Y 2nane™ 

“ep. a" ia th 

» SHAP 1+ *@ 2 * QLLCT 

‘eo 8 ?name" 

‘ Save sPace? 

« Get address of start of array? 

« Get offset of “e,.a") 

C and work cut ite address> 

Listing 2. Setting up new defining words for non-checking arrays. 
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stack ('p' and the address of 
[name]) are duplicated; having 
done that, (x+ |) is pulled out of 
the dictionary entry and checks are 
made that p’ is less than zero, and 
not more than x (line 12), If the 
subscript is OK, line |] extracts 
the address of cell ‘p’. If, however, 
a fault occurs, an error message is 

GOING FORTH 

specified at the start of the 
program anyway — but use the 
checking code of ARRAYCHK and 
ZARRAYCHE. Write and debug 
the program in the secure 
knowledge that the system will tell 
you if a subscript is wrong. 

When the program is finally | 
debugged, go back to its start and 

| increase its usefulness. 
| | then considered in some 

detail how to influence thé way in 
which a FORTH system works, by 

First of all, and by way of warming 
up, | have shown how a random 
number generator can be added to 
almost any system in order to 

adding completely new classes ol 
words to it, using the [CREATE. 
DOES > J(or [<BUILDS 
DOES>... 1 in fig-FORTH) 
structure. | used the classical 
demonstration of 1-D and 2-D 
arrays, but there is no reason why 
the same approach cannot be used 
for more complex data structures, 
or for anything else you may think 
of. Although FORTH does very 
little error checking at run-time 
(certain implementations, such as 
the Jupiter Ace, can, however, do 
quite a lot) it is relatively 
straightiorward to add such 
checking to suit your own needs. 
Once they have done their job, 
they can be very simply removed, 
with benelit to run-time, etc. 

: Next month, I will survey the 
additional bytes are reserved for date ot the FORTH market. 
the data which will fill the array. ve 

Lines 4-11 of Screen 105 detine — - 

printed; ABORT then clears the 
ealculation and return stacks and 
shuts the system down. As you see, 
ERMESS uses the values of 'p’ and 
[namel’s address left on the stack 
to snow the fault in detail. 

In essence, 2ARRAYCHE, 
which is defined in Screens 104 
and 105 (Listing 4), behaves in just 
the same way but, inevitably, it is 
rather more complex. Screen 104 
simply sets up the error messaqes, 
which report x- and y-subseript 
errors separately. In Screen 105, 
ZAKRAYCHE itself is detined. Its 
compile-time behaviour, defined in 
lines 2 and 4, is straightiorward: 
(x+ 1) and (y+ 1) are saved at the 
beginning of [2Zname)'s dictionary 
entry, and 2 *(x+ 1) ¥(y+ 1) 

edit ARRAY and 2ARRAY to the 
simpler, non-checking, form. 
Having done that, re-compile the 
program and all array subscript 
checking will be eliminated with 
no further action on your part. 
simply by altering the definitions 
at the start, the whole program 
behaviour can be altered, since 
you can define any word to act in 
any way you like. That change will 
atfect all subsequent definitions 
which use that word, with no 
further action on your part. With 
FORTH, you really can have your 
cake and eat it. 

CONCLUSION 
In this article, | have covered two 
main aspects of using FORTH. 

§ i me \ Definine word to create a 1-D arrays and Screen 1S > 
the pee hime behaviour. First of all, it * t& cheek fubscriet bounds for vwalidits } 

a copy of [2namel's start address eto Use it exactly like "ARRAY" ’ 
is saved for future use, and then ‘p' a 
is checked to ensure that it lies in Ss Shack that 6 <= 205 "< TO- | : ae St ot +6 CWER = SWAP -1l > AMD ¢ the range O:x inclusive. If it does é: 
not, an error message (1ERMESS) 7t < Error messase for a faulty subscript 
is invoked at line 10 and the os ? ERMESS carislgiai INDEX OF" . ." MOT PERMITTED. RANGE: o -* 

system shuts down, If the 16s = How we can define the defining word y 
x-subscript is OK, line Grecovers | : ARFAVYCHK CREATE 14 DUP . 2 * ALLOT 
(y+ 1) trom the dictionary entry | 123 POES> CWER OVER @ +< 

i prs 3 ] H os ae 4 

and tests thal ‘q isin the range O-y | ‘= a Sen epeSE 
: ELSE EPMESS sEORT i 

inclusive. A failure produces the THEN: 
ZERMESS error message and, 
adain, shuts the program down. 

Save sizes make roow > 

© Het ereater than maxT> 
i DOF —- get address) 

otherwice Print error 

Listing 3. Defining words for creating and checking 1-D arrays. 

) Finally, if both subscripts are i: Defining tard tao create a 2-DP arrau. and Screen LA 
valid, line / puts the address of 1: te: check both ite subscripts for validite. 

cell (p,q) on TOS, using the a lise it exactiw like "ZaRRAY" 
formula: 4: EA ia aa 

. bat Error me@tsanaes for faulty cubsterifpts 

[start address of [2name])+4+ &t First of all. the common part of the- mecca ces " 
2*(p* (y+l)+q) © PRTERF ." =<THDEM OF" , HOT PERMITTED. RANGE: G@ —" + 

r yy | 3 

Simple, isn't it? As before, if you St « Mut-of-ratse K-indexs, disregarding V-inde 
cannot quite tollow part of the | ach EES GR ER a ave: CRF 

coding, iry writing down the stack | -f>t ( Pons in oyt-of=<fpanese V=<index- if # i= Ck i 

contents at every stage. 13: = GERMESS ce oY \" BRIERE DROP 2+ @ 1- 2 CRs 
Now we come on to one of iat , : 

FORTH's most dramatic benefits. If | *™ sa 
a " aie 1. ri a + = 

a program US€s arreys a great rs \ Hon ao on te actually cet ur the defining word Screen 165 + 
deal, the limit checking of 
ARRAYCHE, 2ARRAYCHE and : 2aRPAVOHE CREATE OUERF 1+ . 1+ Dur . ( Save Mmax and Vox 
F , . ’ ; = hy hagh j 4 J i =e = i their ilk will obviously slow it down | = Eon Sey See : itis oles 
snsiderably: further: i ai DOES? DUP oF ( Saue base address? 

consicerabiy, turinermore, once a ROT OUEF OUER Shar @ 4 & Check -irdexud | 
the program is fully debugged, the 62 « OK — se V-index) IF ROT RF) DUP oR 2+ @ CER Slir 4< | 
checks are normally redundant, fioo* Get address of cells IF SWF Re 2+ a * + 2 4 + + 
On. th ther hand Y \ a ELSE ZERMESS ABORT « V-index oversize? n tine other nand, if 1s vital lor m2 THEM 
your peace of mind to check the peas ELSE IERNHESS ABORT ( S-indes oversize? 
subscripts during program ihe THEN + 
development. ie 

The remedy is both elegant! 4s 
and simple. At the start of program | 1° 
development, detine ARRAY and isting 4, Defining words for creating and checking 2-D arrays. 
SARRAY — which will have tobe bin ia ee bic as 
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PAINTER Written entirely in machine code this fast arcade style game features sixteen dierent screen pre- 

sentations and six skill levels whic h make the game harder as yOu Get Deter | £8.00 

weeew! PLANES Another A&F machine 
ae code special. Select either ‘fast’ or 

‘slow and stand by your KeyDOara Tor 

action. Hi-score tables ana brilliant 

ett ets | eel ealies £8.00 
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Review: Jupiter Ace FORTH COMES HOME 

Owen Bishop 

ORTH 
ES HOME 

We take a close look at the Jupiter Ace and at 
the FORTH that if uses. 

raised 
interest than most other 

new micros since tt was tirsl 

he Jupiter Ace has 

more 

autumn. Although 
hardly a month goes by without the 
launching ol least one low-cost 
micro, a machine which speaks a 
different language is a rare novelty, 

Despite all the criticism trom the 
pundits of the computing worla, 
peel is the resident language ol 

| popular micros and BASIC is the 
high level language used and 

rstood by virtually all personal 
Sha ales programmers. For 
reasons commercial and ctherwise., 

and despite the pleas ol the disciples 
of Pascal, BASIC rules supreme and 
seems likely to continue to so so. So 
who would be so rash as to equip 
their new product with a tongue 
which tew can understand 

t FORTH is not a 
It was 

5 

announced {ast 

nal 

Ye new 

invented over a 
decade ago by an American 
astronomer, Charles Moore, for use 
in controlling astronomical 
lelescopes. It has been widely 
adopted for that purpose throughout 
the worlc |, The 2 computer which con 
trols the Me irk 1A radio-telescope at 
Jodrell Bank observatory is a nearby 
example of the original application 
of FC RTH to astronomy. Though itis 
very well suited as a language for 
control applications, FORTH can dc 
most of the things that BASIC can do 
and a lew others besides (such as 
recursions) which most BA SIC: scan 

FORTH scores over BASIC 

lanquaqde 

not ao 

in other ways too. For example, it 
needs much es memory for pro- 
gram storage ana it runs.a lot taster, 

Jupiter Cant tab. the makers of 
the Ace, claimed in n their first adver- 
tisements that it is “probably the 
fastest computer in the Universe’ 
Al though it is hard te justify this 
claim, for a micro programmed in 
machine code inevitably runs faster 
than one program med in any high 
level language (even FO RTH). the 
Ace's j ates microprocessor, paced 
by a 3.39 MHz clock ensures that 
this micro leaves most others tar 
behind with regard to speed of 
operation. 

At this point | can almost hear 
the reader saying For goodness 

sake stop nattering on about FORTH 
and tell us ab uit the Ace”. Well. 
please bear with 

i 
de 
=, 
os 
26 

me a ll 

The design and p robably 
this micro is inextricably bo inc 
with it resident | language Thy rou t oF 
this micro, you are ‘into’ FOI RTH in 
no small way. It is wise to find outa 
little about its languac je belore you 
buy. You do not need to-know how to 
write a FORTH program but you do 
need te know something about its 
essential teatures. The current 
advertisements for the Ace accu- 
rately emphasise the, main 
characteristics of FORTH and there 
have been iitcles s in Computing 
Today and other magazines which 
describe it in greater detail (see 
references). Read these and, if they 
leave you enthusiastic, feeling as if 

ttle 
1] 
L 

more and to 

experience, 

you want to find out 
jain some practical 

treat yourselt ‘to an Ace 

EXTERNALS 

Although it comes trom a different 
stable, the Ace shows that it ha had 

the same: breeding as the ZX Spec 
trum. Steven Vickers and Richard 
Altwasser were prominent in 
designing the Spectrum and then 
left to set up their own company to 
Gagan and produce the Ace. The 
case measures 21.5 cm wide by |¥ 
cm deep In the keyboa rd area itis | 
cm high, stepping up cm high al 
the rear. It weighs only 425q, its 
relatively light weight probably be- 
ing the result ol the thin ness of the 
walls of the case. is walls Though i 
are thin, the stepped form of the up- 
per halt of 
1 ] |S 

i se case and the ribbin: q 
I Ils o f the lo wer half im eae 
the necessary vtigidity it. It is pr 
vided with four non- ali feet 

The micro has a neat yet striking 
appearance, the case being white, 
bearing its name in black with some 

Jecorative markings in red In con: 
rast to the general tone of the case, 
the keys are very dark brown with 
characters marked in white. The 
eys are in staggered and 

spaced as on a standard typewriter 
keyboard. They are of the moulded- 
rubber ee which is commonly 
found on low-cost computers. lt isa 
sad fact that it is not possible to 
duce a chea P yet re liabl le Foye oar 
with truly mo‘ able ker Vs 
Keys represen the best 

found to date. Certainly the 
keyboard of the Ace is rel 

used to placinc 
centrally on the 
VeETtica ally downward... lt is 

not that the keys are difficult to us 2 
but just.a matter ol sede more care 

| i i | 

ana goimg Nat Dit me 

r é £ “hy iar 5 

once you dé 
lingers 

pushing 

with a normal typ ewrit er-style 
keybo a rd. Their resilient reaction 
takes a little getting used to, but you 
can get igad to them in a very snort 
time. In any eens yo 
to be 1 E 

text or to use the Ace as a word. 
processor, so this is 4 miner matter 
Inde ed, since many FORTH words 

are short, olten consisting of only 
one or two characters (exam eee re 

@, ', F/, ."), there is less t 
be done with FORTH tha 
mane pine languages: 

2-Trep eat [oOo A I i harat "ter keys 

“Those who have 

spectrum will find ne c iifficulty in 
finding their way around the Ace 
keyboard, for its layout is almost 
identical. The main difference is 
that the Ace does not have sucha 

contusing array O1 a Fis 

assoc jated wit h eacn Key 

SLD 

ctions 

OGG 
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Review: Jupiter Ace 

the keys have a maximum of only 
three functions: lower case, upper 
case, and symbol. There is a Shilt 
key which operates in the normal 
typewriter fashion to shift each key 
to produce upper case. As in the 
Spectrum, there is a Symbol shitt 
key which produces the symbols 
instead of letters. The Shift, Symbol 
shift, Enter and Break/Space keys 
are positioned just as on the 
Spectrum keyboard. The symbols 
are on the same alpha-numeric keys 
too, except that the Ace has 
additional symbols 
(CT ] ©~\{}). The top row of 
keys produces numerals when 
unshifted, and symbols when 
symbol-shifted. Shitting these keys 
effects certain commands. Shitt-1, 
lor example, deletes the whole of the 
line currently being entered. The 
remainder are almost the same as in 
the Spectrum: Shilft-2 is capitals- 
lock, Shilt-4 toggles inverse video, 
ohift-5 to Shitt-8 move the cursor 
(but the ‘up and ‘down’ keys are 
transposed), Shift-9 toggles 
graphics mode, and Snhilt-0 deletes 
the last character typed. Graphics 
mode allows one of eight graphics 
blocks to be typed on keys | to 8. | 
have more to say about graphics 
later. 

CONNECTIONS 

The Ace comes with a full set of 
leads. There is a substantial and 
lengthy (2 m) lead for connecting 
the Ace to the aerial input of a 
domestic TV set. This has moulded. 
in plugs at either end, The cassette 
lead consists of a moulded pair of 
wires of adequate length (70 cm), 
with a pair of moulded-in plugs at 
either end. Each pair consists of a 
black plug and a grey plug so that 
you can easily distinguish input 
from output. The plugs are standard 
3.5 mm jack plugs, so will fit almost 
any low-cost cassette recorder. Asis 
common with the simpler micros, 
the Ace does not have a motor- 
control relay, so there is no lead to 
the remote socket of the recorder 

The Mains Adaptor looks like an 
over-sized 13 amp plug. It fits 
directly into the wall socket and has 
a light duty lead 170 cm long to 
carry power to the Ace. The 
Adaptor requires 240V AC input 
and produces a DC output of 800 
mA at OV. 

The lead trom the Adaptor ends 
in another 3.5 mm jackplug, which 
tits into a socket on the lelt-hand 
side of the Ace. The output sockets 
(TV, cassette recorder) are on the | 
right-hand side so there is little 
difficulty in remembering which 
goes where. It you do forget, there is 
a clear label on the underside of the 
machine 

54 
* 

A bird's eye view of the Ace's insides. 
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Fig. 1. Typical display of the stack demo. 

INTERFACING 

At the rear of the case are two aper- 
tures. The smaller one reveals an 
ll-way double-sided edge- 
connector pad. This is intended tor 
attaching a colour-board which 
Jupiter Cantab are planning to pro- 
duce in the future. The addition of 
colour tacilities will enhance the 
capabilities of this machine appre- 
ciably. The larger aperture gives 
access to a 23-way double-sided 
edge-connector pad. This carries all 
the signals required for interfacing 
external devices to the Ace. Since 
FORTH has evolved as a language 
tor control applications, this inter- 
face port is especially important. 
The manual shows that it provides 
all the required connections to the 
address bus, the data bus, the 
system clock and the 4-804 control 
bus, as well astothe O V, +5 V and 
+9 V power lines. The manual 
outlines some simple circuits which 
can be connected here and explains 
how to program them. Although the 
arrangement of the edge-connector 
is not the same as that used on the ZX 
computers, it is a lairly simple mat- 

ter to wire up an adaptor which will 
allow some ol the ZA peripherals to 
be plugged on to the Ace. | under- 
stand that the ZX Printer and [6K 
RAMPACKE have been used success- 
fully with the Ace by means of such 
an adaptor 

Those who are keen on inter 
facing to micros will be glad to hear 
that Ace FORTH includes two words 
IN and OUT which operate the 
“BOA in port-addressed mode. 
Some of the port addresses are 
reserved ior use by the Ace’s inter: 
nal use (the handbook explains 

which ones), but there are plenty to 
spare tor the enthusiastic interlacer. 

THE ACE IN ACTION 

The manual which comes with the 
Ace is a 18|-paqge soft-covered book 
called ‘Forth programming’. Note 
once again how the emphasis is on 
the Janguage, not on the machine. 
The manual is written by Steven 
Vickers, who also wrote the Spec- 
trum manual. It is one of the best 
manuals | have ever read. It 
explains everything the beginner 
will need to know and makes few 
assumptions about the readers 
background knowledge. In a light 
and concise style, it clearly explains 
the meanings of all computer and 
programming terms as they are 
used, and also the meanings of less 
specialist but nevertheless un- 
familiar terms such as integer, 
‘square root’, and ‘coordinate’. Yet 
the manual is not limited by its 
simplicity, It provides an explana- 
tion of the structure and applica- 
tions of FORTH in sufficient depth 
and detail to interest the more 
experienced readers, too. 

As might be expected, the 
manual begins by explaining how to 
set up the computer, how to use the 
keyboard and how to load programs 
from tape. | followed their instruc- 
tions and the Ace worked pertectly, 
As scon as the power supplies to the 
micro and to the TV set were 
switched on, 4 small square cursor 
appeared as expected at the bottom 
left-hand corner of the screen, The 
display is white on black, as in. most 
micros, though it is easy to use 
reverse video if preterred. The 
screen displays 24 lines of 32 
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characters in upper or lower case. 
Words or detinitions of words 
appear on the lower line (or lines) of 
the screen as they are typed in. 
When you press ‘Enter’ they are exe- 
cuted (if syntactically correct), and 
reappear in the upper part of the 
screen, together with the displayed 
results (if any) of their execution. 
These lines are usually followed by 
the comforting and friendly prompt | 
‘OK’, indicating that the computer 
has been able to carry out your 
instructions and is waiting for more. 

Throughout the introductory 
chapters and the rest of the book the 
author's wry sense of humour sur- 
faces from time to time in a 
refreshing way. On the whole, I do 
not like instructional books to be 
funny, particularly those with jokey 
pictures and that peculiar brand of 
patronising humour which is so 
often handed out to the novice, but 
here the occasional hint of humour 
helped me pleasantly over some of 
the more difficult sections. 

The manual goes on to intro- | 
duce the simpler FORTH words. 
There are plenty of examples and 
each chapter ends with a few exer- | 
cises to help consolidate what you 
have learnt or te introduce some 
supplementary ideas. At a very 
early stage you are able to begin 
writing your own definitions in 
FORTH. This is one of the delights of 
FORTH. The language comes with a 
fairly standard selection of ready- 
defined words in its dictionary. Ace 
FORTH has 142 such words. But 
programming in FORTH essentially 
consists of using these words to 
define words of your own choosind. 
Each word you define normally con- 
sists of relatively few operations, for 
in FORTH it is best if everything is 
broken down inte short easily 
understood steps. Consequently, 
word definitions tend to be short ana 
simple. You soon learn enough to 
start defining new words. 

The manual contains dozens of 
definitions of other useful words 
which you can add to the dictionary 
by typing them in, but only if you 
need them. It is as though you have 
a fairly limited BASIC but can add 
whatever commands you want 
simply by typing them in, rather 
than having to buy a new ROM, or 
even a more expensive computer. 
There is no need to bother about 
Shifting when typing in words or 
when defining words. The computer 
automatically converts all words to 
upper case before putting them in 
the dictionary. The only time you 
need to Shift to capital letters is 
when you are typing text. 

Ace FORTH differs trom the 
FORTH — 79 (the generally adopted 
standard) in a few respects. It lacks 
l6 of the standard words, though is 
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contains substitutes tor some of 
these and, if you particularly want 
one of the missing words, you can 
easily define it for yourself. For 
example, the manual gives the defi- 
nition tor COUNT, which is in 
FORTH-— 79 but not in the Ace's 
dictionary. 

The words in Ace FORTH which 
FORTH— 79, include 

BEEP which, given two parameters 
to determine pitch and length, pro- 
duces a note on the Ace's built-in 
loudspeaker. The manual lists the 
values needed to obtain musical 
notes of any desired pitch, and 
shows how to program the Ace to 
play tunes. This turns out to be a 
very simple undertaking. Another 
new word is INVIS, which prevents 
the display of executed lines on the | 
upper section of the screen, keeping 
the screen clear 
displays. 

GRAPHICS 

There is a special word PLOT which 
| controls pixels on a 64 by 46 grid. 
PLOT has four modes, so it can 
either make the pixel white, make it 
black, leave it unchanged, or 
change it to the opposite of what it is 
already. PLOT may be incorporated 
into the detinitions of other words so 
that you can quickly build up a 
range of words such as SQUARE, 
TRIANGLE and the like, according 
to whatever shapes and ellects take 
your fancy. The displays produced 
by PLOT and by the block graphics 
on keys | to 8 are decidediy low in 
resolution, but can be enhaiiced by 
user-defined characters. T!l-cse are 
eight by eight bit-mapped 
characters which, in effect, provide 
512 by 368 resolution. Any one of 
the character keys can be detined to 
produce its own special character in 
graphics mode. For example, the 
manual! shows how to define key ‘A’ 
to print the image of a railway 
locomotive. This definition can be 
written into display routines. You 
can even use such symbols as the 
names of words! Defining graphics 
characters is straightforward 
because you first define a word 
which takes over most of the chore 
for you. The all you have to do is 
enter the bit pattern as a set of eight 
8-bit binary numbers. Since the Ace 
can be made to run in any number 
base, you can enter the binary 
number direct instead of having to 
convert them to decimal or hexa- 
decimal first as on many other 
computers. 

NUMBER BASES 
As mentioned above, you can 
choose which base the Ace works in. 
When tirst switched on, it runs in 

for graphics | 
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decimal but, by typing ‘2 BASE C!’, 
you can make it work in binary (base 
2). It can work in hexadecimal too, 
but this is not all. Type in "37 BASE 
Cl and it immediately starts work- 
ing in base 37. This uses the tigures 
from Oto 9 plus al/ the letters of the 
alphabet from A to Z. If you really 
want to try to make it throw a fit, try 
typing ‘60 BASE Cl’ to make it work 
to base 60. But no, it is not worried 
by such excesses. It takes some of 
the lower-case alphabet and the 
punctuation marks into its set of 
symbols and allows you to perform 
such additions as: 

Z+1=C 
and 3Y + Z7 =J£i 

Perhaps some ingenious reader can 
design a new game which relies on 
unusual number bases. 

Returning trom flights of 
mathematical fantasy, let us lock at 
some cold hard figures, such as 
floating point numbers, which the 
Ace handles just as easily as in- 
tegers. What is more, it handles 
these over a range much wider than 
that of many other micros. The 
floating point range of the Ace 
is 1.0E-64 to 9.99999E62 for both 
Batuye and negative floating point 
val ues. Compare this with |.QE- “ites 
|.0E+ 38 tor Apple II, 1.7E-38 t 
7E+ 38 tor TRS-80 and 2.0E-39 ie 

2:0E+ 38 for the BBC Microcom- 
puter, all of which have very similar 
ranges to an order of magnitude. 
Thus the Ace can handle numbers 
over 5x 10" times bigger or smaller 
than can any of these machines. 

CASSETTE RECORDING 

When | tried the loading and saving 
routines described in the manual, 
they worked perfectly first time. The 
recorder | used was the CTR-&80 as 
supplied tor the TRS-80. Level set- 
tings appeared not to be terribly 
critical. If you do have trouble, 
there is a lot of helptul advice in the 
manual on ‘What to do if it doesn't 
work . 

When you have finished a pro- 
eeeuming session, the recorder can 

for saving all the words you 
are defined. Later, you can load 
more than one set of words from 
tape, one after the other and the 
micro accepts these until its memory 
is full. This means that you can build 
up a library of words on tapes and 
then load whichever ones you want 

| for the program you are writing at 
| the moment. It is also possible to 
save the screen contents to tape, 

| and redisplay it on ancther ocea- 
sion. Similarly, you can save the 
character definitions you have_ 
made. | 
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Review: Jupiter Ace 

ERRORS AND EDITING 

Ace FORTH has a comprehensive 
set of error messages. When you 
type in a line, it is compiled and 
checked for errors. It is rejected if 
incorrect. A question mark in- 
dicates where you need to correct it. 

lf you want to amend a word you 
have already defined, it is possible 
to list it and edit it. This is a feature 
in which Ace FORTH differs from 
FORTH-7/9 and seems to be an im- 
provement. The monitor includes a 
decompiler which allows a word 
already defined to be listed. Then 
by typing EDIT mode you are able to 
step through the listing, deleting 
parts of it or adding new commands, 
Those who are familiar with FORTH 
may be wondering about screens, 
but Ace FORTH does not use these. 
LIST and EDIT take over these tunc- 
tions in a way more applicable to a 
cassette-based system. 

MEMORY 

The FORTH monitor occupies 6K of 
ROM and the unexpanded Ace has 
3K of RAM. One quarter of a 
kilobyte trom the SK is used for the 
‘Pad’ where text is stored, the video 
RAM takes another three-quarters ol 
a kilobyte, and the character set 
RAM ancther full kilobyte. This 
leaves only IK for newly detined 
words, the stack and the system 
variables. This is not a great deal ol 
space for programming, bul 
remember that FORTH is a very 
compact language so a surprising 
amount can be held in a small 
space. The manual sets out the 
memory usage in full detail, 
including where to find the impor- 
tant system variables. 

Programming in machine code 
saves memory space and gives fast- 
running programs but, since 
FORTH is already very aood in both 
these respects, there is not so much 
to be gained. However, the Ace pro- 
Vides scope for the machine code 
programmer with words for calling 
machine code routines. Obviously 
the keen user will soon need 
memory expansion. A 16K plug-on 
extension memory pack was made 
available in February 1983, increas: 
ing the total RAM to ISK. This 
should provide suflicient space for 
really elaborate programs. 

SOFTWARE 

At the time of writing, there is prac- 
tically no software available tor this 
machine. If your main interest in 
using a micre is to type in listings 
trom magazines or using purchased 
tapes, this computer has little to 
otter at present. If on the other 

hand, you are one of those whose 
main joy 18 writing programs, you 
have a clear field open to you. Now 
is your chance to write a FORTH 
version of all these popular games 
which have been done so many 
times before in BASIC! 

Although it is not mentioned in 
their current advertising, Jupiter 
Cantab now supply a free cassette of 
programs with each machine. This 
Demonstration Tape holds tive pro- 
grams. The first is a utility which 
displays the stack. The stack is cen- 
tral tothe working of FORTH yet it is 
difficult to visualize. To work it all 
out on paper is a messy and errer- 
generating manoeuvre. This tape 
shows the stack as a pile of cards 
(see Fig. 1). When the program line 
has been entered the display 
changes to show what becomes ol 
the stack. In the example illustrated, 
the top two cards disappear and are 
replaced by a card bearing the 
number |2. 

The second program (‘dic- 
tionary file is the better term, for 

programs, as such, are not part of 
the FORTH scene) allows you to 
play tunes on the Ace. It has two oc- 
taves with sharps and flats. You can 
also record a tune of up to 170 notes 
tor automatic playback. The remain- 
ing three file are games: Banner, 
Worms, and Lunar Lander. The 
Worms game, in which you steer a 
worm around the screen, trying to 
snap up chicken-legs well 
demonstrates the high-speed 
graphics capability of FORTH. 

At the time of writing this 
review, Jupiter Ace have promised 
to-start producing their own soltware 
‘within a matter of weeks’. We may 
also hope to see some dictionaries 
published in Computing Today 
when existing Ace owners or those 
with FORTH implementations on 
other computers get around to the 
job of writing them. 

VENTURE FORTH? 

Without a viable body of enthusiasts 
to exchange views with and a 
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sprinkling of articles on the 
language in the magazines, the 
FORTH hobbyist could soon become 
disenchanted, no matter how good 
the language is for astronomers. Yet 
| have heard of a young person who 
bought the Ace simply to-be dil- 
ferent trom all his pals! The point in 
doubt is to what extent FORTH is 
likely to prosper in the home com- 
puting field over the next year or so. 
The signs are that it will. There is an 
increasing number of articles and 
books on FORTH. Implementations 
of the language are being produced 
for most of the popular micros. An 
interesting indication of the trend is 
that Cosmic Conquest, the winning 
entry of the 1982 Byte Game Con- 
test, is written in FORTH. This ex- 
ciling game will remain a mystery to 
those who only have BASIC at their 
command! The author of this game 
brings out another teature ol 
FORTH in explaining why he chose 
it tor his entry. He explains that 
when developing the game he 
wanted to be free to make major 
changes in its structure. FORTH 
allows for fundamental changes to 
be made with minimum fuss, simply 
by redefining some of the key 
words. A correspondingly large 
amendment to a BASIC program re- 
quires greater time and effort on the 

| part of the programmer. So, thus én- 
couraged, let us venture FORTH! 

FINDING OUT ABOUT 
FORTH 

DD S Peckett, Going FORTH, Com- 
puting Today, January-April |982 
— a four-part series which clearly 
explains the essence of FORTH with 
plenty of examples. 

D &S Peckett, Going FORTH 
Again, Computing Today, May 
1982 — the first of two articles in- 
tended to delve deeper into FORTH. 

_ Thom Hogan, Starting FORTH, 
Osborne’ McGraw-Hill 1982 — not 
the best book available and it does 
not go very far, but it is relatively in- 

| expensive and helps you to find out 
if you want to go further. 



#6 The sound commands on the Oric | 
are. for a computer of this price, very 

sophisticated, Three music channels, and one 

noise channel, mean that you can program 
some fairly complex sounds. 99 

POPULAR COMPOTING WEEKLY 

66 Oric is everything you hoped it would be 
Alive with colour, and zapping with built-in sound 
effects, the Oric looks like a match for any 
machine now selling for less than 20099 

YOUR COMPUTER 

64 The 16k Oric — fighting the 16k Spectrum — is 
£25 cheaper. It feels a qood deal more 
‘professional than the home-appeal Sinclair. ; . = = 
Orie’s sound is extremely versatile. and wellup /{  #é¢QOric was over twice as fast as the Spectrun 
to the standard of the £300 or £400 ABC Surprisingly perhaps the Oric. which initially, 
microcomputer made by Acom. 749 seemed only faster when pertorming the Md 

WHICH MICRO? simplest of calculations, has come back to beal 66 This slope coupled with the design 
the Spectrum by a small amount. As the of the keys makes the Onc an easy machine to 

touch-type on. All keys have auto-repeat and 
there are four keys dedicated specifically to 

cursor control. itis certainly easier to type on 
than any of Sinclair's offerings. 99 

YOUR COMPUTER 

problems get more complex the One comes 

into its own. One final point — in entering the 

benchmark tests —the One was certainty the 
#éOric will soon be selling a Modem aactect to handle. 949 
50 that Prestel will become available 

Owners will be able to accept telesoftware 

programs loaded straight down the phone line 
eventually electronic mail could come into the 

home by the samme route, and with the addition 

of a tape recorder the Oric with its Modem 
could become a telephone answerer and , 

WHICH MICRO? 

message taker 99 6é When compared to the stogginess of the 
66 One good feature of the Oric is an on-screen Spectrum s keyboard this ts certainly an 

YOUR COMPUTER reminder in the top right hand comer to show improvement. | cant see any Urics failing 

that you ve engaged all-capitals mode. So much through bad assembly, If only the 52400 IBM 
better than tne BBs variety of lights inthe corner were So easy to use. 79 
of the keyboard. The Oric is sound, simple to get 
along with and offers qreat expansion 
potential. 79 

WHICH MICRO? 

WHICH MICRO? ééinstead of the Spectrums 26 
look-up single-character error reports, “_____ 
the Oric has 18 self-explanatory messages 

F you actually want to do computing, rather than 
just exploring the world of off-the-shelf game: 664 good speaker and built-in moses get the 

= ‘ Orie s sound off to. a good start. Typing /ap lies 5 micce P al 
programme entertainment the Oric will be a : etanirmmanitetatbao hse aie tne tae d ake Sao 66 The modem is certainly unusual in 
better buy.?9 Ping, Shoot or Explode produces convincing a machine of this price. Together with the other 

ae arcade game noises which can easily be peripherals, when finally available, it should 
WHIA MACRO? incorporated into any program. 79 make for an attractive package for a small 
— YOUR COMPUTER business... surely a matcn for machines costing 

much more 79 

POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY 

ORIC-1 The Real Computer System 

ORIC PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL LTD, COWORTH PARK, LONDON ROAD, ASCOT, BERKS 

available from... WHSMITH ® DIXONS @ GREENS 
LASKYS @ MICRO‘C’ @ MICRO PERIPHERALS 

SPECTRUM @ COMPUTERS FOR ALL 
And hundreds of independent dealers. 



16K or 48K RAM... 
full-size moving- 
key keyboard... a 
colour and sound... } (a 
high-resolution he a ao i 
graphics... 

From only 

£125! 
First, there was the world-beating 

sinclair 2X80. The first personal computer 
for under £100. 

Then, the 2481. With up to 16K RAM 
available, and the ZX Printer. Giving more 
power and more flexibility. Together, 
they've sold over 500,000 so far, to make 
Sinclair world leaders in personal 
computing. And the 2X41 remains the 
ideal low-cost introduction to computing, 

Now there's the 2% Spectrum! With 
up to 48K of RAM. A full-size moving-key 
keyboard. Vivid colour and sound. High- 
resolution graphics. And a low price that's 
unrivalled, 

Professional power- 
personal computer price! 

The ZX Spectrum incorporates all 
the proven features of the ZX81. But its 
new 16K BASIC ROM dramatically 
increases your computing power. 

You have access to arange of 8 
colours for foreground, background and 
border, together with a sound generator 
and high-resolution graphics. 

You have the facility to support 
separate data files. 

You have a choice of storage capa- 
cities (governed by the amount of RAM). 
16K of RAM (which you can uprate later 
to 48K of RAM) or a massive 48K of RAM. 

Yet the price of the Spectrum 16K 
isan amazing £125! Even the popular 
48K version costs only £175! 

You may decide to begin with the 
16K version. If so, you can still return it later 
for an upgrade. The cost? Around £60. 

} 7X Spectrum 

Ready to use today, 
easy to expand tomorrow 

Your ZX Spectrum comes with a mains 
adaptor and all the necessary leads to 
connect to most cassette recorders 
and TVs (colour or black and white). 

Employing Sinclair BASIC (now used 
in over 500,000 computers worldwide) 
the 2X Spectrum comes complete with 
two manuals which together representa 
detailed course in BASIC programming. 
Whether you re a beginner or a competent 
programmer, you'll find them both ofim- 

mense help. Depending on your computer 
expenence, you'll quickly be moving 
into the colourful world of 2X Spectrum 
professional-level computing. 

There's no need to stop there. The 
2% Printer—available now — is fully 
compatible with the ZX Spectrum. And 
later this year there will be Microdrives for 
massive amounts of extra on-line storage, 
plus an RS232 / network interface board. 

TRE WIDE? iy. ¥IDED 

a. FH Boa re 

HE PUCSE 

awe Ge BAT PAPER FLASH 

Key features of the 
Sinclair ZX Spectrum 
@® Full colour-—8 colours each for 

foreground, background and border, 
plus flashing and brightness-intensity 
control, 

® Sound-BEEP command with variable 

pitch and duration, 

® Massive RAM—16K or 48K. 

® Full-size moving-key keyboard -— all 
keys at normal typewriter pitch, with 
repeat facility on each key. 

® High-resolution—256 dots 
horizontally x 192 vertically, each 
individually addressable for true high- 
resolution graphics. 

@® ASCII character set-—with upper- and 
lower-case characters. 

@ Teletext-compatible-—usersoftware | 
can generate 40 characters perline | 
or other settings. 

@® High speed LOAD & SAVE-16K in 100 
seconds via cassette, with VERIFY & 
MERGE for programs and separate 
data files. 

® Sinclair 16K extended BASIC- 
incorporating unique ‘one-touch’ 
keyword entry, syntax check, and 
report codes. 



ZX Spectrum software on 
cassettes —available now 

The Spectrum software library is 
growing every day. Subjects include 
games, education, and business/ 
household management. Flight 
simulation. ..Chess...Planetoids... 
History...Inventions... VU-CALC.,.VU-3D 
Club Record Controller...there is 
something for everyone. And they all 
make full use of the Spectrum's colour, 
sound, and graphics capabilities. You'll 
receive a detailed cataloque with your 
Spectrum, 

ZX Expansion Module 
This module incorporates the three 

functions of Microdrive controller, local 
area network, and R$232 interface. 
Connect it to yourSpectrum and you can 
control up to eight Microdrives, 
communicate with other computers, and 
drive a wide range of printers. 

The potential is enormous, and the 

module will be available in the early part 
of 1983 for around £30. 

c | a 

Sci 
Sinclair Research Ltd, Stanhope Road, 
Camberley, Surrey GU15 3PS. 
Tel: Camberley (0276) 685311. 

The ZX Printer- 
available now 

Designed exclusively for use with the 
sinclair ZX range of computers, the 
printer offers 2X Spectrum owners the full 
ASCII character set—including lower-case 
characters and high-resolution graphics, 

A special feature is COPY which 
prints out exactly what is on the whole TV 
screen without the need for further 
instructions. Printing speed is 50 charac- 
ters per second, with 32 characters 
per line and 9 lines per vertical inch. 

The ZX Printer connects to the rear of 
your 2X Spectrum. A roll of paper (65ft 
long and 4in wide) is supplied, along with 
full instructions. Further supplies of paper 
are available in packs of five rolls. 

The ZX Microdrive- 
coming soon 

The new Microdrives, designed 
especially for the 7X Spectrum, are set to 
change the face of personal computing 
by providing mass on-line storage. 

Each Microdrive can hold up to 100K 
bytes using a single interchangeable 
storage medium. 

The transfer rate is 16K bytes per 
second, with an average access time of 
3.5 seconds. And you'll be able to connect 
up to 8 Microdrives to yourSpectrum via 
the ZX Expansion Module. 

A remarkable breakthrough ata 
remarkable price. The Microdrives will be 
available in the early part of 1983 for 
around £50. 

BY PHONE-—<Access, Barclaycard or 
Trustcard holders can call 01-200 0200 for 
personal attention 24 hours a day, every 
day. BY FREEPOST-use the no-stamp 
needed coupon below. You can pay by 
cheque, postal order, Barclaycard, 

How to order your ZX Spectrum 
Access or Trustcard. 

EITHER WAY please allow up to 28 
days for delivery. And there's a 14-day 
money-back option, of course. We want 

you to be satisfied beyond doubt-—and we 
have no doubt that you will be. 

es Sinclair Research, FREEPOST, Camberley, Surrey, GUI5 3BR. Sides | 

ltem Code ItemPrice Total 
& i 

Sinclair 7X Spectrum- 46K RAM version 100 125.00 

sinclair 2X Spectrum —48K RAM version 101 175.00 

Sinclair ZX Printer o7 59.95 
Printer paper (pack of Srolls) 16 11.95 

Postage and packing: orders under £100 26 2.95 

orders over £100 29 4.95 
Total £ 

Please tick if you require a VAT receipt' 

“Please delete/complete | 
as applicable | 

Signature 

PLEASE PRINT 

|Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss | 

|Address | | | 

i | ] P i L i 

ae i A. | ee | 1 i L " LL | =e 

| | 
| | 
| | 
| | 
| | 

| *|enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Sinclair Research Ltd for z | 

| *Please charge to my Access/Barclaycard/Trustcard account no. | 

| | 
| | 
| | 
| | 
| | 
fos | | COT305 | 

Fr FREEPOST-nostampneeded. PricesapplytoUK only. Export prices on application. | 
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‘VIDEO GENIE & TRS 80 
| EXPANSION! 

DP 1000 
Disk & Printer interface in steel 

case 27 x 15 x 6 cm. 
Plug in & Go 
Includes Real Time Clock. 

£76.00 

46K RAM INTERNAL 
De es re = ae. te 
Memory ExXTensiion 

" Lr ue a e 3 ib. 
Ine Keyooard unit. NO 

iy nted inside 

Exparei In interlace 

£43.50 

FEATURE ROMs 
For TRS80 Model | and Video Genie, Plug-in 
units fil On expansion edge connector 

Compatible with expansion interfaces Using 

Splitter cable. Flug-in unit including one 

Feat re ROM 
Video Genie £29.95 
TRSBO £34.50 
Solitter Cable £14.50 

F é ature ROMs for above £18.95 

ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT & € 

CREDIT 
FACILITIES 

AVAILABLE 

tn ry 
| tay th Aco 

NEW 

Go WAITWORTH ROAD, 50 

NEW NEW 

DP 2000 
DP1000 and Canon 6106 Disk 

Drive in Steel Case 

32x 15x 9.5 cm £280.00 
(Extra drives can be connected) 

NEW 

PRINTERS******* 
id oa 

= Dt B 

E3085 (1O00ces dot matrix 
FG603 (Gene Microornter) 
BROTHER 
HRI (low cost rehable daisy wheel) 

The ROM 
For TAS8O (3 chip ROM) and Video Genie 
(remove one |G. and Olu | in fepiac Omen) 

Alleviates key bounce. Automatic check fo 

our Feature ROMs improves TAS&O tine 
loading. Personalised message on power up 

Ootional lower case driver £14.95 

For? chip ROM TRSB0's. AS above but with 

out personalised message 

TELEPHONE: PETERLEE (0783) 860314 

Have you hopped, jumped or swum across the river yet? 
No, then where on earth were you last month? You missed our unbelievable Froglet game for the BBC Micro and it's 

probably too late to get a copy from your newsagent! Despair not, we have the program ready and waiting on tape to 
save your fingers the chore of typing in all that incredibly complex code so, even if you did see the game in our April 

£18.95 

COMPUTERS 

Colour Gene 
£290.00 
£224.50 

DISK DRIVES 
TEAC 
CS50A Single 40 Track 
(W504 Dual 40: Track 

CS50E Single 80 Track 
CD50 iE Dual 80 Track 

OF Single 80 Track Dual Sided 
Ci DS0F Dual 80 Track Dual Sided 

CANON 5'/," SLIM DISK DRIVES 

B1D6 (40 T 

6108 (40 TK OS) 

120 (BOT 
a a el + 
Pay li Ril i’ p14. 

pa ee 

fig FORTH 
Operating System 

Discover Forth 

Book by Thom Hogan 

CARRIAGE (TELEPHONE FOR FURTHER DETAILS) 

GENERAL NORTHERN 
MICROCOMPUTERS LTD. 

UTH WEST INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PETERLEE, CO. DURHAM SR8 2JJ 

2 eet Be) ag 

issue and were daunted by the task there's absolutely no excuse for not getting a copy now. 

The program follows the style of that arcade favourite, Frogger and you must negotiate your green coloured friend 
across first a road populated with fast moving cars and lorries and then over the river by means of turtles and logs. 
Frogs may be able to swim but if your turtle decides to sink you'll be swept away by the current. Once across with 
three out of your four frogs you'll be able to score bonus points by catching the flies that appear over the river but, 

take care that you don't run out of time! 

All in all it's a great, fast moving game that any number of people can play and, just to add to the spirit of the thing 

the program stores the top ten players’ names so you can measure your performance. How much are we charging for this 

6() 

| 
Please send me .... 

for my 32K BBC Miero (MOS 0.10) 

minor masterpiece? Just £5.99 all inclusive! 

To order simply fill in the coupon and send it with your remittance to: 
ASP Software, ASP Ltd, 145 Charing Cross Road, Landon WC2H OEE 

Please ensure before ordering that your BBC Micro has the 0.1 operating system (*F XO) 

tapels) of Froghet 

NAME (Me/Mrs/Miss) 

ADDRESS 

| enclose my diame stal Order/Money Order 

Debit my noes Percirean (delete as necessary) 

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include your postcode. 

Ce 

— SAPNMLUFH ce ee a ee ee ae ae 

(delete as necessary) 

for £...... (payable to ASP Ltd) VGA 

OR 

os ff ow ee fon ee Bee me se eee ek lle lel el 

a ee ee eee ee ee ee ee ee te ee ee | 

.. POSTCODE.... Vaeiecoate: ead 

Pei setae a ss 5 save wi sacew i Seam ae os 
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software: A data base management system A MICRO DATA BASE 

Tony Lacy 

DATA BASE 
The second part of the article on setting up 
and retrieving information from a data base. 

=i =, | se Oe a= — "TL. ‘ohare = = i Eh i Pep 4 

OEeIeTes TNA. LHeTe 15 2 Ttaciill ¥ itl 

this TrOoOUTInNe ea tor counnng record 

number references without deleting 
them, but it is not used | by the 

irrent ver of the system 
There is 5 the possibility that if a 

‘ i 5 5 
erat tot cla 6 =; ee ee 45+ 8 tar a \ ‘at Sry at al 4 i KeyWord Were Th! y foo oe WE 

a a 

gh Ee Pew 1 ie re it eh as oo oa Bh ry 1% 

One lOO cal recorTra NuUMIDer (nen 1 
} aT Pe ae oe i. he _ J? a = is 

ila hec OMe I80latea bed 

record number were deleted. In 

other words, a keyword would be 

presen but not be tollowed by any ane 
record numbers. [he section ol 
USRE called ACTION oF ects this oF 1 

and deletes the keywe 

Both record number z nd 
ot lube’, deletions result in ‘he oles’ 

the index, the data followirig a 
delet ion is moved down to fill the 
gaps. All of these operations occur 
very quickly; the user is not ¢ aware 
of a anything nap pening. A count ol 
references deleted is returned to 
BASIC and displayed. 

Note that a data record 
deletion does not ac tually delete 
the record immediately, it removes 
the index references, making it 
unavailable to the program. The 

data record will be o verwritten 
when new records are added. 

USHe: This works like a two byte 
PEEK, it returns an integer unless 

> address is past the index end, 
1 which case it will return a zero. 

USRE is used to obtain logical 
record numbers from the index. 

USH2: This searches the index 
from the specified loc 
match with the A SCI] text in 
seu which will be a previously 
inserted keyworc 1 (the erga! 

cowrand). It will either re 
Zero il no men sh Was foun ‘a. 

address following the index 
key word terminator [ (OD Hex). The 
actual logical record number is 

then extracted using this adaress 

as the araument tor "USRE 6. [his 
routine will also find index 
keywords containing the target 
ke yword as-a substring. for 

xample, ' the target keyword 
were COM then the tollowing 
index keywords would be founda i! Ler e ee 

prese ni: 

| the is ts issue of Computing repeating the process until the end 
Today. I described a data base of file is reached. The end of file 
management program. As condition is obtained from the 

promised then, | now look at the open ae DCE (the Radio ) Shack 
machine code sections of the TRSDOS manual describes the 
program. sesetore of an open file DCB). 

| will now explain the principle ‘The routine is designed to bea 
of operation of each USR routine, function called from BASIC so any 
this section mainly refers to the errors which occur need to be 
assembly listing | handled by BASIC’'s error routines 

| : not DOS This is the reas son for the 

THE USR ROUTINES seer exit 1 Dab Lee rater toe 
3e normal DOS exit to 4499 Hex. 

USRS: This routine calls various 
DOS routines, and they expect to 
lind a tilespec ina bulfer area 
called the DCB, this will have been : 

put there by lines 60 and 70 of the | PYt© blocks for each sector write, 
BASIC rogram. This buffer area until the end address of the index 
called KBUFF in the assembly i esol She pee ag 

listin 1g) 1S shared with Us SH. 5 6 25 4 routines Go not ret drat, any Values 

a back to the BASIC pr ogram, and 

A. turther 200 byte buffer area seath r terminated with a RET 
JFF) is needed. since the DOS instruction. 
routines write sectors into an 

aTGAa specified when the tile is USRS: This is the largest of the 

opened and this c anno he machine aaa routines, lt a data 
changed until after the file is record is deleted then all 
closed. The method used, then, is references to it in the > index also 

to ill up PBUFF and then block need to be deleted, this routine 
move the data to the desired area, searcnes the m out, counts ana 

@ 

USRY: This is very similar 
except that we are writing to disc. 
Data is moved into PBUFF in 256 

COMPUT! 
COM 
COMMUTATIO} 
COMPLEXITY 

ed a 
[fa null is enterea then all cata 
vanone will be displayed. [his 
feature means that some care has 
to be taken when selecting the 
keywords tor a data record 

Lit 

. PBL 

T eh 

wt 

USK? This moves.a keyword from 
KBUFF | o the index end ana then 

adjus sts the end of index byte pair > 
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Software: A data base management system 

It is called when a record is added 
to the data base, and the keyword 
does not already exist. A keyword 
marker is also inserted. No check 
is made for memory space, this is 
done by the BASIC program. 

USR?: Used by the DISPLAY 
KEYWORDS function, it simply 
prints ASCII characters from 
memory to video, until a keyword 
end marker is encountered, and 
then returns to BASIC with the 
keyword end address. 

USR4: Is used by the ADD A 
RECORD function. It inserts the 
logical record number into the 
index in LSB/MSB torm. The data 
following the insertion is moved up 
to accommodate it and the index 
end bytes are adjusted. As with 
USR3 no memory check is done. 

USR1: There is a ROM routine at 
O5D9 Hex which takes characters 
from the keyboard and places them 
into an input buffer. This section 
‘borrows that routine and uses it to 
get keywords into KBUFF. 

MACHINE CODE FILE 

This is the file which is 
automatically loaded in by the 
program and contains the machine 
code routines described above. As 
mentioned earlier, the use of an 
index operated on by machine 
code routines allows very tast 
access to the data base records. 
When | originally wrote the 
routines, | attempted to load in the 
object tile created by an Editor 
Assembler via USH8. Complete _ 
failure was the result, they loaded 
into memory but extra bytes were 
present, they occurred in groups at 
about 256 byte intervals. 

TYPE IN YOUR DESIRED RECORD, THEN <ENTER>, 
TO CORRECT MISTAKES USE < * AND RETYPE 

*** 32 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM*** 

Fig. 5. This is the sort of display you will see when running the program. 

Where were they coming from? 
Well it's obvious now, I mentioned 
earlier that USR8& loaded exact 
sector copies into memory. Well, 
files containing machine code have 
special loader codes added to them 
to tell DOS where to put the code 
in memory. The Editor Assembler 
produces files of this type, and 
USH8 was faithfully copying these 
codes into memory. | solved the 
problem by loading the routines 
from an Editor Assembler object 
tile into memory using DOS LOAD 
and then saving them as an ASCII 
data file. 

_ This method does need the use 
of a monitor with disc I/O functions 
to save the data tile, another 
method would be to write a short 
BASIC program to PEEK the code 
and write it into a data file. This 
assumes that your DOS will allow 
206 byte writes (mine doesn't). 

OATF GETARG EOL OATFH iGETS Al INTEGER FROM BPSIC wiSC 220082 
OASA RETARG EOL OASAN FRLTLANS AN INTEGER TO BFSIC WILSF leo3 
good PBUFF LOL BOOGH y2te BYIE BUFFER DEFINED AT OPEN | 8161 110051 EXITS 
63FD EER Egt taF DE. TERROR PROCELSSING VIA L3 BREIC Bled b2b44 

(MEM TO BL RESERVED FROM bU00L, ROO FOR PRUFF Ble? ch 
aloo ORG GLU, 8168 CIFOL3 
oo20 KBUFE DLFS qz PSTRING STURAGE, DCP ; 

pPeteteerc ART OF US ROLTINES****ees ewes 1 
{ThIS IS USRE IT READS DATA FROM DISK AND LOADS 1 
tTLE FILE STARTING FROY THL AURESS PASSED AS FE ; 
jARGUHLKT, UP TO TLE EXD OF FILE : 
HIT If S1ORED AS DATS STATEMENTS Ik TEE CALLING 
+PROGRAM AND PCKED Ii AT BLN TIL, 

8120 COTFOA USRE CALL GETTRG gGlT LOAD BASE ADRS: 
Blzd 220082 Lo TALX) »-HLESEVE 4 

plzé6é 210080 Lo LL, PRUEF:SEAD BATE ITO hil RE 
glz9 110061 Lr DL, RBLEFFsLEL er Oth 
gize og6og LG A, fLRL]#2 56 
BIZE CDZ444 CALL aa fail POPPER FILL 
#131 C2FDé3 JP HE,LRR ¢BASIC'S ERROR TRAP NOT bor 
8134 Liddell LOOPS LB DE, KBLEE FOR ALAD BLOB 210F62 ERS 
8137 coaed4 CALL 44361; PPLAD 256 BYIES OF BATA Ik G1GE azDDBa 
GLIA CsFDE3 Ai y WE,ERR 70K? w1l71 Z100K0 
13D EDSBDDB2 Lo DL, (PUN) GOT LOAD ADRESS eis 110081 
Bl4l 210080 Lb HL, PRUrlsPPipr RO FOR ELOCK MOVE Bl177 Ubco 
6144 810001 Le EC, 200k +TO MOVE 258 LYTES wLTS Co2044 
bld7 EDBO LDIR sHOVE TLL TO LOAD. rornt Bl7Tc CzFpe3 
Bl4d9 ZAGCEL LE HL, (KEUPEF+i2)¢GL1 LSDIKG RLOORD ft. bLTF EDSHDDE? LOOFS 
Bl4C ED4BOAR] LD BC, (KBUPF+1l0)7GLT NEXT RECORD No, 618] ZAOFbe 
B150 87 OF kK :FOCR §B¢ BLBE B7 
B15] LDaZ SEC HL, 8 iLARehIEN? BlS7 EDS2 
Bl153 250C JP ZsL¥ITb FCLUSE, BACK 10 hAsre e189 FAG151 
6155 o1l0dul Lo EC, 100L sUPDAT© LOAD POINT 256 PYTES Ur | BlEC EB 
H1Sh ZADDE2 Lo HL, (UXT POR GPOATL #180 110080 
B135 09 F.0D EL, OC ICPDATE FOR SIXT ELOCE YOVF 6190 010001 

Finally you could modify USR9 and 
use the modified version to save 
the other routines. Remember, this 
is a once only operation, alter the 
tile has been saved in the correct 
format it will need no further 
attention. 

FINALLY... 

I suggest that you test the USR 
routines individually, | wrote smal! 
BASIC tester programs, and a 
program to create dummy records 
and indexes. | have used the 
program on a TRS-80 with two disc 
drives and 48K without serious 
problems tor some weeks now. 
However, the only way that you 
will get a program that is 
absolutely bug-free is to pay a lot 
of money, or spend a long time 
using it and gradually improving 
it, 

LE (FUR) pLRELP TRACK OF ®SRERE WE ARF 
JF LOS FGET NEXT RECORD 
Lo DE, RBUFF i TREPARE TOR FILE CLOSE 
CALL Haast, reLOSE TRE FILE 
FET fs frEFCh TO. ERIC IT OF 
JP ELF If HOT, PROCKES TRAGER 

F 

{TLE REST OF ThE TOUTIKLS FRE LOrpit In BY UF Re FRE 
tEVLART FROM HERE. 
;QODE FILE, TRLRE ARF fi. EP BEDDLE COKTEOL CLARACTERS 
FAHD ALL 2ob BYTES GF EACH BRICORD AM CSE. 
FOODL DLETINATION IS PROVIDEL EY Uht CALLING PPOORAI: 
peeeeseeeL Ere UPITE To OIsh 
(DOADE TC DISK, START ADALSE Th BART OF INDDK 

ThE FILE ff A DALA FILE NOT AR OBSFCT 

TED ADRESS IS CETAINLE FRCK FIRST EYE OF INDLxX 
iFILESPEC CETAINED FRC! KEvir ARES 

LL HL, INGE ;S2aP1 TLE SVE FPOe HERE 
Lo (PLN) ,LL:SA¥L FOR UPDATING 
LD il, PELFFsPCVE DATS KERE TO KTETE 
LD DE, BEUFT ;UkL KBUFF FOR BCb 
LD B, 0 ILRLas36 
CALL 44201,  ;INIDVIALISL FILE 
oP WE,ERR. ;CR Ch NOT? 
LD DE, (ALM) :GE4 SOURCE FOR ELOCK MOVF 
LD iL, (INDEX) ;GET EXD OF S?PVC ARTA 
OR i 196 LOUAL, 10 CLEAR CARRY 
SBC EL,DE . 3AT EXD YET? 
oP M,LXIT& 7IF DOWE LSE B'S EXIT 
LX DE,HI.  -GET MEM POIKRTTR INTO HI. 
LD DC, FEUFF;GLT DESTIMATICN FOR BLOCK MOVE 
LD pC, 100K yWE WENT TO MOVE 256 BYTrS 
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A MICRO DATA BASE 

6193 EDBO LOIPF rihtd TEE BUFFER FoR RIT &2dC SL GETHUH Lp L, (kL) rL Sh 
8195 110061 Lo DE, FBUFT; D¢Ce FOR WRITE 240 23 The HL 
S136 Co3cd4 CALL 443Ch WRITE WITH VERIFY #24E Sb Lo B,fhL) +LS5 
#198 C2FDE3 JP NE, ERE be4dF EB bx DE, HL sMiSY BE IN KL TO PRES TO BASIC 
B1fE 2ADDS2 Lo HL, (ACK) ;GET MEMORY POINTER beh CISAGA LXITE JP RLTAR: «FASS IT BACK 
BlAL 010061 LD BC, 100h : TO LPDAIL FOR TLE NEXT peeeeeosi nD OF UBSKE 
glad 09 ADO EL, EC 7256 EVIE POVE PILE NEXT ROLTINE SENRCHLS TEE IXDEX FOR - KEYWORD 
B1AS 220082 LG (HU2) .BLgPCH NEXT TIVE FAK RETURNS WEIP AN ARG POINTING TO THE TIRer 
B1AG 18D5 Jk LOOFS {ELLAL WE CO ROLITD THC MULEERRY PRECORE 10, AFTER IT OR.0 IF IT CANNOT FINE A MATCr 

¢e***F* RIT CORE NO, COLETER 

IThIS ROUTINE COLNTS OCCCLAEKCES CF A RECORD kd, 
ih LSB/MEB FORM AND IY AtxeG Ty DELETES TLS 

FROLTINE STIRTS SCRRCKING FRO ThE LOCATION PASSED 
EY ThE LER ARi, THIS IS CER 2 

S253 CLIFOA LSE CALL GFIARG 7G1T LOC. 10 START SEPRCF 
tA ChECK IS HADL TOP REGUNGART KEYWORDS AKC 256 LDSBDFE2 KEYIAD LoD Dt, LINDEX) :CKECK FOR TABLF END 
ITEEY ARE. ALSO DELETED. TLE BLCORD NO. TC DL CCLETED Te B25A. DF KEY RS' 1aE ;ERD? 
PPASSED AB TLE ARG. Ih ThE LER CALL, DLLETE OF HOT IE G55 3024 IR HC ,MFERIT rYEE SO FIRIGH 
fPASSLC IN TLE LOWLR EVIE OF ALK B2Z5D AF KOR A he 
SO **CERS B25E BL CP {hL) ‘START OF Kr¥YWORD? 

FLAA COTFOA USRS CALL GETARG =#GLT RECORD NO. INTO HL B25F 23 ruc LL 
GLAD FO21opu2 LD IY,;RUxX j;FOR ChECK LATER 6260 20FH JF HZ,KEY ;HO 80 TRY NEXT 
BIBL DOZ10000 Lo I¥,6 {OGOURTLA REGISTER B262 BE cr (EL) ;MAYEL 
G1BS LS FLEW HL rGIVE FOR LATER B26j 20F5 oF Hi,KLY  jTALSL ALARM? 
blBt 21bTb2 LD UL, IRDEX?;GL1 TIEBLE SviRT 8265 BS PLEL il. 7G0T ONE 
bins 23 THC HI iMIES FIPS THO BYTES G266 23 The HL ;CHECK FOR MATCH 
giBA 23 KERR INC HL FINO KNCRD ELD 8267 L1looe81 Lo DL, KEUFF7HORD TO BL FOUKD IS IW HERE 
b1BB 3Lob LG A, Om $E5 IT A CR? (#RWCRD EST} G26A 1A KLYCHK LD A, (DE) ;CKECK BYTE BY BYTE 
b1BD BE cr {i:i) 8265 FEOD Cr ODL. iL OF TARGET WORD? 
g1BL 20FA oF ho, KELARC;CNTIL ERD OF KWORD B26D 260A oF 2, GOTIT 
ice 23 tht nt {ELMY ONTO BYTE AFTER. on S26F BE cr thi) 
gic] AF hex T KOR A ibO WE HIVE A RKORD START? B270 2803 JR 2,MAYBE ;UBTIL TRE EXD OF THE WORD 
g1C2 BE cr (hb) B272 El POP HL 10, SC CARRY ON LOOKING 
#icd 2005 J Hz PRTAE; TL NOT TLEK Lit OF ISprk? e273 LIBEL dk KEYFRD 
6i¢5 23 INC il. ;COLFITM KKGED MIAKER 275 13 MAYBE Ibe DE 
Ble BE cr fod jab ler G276 23 Tec HL 
ble] asFl JE Z,RSLARCT IY 60, MT PTR TO Exo or It S277 LaF. uF KEYCHE 
EicS JB DEC HL {RERT WHE Id TEER? g279 El GoTlt POP HL sKE DOK'T WEED IT HOF 
GLICA EDSBDOFG2 LNTAP LO DL, (THDExX) sERD OF TINDER? B27TA BL POINT er (eL sAmODI CET Ll TO Feo oF 
BICE OF RF 18H fhOT DLSTROY HL B2Z7B 23 THC EL tKEYRORD It INDTY 
g1cF 3016 dk BC LXIVZ1 OU LLSeLKD-Ol INDEX e27C 20FC IF HE ;POINTIAT END YEU? 
BLOT Bl Por DL GET SLEIECT OF SLABCH B27E CIFACA 8 ENDZ 7 PETAPC j;LLerirest REC SO, JITEF KY 

i FID? DS PLE cc FOR MORL: SCARCH ING ezbl Z£1e006 HEEKT? LU Hi, 6 i775 0 BACK 10 BAFIC 

biD3 7s LD A,C FILL) sul? $284 LePFy oF FRE? 
Bip€ BE Cr (liL} 7OLT Lop peeeeOrey CF POL TINE 

Flos 23 Int iL PGE Bab ‘LE NEYT BOLT ADGE KORD TO ThE EFB Th 

| Blpe 2000 git NZ, NEXTL;ROT A MATCE SO GET NEXT NO, THD AKD Roseets ve theta ie Soars ae i 
BLOG FA. Lo A,D PPAVYBE, SO GFT Leap ‘TEIG 18 Lera 

| BOG BE cP (EL} B2te 2ADFG2 sks = LD HL, (INDEX) sFING LG 
BlUA 2008 IR NZ, WEXTI7KOT A MMICH #269 23 irc EL 
blot Ol23 Int Ix if) BATCL 80 COLNT IT B26A 3605 Lo {(kb),8 “SPOT TH hh KEYKCRD HARRER 
BLDE AF KOR h raed b26C 23 INC EL 
B1OF -FDBLOGO CP (iv) +DELETE OR HOT bz FeEGO Lo {LL),0 °7L¥VE PRI* 
HLEZ 260A oR 2, ACTION; YES S50 DO IT B28F 23 Inc iL 
blEa 23 HEXTL Ike It. 270 HEAT REC, AHP batd CB Ex DE RL ILGL GULLS EL AS SOURCE,OL FS BEET 
BLES LaDA im, ak hLET Gi91 zlvdel LD LiL, KEUFE GES SGLRCE =LUFron 
GLE? BCLS EXIT? FuSKi Ix {GET COUNT RACE TO BFSTC bios Sbhuo Lb A, ODL sFCRK ERC C1lice 

bles EL ror HL. B2gt BE LEOPS. cP Uk) 7CLLCK POR LXE 
HIEA Gi rr Br 170 GET CORRECT RET FDR. b2g7 EGAG LEI OL A -EYST 
B1ER CIDAOA JF RETARG #299 20FE oF Hr, LOSES fGLT THE NEXT ONF 
BLEE EDSSO0Fe2 ACTION LE DE, CINGEX) +GET ERDEX ERD ezen 1b pre DE. FEED Mia To POTHT To Cen BYTE 
G1F2 2B BEC HL ¢T FIRST BYTE 0 AIC. HC, B29L EBSIDF bs Lo (IKMLLE),DRg-POATC END PTR 
#1F3 LS PLEX HL 7EPVE CURRENT COUNT BAO CS m4 
H1F4 EB EX DE , hl fRIGKT #KPY POUND FOR sc pee*POOLeD OF ROUTINE “ 

‘ir? a CD “i C pang einGae es STHIE POLTINE PRINTS ASUTIOCIRE TO VIDEO FROM LoOCAtICH 
; ak ccm and PLASELL BY Bite UNTIL Al O01 TE BHOOLPELarc 

biFe 40 LD cL 7POR BLOCK NOVL VALLE RLQURNFD If If AGREES CF THE OcK 
| GIF 62 Lo H,D 'GET DE INTO EL UZR1 CDIFGA = LBRT CALL CCTAR i011 LOC. IN KI 

GiFA 6B Lo LE | Bead TL THe LD A, (IL)  ¢COUTTKTE TeTo 7 
GiFa 23 TRE HL GET KL Tho Locs, tp B2k4. FEOD er oor ;Ch" 

1FC 23 The HL beh? CAUAGA Aid i a, Picheorce fych If opt 
g1FD EDBO LEIR PHOVL TRE BYTES gan? COZA03 CRLL GIIAE pULTPLD To prvicr 
GLFF iB DEC DL pCOS LOI" EXITS WITH WZAD 23 LKC LI ‘POW SERGE Chu 
8200 1B BEC DE iDE FT END+? S2AL Lika Jk The (oo CPs: Is 

a20l EDSIDFes 20 (ERDEX) ;-GErLPDATE EXD OF RECORD PYLE KENT ROULTIAT ACES A RPCORD NLMEER IP MLEIATLY 
e205 El POF HL | FFOLLUMING ULE ADH SS POIKVID TO BY ThE PBGUMENT PRESSED 
B2Ge ES PUSH BL iREEP THIS pFROM LFLIC, ARE UPDAYES ILE ERD Ob INDEX EYTES 
g207 2B oLC HL +PREVICGUE POSITION PL NECLAG BO, TO EL IKEERVLE IS. GRLALNLD FROM BUX 
F208 3EOR Lo A, ODL ;RAS IT A EWORD EHD? fthIS I5 Vik & 

#29A BE cP (HL) FCHECK beh CDTFOR USR¢ CALL CLIARS “sal: LOCATIvii 
€2068 200b JR HZ, DONE ;IF WOT bZD3 tu WEE PLOm Mt PF RVICLLAR PLAEON 
g20D 23 Tk HL jNEXKT POS, gaLd KE Ls DL, KL 1708 Shc LATLE 
BOE OF R54 131. reGf) ChECE FOR END OF INorK | D2BS 2ADPuS LC HL, (PRELE) bho Gr FADLE 
G20F 3E00 LD A,a ria, BUT RETAIN Fins bib 23 Tit iL 
Gill JOGA oR Nt, KEYDELy;I0 LAST WORD TREN OF LETF | bEg 23 TB hL. 
6213 BE cP (kr) 11S TEL KEXT CETRY A KEYWORD? babs, g2bFoe Le (TSH) lst Pecate 
fil4 2004 ur HE,OCHE KO, fC ALL DOH bali BT Ok A PLLLAR GARRY POR SEC 
g2lé &3 TRC BL jHAYEL, 5° CEECK REXT BYTT BEbL EDUE SEC HL , DI jLL=WE 
217 BL cr thi} jCORTIPMLD? bec 44 Le Lik iLtr MANY BYES Isto o¢ 
e2le 2503 Jk Z,REYDLig YES SC ThIS KROPD © RECCHDANT iacl 45 LE Cal 
balk EL OME Por tit PPLEIORE TLL CLRREKT TOStt 164 Beta 2ADP es LD I | (THLE) 
B2i6 lac? Pt 12 vExTI PCARRY ON BeCs 54 LG DE ;GL1 DEST (NLL INDEX END) 
&21D El KLYDCL PCP iL PKL RINT CLRALNT Loc, B2CG Sb LD EL :hICh+LOW BYTES 

k pile ES TLE HI b2c7 20 SLC ELL WL Tho BYTES tr 
b2lP 26 DLE HL :PtCIbt TO Ekp OF LAST KWORD wach ZB +) a KL 
6220 LE FUDIT <r (2b) AL ELEU TO LOCATE ThE e2c9 EDBB LODR ;MOVE EYITS UP Two 
221 2F bEC HL FES ART OF ThE EDEMORNT APYWoORD G2cE EB EX DL Mt 7D PCINTS TO INSERT POSITICN 
Sige JUPC Jt HE FRELT:SRL GULY "O'S. ARE AT TEF START Bace EGSEDDb2 Lo DE, (7%) ji PUT IN HEY RECORD KO. 
B24 wl ae Lit 1421 SCURCL PCR ROVE bzDO 73 Le CL) .F 
Gedo CS PLEL LL PAVE CLSITMATION POR movr B21 23 Ike EL 
Biz EF OR é fCLLAP CARRY FOR SRC B2b2 72 Lo (KL) .D 
bata? 2ADP ES LL LL, (IMGES) Pla Of TAELE 8203 CS ae | RET rHOTHING To PASS BACK 
Geek LOue SLE LL, BE ‘OLY DIStTiker GO LuE roe Bovr peeeeeetenD OF ROLTINE 
G2. 44 LE Eyl HEL, IkToO Gt ;ROLTINE GETS BR 32 BYTE MAXIMUM LENGTH STRING INTO KBUFF 
bieb 40 Le Cyt TECR HOV B24 210061 USAL Lo HL »KBUPEIFOINT TO If 
eel O3 Inc He PLATRA MOVE REEDID Ik CAfr B2D7 0620 Lo B,32 ?MAX STRING LENOTH 
geek U2 Tht in 4 fLAST KEYKCPD If DELFITC e2b5 CbDSOs CALL u505h tGRT TEL Chie. Ih 
e230 Li PoP EI ;DERT. POR PLOCK Pfovr g2DC Co LBB PL' rBAck TG Erie 
bi31 LS rt £4, ih IGT Aw CLRRENT LOCATION ;eeeeer ED OF ROLTILIE 
aida LE Le Dt,it pRIGET WEY ROLKD PECIFLE ARLSG RLS 
6233) Lies LDIR ;PILL If TLe Gar uous ALK DLFE z 1FOK PASSING CATRA LOR PLRAMETERS 
6235 1B Dke Df #POIKT 10 LAPT BYIT ;CALTION] KLET-NOT BE A DIFS 6 
aziu le SL ol INDOLE PEIRCE LOG USES TRIS LOC, DURING 
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THE MEN WHO INVENTED ME WERE 

CLEVER ENOUGH TO MRAKE ME THINK 

IN “FORTH tiT’*S 4240 TIMES FASTER 

AMO 4 TIMES MORE COMPACT THAN 

‘“BASIC’: 

WET THEY’RE DUMB ENOUGH TO SELL 

| Mage Per ACE 
ee A se OP eee 

Hichard Aitwasser and Steven T se 
i 

Vickers are the men whoinventedthe | 

ce Te ae * Pa ee Pyaae After years of designing micro- - A a, - BHA nom 
computers that use BASIC (bothmen 
played a major role in creating the r 
i Spec trum), they abandoned it in j 
favour of FORTH 

FORTH is just as easy to learn 

as BASIC. Yet its a faster, more | 
compact and more structured 

anguage that educationalists 

and professional programmers 
alike prefer 

50 the Jupiter Ace is the only micra 
computer you can buy that is designed around Technical Information Cassette 
FORTH Hardware Programs and data in compact dictionary format 

Using it, there's litthe fear of accidentally PB0A:BE ROM: 3K RAM may be saved, ventied, loaded and merged, Al 
crashing pre grams halt Aci! tire wg hi and having Ke board lane tiles are named Run rung al 15 OD haud 

to Start all over agar (a common fault wath . med =f WS ; A Pasi: ’ ; 
: 40 moving keys; auto repeat; Caps Lock Expansion Port 

| 
Contains B-¢ 

Cnecking sees to that Screen 

BASIC). The Jupiter Ace's comprehensive error 1 
i power rails and full 280 Address, 

; a Pe ee am ab Fan comnnort owt : : ax , yj : Gata and Contino! sonar. Lan connect @xtra 
The Jupiter Ace has a full-size keyboard Memory mapped 32 col x 24 line thcker- Tree Shen o 

taper ae ie en chy Eee e Moka memory penpnerals 
high resolution Ofope cs. sound. fie Mating pout display UID DEF ang Owe case asc characters eq 

Editor : 
Allows complete editing and listing of compiled 
prograns 

arithmetic, a tast, reliable cassette interface, 
Graphics 
High resolution 256 x 192 pixel user defined 

characters 

3k of RAM and a full 12 month warranty 

You get all that for £89.95. Plus a mains 

adaptor, all the leads needed to connect most 

setie recorders and TV.'s, a soltware Sound Please send cheque/postal order t 
dogue (35> cassettes available, soon to be 50) Internal foudspeaker may be programmed for Jupiter Cantab, 22 Foxnolhow, Bar Hill 

the Jupiter Ace manual andatreedemonstration entre audio spectrum Cambridge CB3 orP 
cassette of 5 programs 

tr : = 
Ne Jupiter Ace manual is a complete | ql 

INTPOOUCHON fo Personal Computing and a upi er } 
simple-to-follow course in FORTH, fram first 

principles to confident programming 4 . j Sn ire ee On eee LUT a 
r mL aera Messe send me lute Ace microcomputers ( te 45 (+63 550 8p! Plud-on ist, ara 48K memory exo inseons : eS = J Fy LC a Lt Le & ft fe far em Se eye Petr pi ih 

. lick Nere if you require VAT receipt are also available, at very competitive prices 

(here 1 O@ a Plug-On printer interlace avalane ; =| = J a ee it Mame 

c ea | r ia | 

‘a i aie 

ij i i , aj 

Il take you no time at all to realise how | Acrdress | 
‘eels di od tes 4 oo ee obediee mrs, +. aa at ce pee ior clever Richard and Steven were to desian the O12 O184 

Jupiter Ace around FORTH, And even less time to 
| as = a — * a | "1 ‘ P . F 

realise Anal as Il price £BS 85 stor harge roar if Avalahie for immediate detvery, Allow 14 days forp, & p. UK. price only export price on request) 



Multi-User 
Microcom 

The TRS-80 Model 16 is capable of 512K internal RAM 
and 21/2 megabytes of disk storage. It has a 32/16-bit 
microprocessor for greatly increased speed and larger 
amounts of internal memory to allow more complex 
tasks to be accomplished with ease! In addition to the 
32/16-bit main processor, the Model 16 incorporates - 
the 2-80 to maximise 16-bit operations. Dual Processor 
design permits Model 16 to use Model Il software. The 
Model 16 features all new thin line double-sided, double- 
density 8-inch disk drives. Model 16 is so powerful that 
three people can use it at the same time - just add two 
law cost terminals. (Requires hard disk 384K Memory 
and enix O.S. for Multi-User). 

Dual Processor Design 
A second processor, a 2-80A, handles “housekeeping » 
chores and frees the main CPU to take full advantge of 
its speed and memory. 

This also means that the model 16 can run software 
designed for our highly-respected TRS-80 Model |I 
business computer. It also allows present Model || 
owners to upgrade to 16/32 bit processing - without 
losing any investment in software 

The Model 16 begins as a single drive (1.25 megabyte), 
128K RAM configuration. Cat. No. 26-6001 price £4299.00 
inc. V_A.T. 

Tandy TRS-80 Model 16 Computer 
Our Most Advanced Microcomputer 

TRS-80 Video Data Terminal 
Ideal for our multi-user Model 16, or with a modem use it 
to time share with information networks. Compatible 
with TeleVideo , Lear Siegler ADM-5, ADDS 25 and 
Hazeltine’ 1410 terminals. EEPROM retains the 
protocol when power is’ off. Features user 
programmable keys, repeating keys, electronic bell and 
more.(Cat. no. 26-6050 - £699.00). 

Find out more about the revolutionary TRS-80 Model 16 
at the Tandy Computer Centre, S0IS or FE pameipaliig 
Dealer near you - today! an 

Tandy | 
| Send For Your FREE 1983 TRS-80 80 

RSC-8 Computer Catalogue 

| Mame ... : eal ees Pac wecp-aa kee oeiealnataties | 

| Address ... : FS puak erase baa seesan pea ieees or | 

Computer Marketing, Tandy Corporation (Branch UK). Taneway Tower, | 
| Bridge 5 freet, |, Walsall, West Midlands. WS1 TLA a 



Although the NewBrain \s conceived as a total 
system, the unexpanded Processor itself has a great 
deal to offer. It is available in two forms: Model AD, 
snown below, witha built-in line display;and Model A, 
without the line display. Both models can operate 
with a monitor ora television set 

MEMORY 
) © 24K bytes of ROM; 

Oo 32 bytes of RAM, at least 28K of which is available 
to the user. 

THE SCREEN DISPLAY 
o 40 or 80 characters to the line - without affecting 
the 28K bytes of RAM at your disposal: 
0 24 or 30 lines to the screen; 
o well-formed characters, with true descenders: 
oO a full European character set: 
go normal or reverse video, high resolution graphics 
on screen of controllable size, 256, 320, 512 or 640 
horizontal resolution by 250 vertical lines; 
O a facility to set up a “page’ of up to 255 lines, with 
the screen acting.as a ‘window’ to display it 
D ability to maintain several such pages simultane- 
ously, and to switch rapidly between them: 
o text may be used on graphics screen as well as on 
parts of the video screen not used by graphics. 

CHARACTER SET 

o 512 characters, including the full ASCIl set, all 
European accented characters, Greek and graphics 
symbols. 

GRAPHICS 

- 20 powerful graphics commands: 
| a all text characters usable on the graphics screen; 

o variable-sized graphics screen, with the rest of the 
screen available for text - for versatility and to save 
memory. 

Bes 

CP/M 1S A REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH INC 

SOFTWARE 
Enhanced ANSI BASIC; screen editor (32 
commands); mathematics package (10 significant 
figures); graphics commands, - 

o averyfriendly screen editor — a delight to use and 
readily adapted to text processing: 
a arithmetic to 10 significant figures; 
o very controllable output formatting of numbers - 
invaluable for accounting statistics, and scientific 
applications; 
o a powerful, much enhanced BASIC; 
Oo avery flexible operating system, which allows any 
data stream to be opened to any device. 

INTERFACES 
o two tape cassette ports built into theprocessor unit: 

o a built-in printer interface: 
op abuilt-in communications interface (V24/RS232): 
o avideo monitor interface: 
o a lV interface; 
© an expansion interface for NewBrain system 
expansion modules. 

KEYBOARD 
a standard typewriter pitch, action, layout and size, 
with editing control and graphics keys. 



fyou understand the facts and figures on 
theleftyou'llsoon realisethat NewBrain hasto 
be one of the most powerful micros around. 

However, if you find the box on the left a 
little hard to follow, don't worry 

We've got over 120 dealers nationwide 
whove got all the answers at their fingertips. 

Either way you'll discover that NewBrain 
is the kind of micro that will stop the 
competition getting a look in. 

At £269 it starts off with twice as much 
memory as most of its competitors and can 
expand to over thirty times that amount So 
there's no chance of being left behind in the 
micro race. 

It comes with a very powertul language 
(enhanced ANSI BASIC) and itll take CP/M; 
so itll work on the same system as similar big 
business micros, givingyou thecapacityto use 
an almost limitless variety of tried and tested 
software, 

But most of all NewBrain is a machine 
that can expand. 

Its designed to take disks, printers and 
memory expansion modules (upto 2M bytes) 
plus anything else you'd expecta professional 
business micro to handle. 

So, whether you understand the box 
onthe left or not, pay a visit to someone in the 
know on the right 

They! answer all your questions and give 
you a full demonstration. 

NewS3 rain 
Grundy Business Systems Ltd, Grundy House, 

Somerset Road Teddington, 
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Opinion: Readers’ Letters 

PRINTOUT 
Dea Cy; r 

I found Henry Budgett's article on 
PEEK and POKE in the January 
issue very interesting and useful. 
However, the programs presented 
therein could not be run on a 
Tangerine system without slight 
modifications. Besides several 
obvious changes that are needed, 
there are a couple of hidden ones 
I would like to point out. 

(1) In Listing 1, line 100 (and 
similar lines in other listings) 
should change to read: 

188 FOR [eSP+(LL*(PL=-1)) To 

SP+ (LL*PL)=1 

otherwise a number would be 
POK Ed into location Hex 0400, 
which happens to be where the 
BASIC program storage starts. The 
effect is that the program can only 
be run once. The subsequent RUN 
commands are responded by the 
system with the message ?S YNTAX 
ERROR. 

(2) In Listing 2, line 50 is 
better changed to read: 

98 POKE SP+INT(511*RND(1)+1),107 

to avoid the possibility as 
explained above. 

Both of the above make the 
point that one should watch out 
when using PEEK and POKE. 

(3) In Listing 4, the ball seems 
fo come out from inside the wall, 
leaving a nole in the wall. To get 
rid of this, amend Jine 140 (also in 
Listing 5) to: 

149 OP=SP+((LL*PL) /2)+1 

According to the Tangerine 
manual, the GET command is used 
to receive a single character from 
the keyboard without displaying it 
on the screen. However, I found 
on my Tangerine micro that it did 
put the character on display. It 
seemed impossible to run the 
program in Listing 5 since when 
the bottom line became filled, the 
whole screen scrolled up one line, 
thus spoiling the picture. Could 
anyone please tel] me how to get 
around this problem? 

Yours faithfully, 
C Y Fung 
Hong Kong 

68 

Your review of the Sharp PC- 1500 
(July 1982) states that PEEK and 
POKE are not available in PC- 1500 
BASIC but this is incorrect: both 
commands ae supported. POKE 
has been implemented in the form 
POKE location, value (, value) 
(, value)... which allows alteration 
of up to 37 consecutive locations 
in memory with one instruction. 
For example, POKE 30976,7,0.9.8 
will set bytes 30976 — 30979 (the 
first four bytes of variable A) equal 
to 7,09 and & respectively. 

Five further commands can be 
found by inspecting the BASIC 
keyword table. They are PEEK 
POKE #, CALL, OPN and 
Pp. (P follo wed by four 
spaces), ‘PEEK #and POKE # 
operate similarly fo their 
counterparts but address an 
entirely different area of memory, 
which has not yet been explored. I 
am stil] experimenting with CALL, 
while the purpose of OPN and 
P__ sd remains obscure. 

J am investigating the internal 
workings of the PC- 1500 and 
would like to communicate with 
anyone working on the same 
project. 

Yours faithfully, 
NE Westman 
PO Box 375 
Pretoria 
O00] 
Rep. of South Africa 

PS Mr Ruston (who reviewed the 
PC- 1500) mentions that ON ERROR 
GOTO is of questionable 
usefulness as implemented. Quite 
so. However, PEEK 30875 will 
provide a running program with 
the error number, while bytes 
30900 and 3090] indicate the line 
in which the error occurred. 

While looking over the article on 
Pascal, I thought to try the BASIC 
biorhythms program on my Dragon | 
32. I found it necessary fo type in 
an additional! line at the start 
reserving 3K of memory, or else J 
would get the message: 

?OS IN LINE 200 

For the benefit of any other first- 
timers, [ would add that the 
change Is as follows: 

15 CLEAR 3000 

The CLEAR is typed in Jettér by 
letter. 

Yours faithfully, 
Barry Gowland 
Gaston 

Feta Don Thomasson‘s article 
PEEKing the Spectrum’. 

It is easy to get SCREENS to 
recognise a UDG by POKE 
23606,88 : PORE 23607,254. Then 
follow with your search routine, eg 
If SCREENS (x,y) = CHR$ 32 
Then... , and finally POKE 
23606,0: POKE 23607 60. (If this 
is NOT done then on return to 

| printing you will get a wierd set of 
graphics as the chars. position has 
been moved). CHR$ 32 will be the 
first UDG, 33 the second and so 
OF. 

Yours faithfully, 
BG Corn§Aill 
Aylesbury 

With reference to the March issue 
and the Atari BASIC interpreter 
feature. Jt is standard practice in 
computer magazines fo print 
programs only from first copy 
printout from a working program. 
It is therefore very annoying to 
find in the program on page 52 
that: Line 20170: the first '+‘ 
should be an‘ *' and Line 20120 is 
really ‘20210. 

These errors took me over two 
hours to find once I had typed in 
the program! 

I dare say that a very large 
number of your readers will be 
unable to track down the first error 
(which is not obvious just by 
reading the program). 

Yours faithfully, 
C G Friston 
Epsom 

* Humblest apologies for the 
err rs, but | | must point out a 

couple of facts regarding the 
publication of computer listings in 
a magazine. Yours truly would love 
to be able to merely print the 

/ original listing but it is no mean 
teat! Firstly, not all printers 
produce clear e nough copy for 
direct Teptocu ation, the colour of 
the paper and of the print seriously 
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adding to the problem. Then 
again, the paper and print widths 
vary greatly and some printers 
can't cope with some graphics 
characters! 

Needless to say if we can 
directly reproduce the author's 
original listing so that you can 
actually read it, we will do so. 
However on the many occasions 
when this is not possible we re-set 
the listing ourselves and proof it as 
carefully as possible against the 
original. Do I not hear the old 
adage To err is human... .'? Ed..") 

Dias Cit 

Computing Today, besides being 
merely a personal computing 
magazine, is to my colleagues and 
[, the British personal computing 
market showroom, and for some 
manufacturers, the only one. 

As such, I'd be grateful if you 
would consider the following 
requests. 

1) When introducing new PCs, like 
the Commodore 64, Oric I etc, 
information about colour graphics 
is sometimes vague. Why not show 
one good coloured photograph of 
the computer screen, exhibiting 
resolution, number of colours 
simultaneously available on the 
screen efc. Since the Computing 
Today cover is coloured anyway, 
it looks like it could be done upon 
it without extra cost. 
2) An important feature of a micro 
is the bus line’s availability for 
user special applications. If you 
could just specify the appropriate 
slot, application preparations 
could be started while the 
computer is still ‘coming soon’. 
3) My letters to some advertisers 
and fo some addresses given in 
Business News’ were not 
responded to. I realise that it is 
difficult and expensive to 
correspond with a small pofential 
customer overseas, but if ads 
could just give rates for such an 
overseas service I'm sure they 
would gain a Jot of new small 
cusfomers: I know that many 
Israelis (at least) upon coming 
back from a visit in Great Britain 
would like to bring home a 
predecided sma//l computer, 
especially if not represented in 
Israel, not to mention mail orders. 

Yours faithfully, 
Guiora Sokolovsky 
Israe! 

= 

It was refreshing to read the 
January issue and find at Jast, a 
magazine which Is prepared to 
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devofe some space to promofe 
Pascal. 

Like the author, I was strongly 
in favour of BASIC and had _~ 
nothing but criticism for Pascal in 
the learning stages and very 
nearly abandoned it. However, 
having mastered the language, I 
think it deserves its place as the 
rightful successor to BASIC. 

I would not like to upset your 
author by describing BASIC as a 
rotten language. In its day, it was 
a major breakthrough, but 
computer technology is a fast 
moving field both in hardware and 
software and there can be no 
doubt that Pascal is a far superior 
language with the advantage of 
hindsight of the shortcomings of its 
predecessors. One might very well 
ask the question as to whether the 
diehard BASIC fans who are 
desperately fighting to save the 
language from a natural and 
timely death would be prepared to 
be travelling about in a Mode! 'T" 
Ford which was itself a major 
breakthrough in its time. 

BASIC, the pioneer of high 
level language, is now an 
anachronism. It is messy to use, 
has limited scope for meaningful 
variables and requires heavy 
documentation and/or memory 
penalty for REM (arks) if a 
stranger is to be able to read it. 

Written as a teaching 
language, Pascal illustrates how 
well structured programs should 
be written and al] but prohibits 
sloppily written ones. I hope many 
of your readers will take the 
trouble to go more deeply into it 
and increase the circle of its 
adherents. 
Yours faithfully, 
P H Sidwell 
Singapore 

Regards on your article in the 
September 198] issue of 
Computing Today by DS Peckett 
on a football pools prediction 
program. I have been running this 
program since Xmas 1982 0n a 16K 
TRS-80 saving data by tape. Now I 
have a 48K with two disc drives. 
As yet I have not been able (I'm a 
novice computerist) to convert it 
successfully to run on disc. 
If you could help me in any way I 
would be most grateful. 

Yours faithifully, 

Ray Hardy 
New Zealand 

(* Come on now, I'm sure someone 
out there has overcome this and 
can help out. Ed.*) 

PRINTOUT 

With reference fo an omission in 
my /etter published in the 
February 1983 edition of 
Computing Today, / would 
confirm that it is necessary to 
POKE 5632 0 to ensure successful 
running of the modified ‘Large 
Screen’ program. 

This is best achieved by 
modifying the new line 10 to read: 

18 POKE 5632,8:POKE 44,22:RUN 

which sets the new start of BASIC, 
sets the first byte to zero, then 
runs the original program now 
stored at the new start of BASIC. 

Further also to that /Jetter in 
February, the method outlined for 
moving the start of BASIC has 
proved most useful in several other 
applications, particularly in the 

| use of defined characters. 
As these can be used in RAM 

starting at locations 4096, 5120, 
6144 or 7168, it is necessary to 
raise the start of BASIC above one 
of these addresses fo use this 

facility. Since the 16K screen is 
located at 4096 — 460], and 
normal BASIC starts at 4608 then 
user defined characters could start 
at 5120. A one line program to 
relocate BASIC is needed: 

1@ POKE 6144,@:POKE 44,22:RUN 

and this requires bytes 4608 — 
463] leaving bytes 4632 — 5119 
available for any machine code 
routines you may wish to use. If 
the first character set Jocated at 
32768 — 3379] is now copied into 
RAM at 5120 — 6143, this can be 
modified to user defined 
characters as explained in your 
articles in the January and 
February editions of Computing 
Today, or in VIC Revealed. Bytes 
6144 — 24575 are now available 
for BASIC etc (18432 bytes), is 
loaded as described in my 
February letter, and runs by 
RUNning line 10 above after 
normal loading. 

When this configuration of 
program is SAVEd (after a POKE 
44 18 operation), the RAM is 
SAVEd from 4608 to the top of 
BASIC defined by the program 
starting at 6144, so that any 
machine code or defined graphics 
between 
4632 and 6143 are also SA VEd. 
These are also restored to the 
same bytes when a program is 
LOADed, so that once RUN and 
established, the DATA statements, 
READ and POKE operations, and 
any character modifying lines can 
be deleted from the program, 

6? 
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Opinion: Readers’ Letters 

before SAWEing, and when 
LOADed and RUN, the start is 
immediate as graphics and 
machine code are already 
available. 

Unlike the ‘Large Screen’ 
editor program, line 10 is not 
overwritten and can be recovered 
at any time by POKE 44,18 Note, 
this should always be done before 
saving. 

To use the modified character 
set located between 5129 and 
6143, you must POKE 36869, 205 
and not the normal POKE 
36869, 253. This is because the 
other part of the Video Address 
contained in byte 36869 changes 
from 240 to 192 when a 16K RAM 
expansion is added. 

If the nominal 488 bytes of 
HAM is not enough for your 
machine code requirements, or a 
larger character set is required, 
then the one line starter program 
(line 10) can be modified as 
follows to give different locations: 

5120 18 POKE 5126,0:POKE 44,20:RUN 
5376 18 POKE 5376,8:POKE 44,21:RUN 
5632 18 POKE 5632,0:POKE 44,22:RUN 

a new start is available every 256 
bytes, POKE the starting byte to 
zero, and POKE location 44 to the 
start byte number divided by 256. 

6144 1@ POKE 6144,8:POKE 44,24:RUN 
7168 1@ POKE 7168,8:POKE 44,28:RUN 

I hope this may be of interest to 
yourselves and other VIC-20 users 
who have expanded their 
machines. 

Yours faithfully, 
E A Cheers. 
Great Haywood 

Déar Gir 

I am writing as a postscript to the 
Spring 1983 issue of Personal 
Software. Having written a 
number of articles in that issue, I 
have been checking it through to 
see if there were any mistakes in 
the articles as printed. In fact, I 
have found three and | thought 
that your readers should be 
informed of them as soon as 
possible. 

The first mistake is one 
introduced by the publishers of the 
magazine. In the Hints and Tips 
article on page 70, section 5 refers 
to the table of negative INKEY 
values given on page 275 of the 
User Guide. /f was supposed to 
have been reproduced in the 
article, but was unfortunately 
omitted. The second and third 
mistakes are ones for which I must 
take responsibility. The former of 
these two is on page 69 of the 
same Hints and Tips article, and 

70 

occurs in the listing of the 
Bugpatch program. The memory 
location jumped fo in line 190 
should be &F52] and &F2]. So 
line 190 should read: 

190. FIX] PHA:JSR &F521:PLA:RTS 

The third mistake is in the second 
section of the Memory Saver 
article on page 66, entitled A 
change of range. For the method 
described to work, the numbers to 
be stored in one byte must satisfy 
the condition that only one of them 
can be non-zero at a time, 
although the non-zero number can 

| be any one of them. 
To illustrate the method Jet us 

_ take a specific example where we 
have a series of values for eight 
numbers, which satisfy the 
condition that only one number in 
each set of eight values will be 

| non-zero. Further, suppose that 
the value of each number is zero 
of a positive integer Jess than 32 
(256/8= 32), then we can store the 
required information we need fo 
store, one is the number (from I fo 
8) of the non-zero element, and 
the second is the value (from O to 
31) of that element 

The number to be placed in 
the byte is calculated as follows: 
suppose if is the fifth element that 
_ non-zero and that its value is 17 
then: 

byte = (32x 5) + 17 = 177 

To retrieve the encoded 
information we need to use the 
functions DIV (integer division) 
and MOD (remainder after integer 
division): 

non-zero element number 
= byte DIV 32 

=5 

element value 
= byte MOD 32 
= ; z MOD 32 

If you wish to pack more than one 
number into a byte, but they could 
all be non-zero at the same time, 
then other methods can be used 
but, again, specific conditions 
have to be met. 

Each of the eight bits in a byte 
can be used to store a number that 
can only take two values. The 
values do not have to be O and I, 
since encoding and decoding 
routines can transform the actual 
numbers in Oand I, and back 
again, before and affer packing 
them into the byte. Similarly, one 
byte can store four numbers, each 
of which can take only four values, 
or, indeed, two numbers, each of 
which can take only 16 values. 

If your readers wish to pursue 

i 

PRINTOUT — i 

this topic further, there are two 
useful articles on it by Jan . 
Birnbaum in the magazine Acorn 
User, pages 16 and I7 of the 
December 1982 issue and pages 15 
and 16 of the March 1983 issue. 

I apologise to your readers for 
the above mistakes (and to Richard 
Russell for inadvertent error in his 
Bugpatch program) and I hope 
that they have not been 
inconvenienced by them. 

Yours faithfully 
lan Nicholls 
Kidderminster 

Deas Cin 

Please display this letter in your 
publication. 

Dear Sinclair Spectrum owner, 
This announcement is 
IMPORTANT and URGENT. 

You have recently received a 
Sinclair ZX Spectrum computer, 
with a power supply (mains 
adaptor) included in the package. 
Unfortunately, we believe that a 
batch of adapfors from one of our 
suppliers is faulty, and in certain 
circumstances might conceivably 
be dangerous in use. The 
possibility of danger is remote, but 
we naturally want to be sure that 
your system is in perfect condition 
throughout, and we therefore must 
replace your power supply. 

If your Spectrum was 
despatched to you since | January 
1983, please check your power 
supply now. If, and only if, the 
lead between the power supply 
and your Spectrum is black with a 
white stripe, fhen: 

1]. Switch off at the mains, 
disconnect your system, and take 
the plug off your power supply. 

2. Pack your power supply, 
enclosing the replacement request 
and send it fo: Sinclair Research 
Lid, Unit F, Broad Lane, 
Cottenham, Cambs, CB4 4SW. 

We will send you a 
replacement power supply as soon 
as possible. 

You can be assured that your 
replacement will be treated as top 
priority: no power supplies will be 
delivered anywhere else until the 
replacement programme is 
completed. Your replacement 
should arrive in a very few days, 
but please accept our apologies 
for any inconvenience or delay. 

May we emphasise that only 
those power supplies with a white 
stripe on the Jead are affected. 
Your Specttum computer is 
perfectly safe. 

Yours sincerely, 
Clive Sinclair 
Cambridge 
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Let me tirst of all tell you 2 litte about myself, | am 

a2 years of age and | am placing this advertise- 
mend ata lime thal is near to my contemplated 
retirament | wish retirament inorderthat| cantind 
lime to commence whling my second book, more 
of this later 
Are yOu unemployed?—maybe recently made 
fedundant?—or are you just feg up with your work 
and need a change?—ihen why not BECOME 
YOUR OWN BOSS and start making some 
REAL MONEY !or YOURSELF 
CHANGE YOUR WHOLE LIFESTYLE 
THIS WILL BE THE SUCCESS STORY, of nol only 
1982—BUT OF ALL TIME 
Let me tell you—it 5 nolso very long agothall was 
BROKE, yes completely and ullerly BROKE. The 
Bank Manager would nol even see me_fora loan 
let alone grant me one, and | was paying off my 
debits by small instalments to avoid Court Action 
for Recovery or even Bankruptcy. 
We were renling @ very small, very old howse 
(since demolished) paying al that time 10/- 
weekly rent—this sum we had to literally scrape 

together each week 
We did have (I say did have) an old ‘banger of a 
car, for which | had orginally paid £140 on Hire 
Purchase: 
One day along came the Hire Purchase Company 
Representative to repossess the car—as | then 
owed them two monthly rentals af £9 each (thal 
was (he amount of ihe monthly rentalj—so thal 
was (he end of the car and the money paid on it— 
all Jost. 
| knew then that! had to do. something about this 
lernbie slate of affairs—I KNEWICOULDDOIT 
| had been ‘working an’-an idea that | had held 
SECRET lor many, many years 
Remember—I WAS BROKE—in fact, somehow | 
managed io save the sum of TWO POUNDS (£2) 
assisied by my wife who had such great failh in 
me. however just this two pounds to commence— 
l have never looked back since and! have comea 
very, very long way, believe me 
| NOW HAVE THREE CARS. 
| HAVE A LUXURY HOME and builders have 
recently completed an exlension for me, quite 
costly of course, iis worth a SIX FIGURE SUM 
(£100,000) to me now, or ft you prefer American 
Dollars, about $189,000 
My wile, our daughter and myself live. very, very 
comfonably—TO SAY THE LEAST, surely thus 
you now realise 
To give you just two recent examples of my 
weekly payments into my bank account, WORK. 
ING PART TIME ONLY REMEMBER— 
They were £3.649—THREE THOUSAND, 5SIx 
HUNDRED AND FORT Y-NINE POUNDS, ori you 
prefer i in American Dollars, about $6,896 
The second one for £1,.836—ONE THOUSAND, 
EIGHT HUNDRED AND THIRTY-SIX POUNDS, 
again if you preter it in American Dollars, aboul 
$3,470 
Prooled this paper 
Remember, THESE ARE JUST TWO RECENT 
WEEKS AS EXAMPLES FOR YOU, working only 
PART TIME, now are you interested? 
This advertisement has been written for YOU— 
YOU can decide which i best for you—to be 
broke or fo HAVE MONEY—YOU DECIDE. you 

STOP PRESS LETTERS PROOFED TO THIS PAPER 
Mr. K. P. of Lancs writes: My account tor the first two months of operations, 

Expenses fall detailed) 
Income 

CLEAR PROFIT 

He adds—"may | fake this opportunity to thank you for introducing me tathis 
most successful business venture: | am confident thal it will provide me with 

financial security for the years anead” 
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So 

Do you own a computor? — Thinking of getting one? — or are you just interested incom pulors’? 
WHICHEVER CATEGORY YOU COME UNDER — THIS OFFER IS FOR YOU 

DO YOU SINCERELY WANT TO BE RICH? 
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE SOME REAL MONEY 

JUST WORKING WHEN YOU FEEL LIKE IT 
It is a very TRUE saying—‘More than half of the People in the World are Asleep"—it is the 

rest who make the REAL MONEY 

have my MONEY REFUND INCLUDED of course, 
There are ONLY TWO KINDS OF PEOPLE IN 
THIS WORLD—Those who say it Can’) be dane— 
AND THOSE WHO DO IT—like Mysell and now, 
very shonly YOU. 
The book | sell is NOT a book of ideas, whereby 
YOU Nave to ‘sort Oul and secure your own even- 
tual business ideas—tt is NOTHING LIKE THAT— 
it details ONE BUSINESS ONLY al which I've suc- 
ceeded and af which you will now succeéed—il 
trains you for this ONE BUSINESS ONLY, there is 
NOTHING ELSE. 
| knéw whal | wanted. when | was down and oul— 
al thal time NO ONE WAS INTERESTED IN MY 
PROBLEMS. this is natural of course—do you 
know what you wan? If itisthe ROAD TO RICHES 
and you SINCERELY wish it, thisis for you 
Protect your future and your self respect, whilst al 
(he same time protecting your Family in the fulure 
—START MAKING SOME REAL MONEY FOR 
YOURSELF and STOP DREAMING about it. I've 
known absolule poverty, been right down, on ihe 
floor, it is nol very nice—bul | DID NOT INTEND 
TO REMAIN THERE—compare that position with 
what | have loday—apan from my income— 
THREE CARS—LUXURY HOME—and, Oh Dear 
s0 much more than words can ever tell you 
| made all the mistakes, discovered all the pitfalis 
along the way—and | paid for them—none ofl 

these will befall you, as you have My BOOK to 
Quide you and to train you. 
Operate entirely from your own Home. No 
telephone is necessary. No car is necessary, No 
knocking on doors to sell, Operate solely by post 
Every man and woman is a potential customer for 
you, 

Within THREE WEEKS of my commencing on my 
own, in ths Business, | can tell you— 
| HAD PAID GFF ALMOST ALL OF MY DEBTS 
AND BOUGHT A CAR. yes within the first 
THREE WEEKS. 
¥OU can decide how big you wish to become, il 
was my intention never to gettoo large, so! simply 
‘cut down’ and worked only part time. enjoying life 
to the full and the rest of the time doing whatever | 
WISHED TO DO. no matier what it was— 
Fanastic—yes, BUT TRUE. 
| make my olfer at this time, to enable me to secure 
more time to wrote my second book: ft willlake me 
al least 12-18 months, but when itis published it 
will prove to be a sensation, believe me 
It if my intention to pass on the SECRET OF 
MAKING MONEY lo YOU, | KNOW you are 
already very anmwous tO leam aboul il. Evenif you 
are at present employed, you will commence part 
ime, you will soon be presenting your notice to 
your present employer—TO WORK FOR 
YOURSELF—remember my own first three weeks 

—| EVEN BOUGHT A CAR 
Why ‘ing [he pockels of your employer any 
longer, stan lining your Own before you leave if 
too late. lam not making thes offer to MAKE WOU 
RIGH, in order to make myself rich, itis nol nece- 
ssary, you already know why. Working: part time, 
my last financial year shows income wellinexcess 
ol £70,000 with profits alover £1) 000—yes JUST 
PART TIME, this can be multiplied many times if 
necessary For those who wish it, in Amercan 
Dollars again, this amounts to aboul $132,300. and 
profits about $20,790 
I mentioned already that “More than hall of the 
people in ihe Worldare Asleep, ihis is whal allows 
ihe rest of us (Me and You) fo MAKE THE REAL 
MONE Y—because you are about to become one 
of the AWAKE people—if you WISH TO GROW 
RICH 

The pessimists say—"ll 5 not possible lo succeed 
on your own any more” —whal ulter rubbish and 
absolute nonsense—ihese people belong to the 
category that are ASLEEP—believe me. itis easier 
now than éver it was, Sul only thase who WANT 
TO MAKE MONEY do so, | KNOW 
l was talking 16-a Rolls-Royce Owner recently, 
who said, the roads are paved wilh gold—people 
just will not help themselves —il is TRUE you 
Know. it 1S there for you t6 help yourself Just 
taking, a5. a small example for you my most recent 
four years of part time working—on each of those 
years my income has increased each year over 
the preceding one—whils! others around me have 
closed down and gone into Bankruptcy 
Just examine again some of the cash figures | 
have given you herein, this 1s only.a@ part, im not 

cdisciosing everyihing to you of course, jusi 
sulficiant to give you an idea of what YOU can 
now do in my line of business. | slarted wilh a 
capital of just TWO POUNDS 
This offer is made under my MONEY REFUND, itis 
your GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME 
TO MAKE MONEY, 41s YOUR SUCCESS that 
matters to me. hence this REFUND OFFER 
Are you prepared to send me jus! ten pounds 

{£10) to receive My Book with details of this new 
business for yoursell, you can commence nghi 
away. The ROAD TO RICHES awaits you, des- 
patched lo your within 48: hours of your order 
reaching me Money Retunded if you donot agres 
and you return to me within ? days—can | be any 
fairer than this? 

A. W. E. SUMMONS 
P.O. Box 30, 8 Dew Street, 
Havertordwest, 
Dyfed, Wales. 

| What have! got to lose. Here is my ten pounds and al the end of the first ihree months of my new 

| business venture operation, IF, | repeal IF i've made a clear profit of at least £3,000! will send you a 
further £40 completing payment for my book, if | have NOT made this profit, }OWE YOU NOTHING 

| FURTHER. the balance is cancelled—on this understanding and MONEY REFUND here's my tanner 

[ 

TOPCO ROT CCP CT ek Co ee eee ee 

a mmm = C- 

Mr. R. 0. of London writes: How geatetu! | am in sending you a cheque for 
r40, for | have made a CLEAR PROFIT of £3,256.86 at the end of my 3 
months period of operations, I'm now more confident that my business will 

F615,15 provide me with financial security for the years ahead 

£9,196.00 ‘| would like to add that | am very pleased you have introduced me to this 
2580.15 protitamte venture’ J. B., Devon 

‘have been absolutely amazed by the PROFIT | have made from if 
to YOU" P. JL, London. 
‘Tam having good success’. E. H., Yorks. 

{hanks 

| 



fl ee [hese include: 

if IP tennis, soccer, cricket, 
| ih swimming, riding, fencing, 
canoeing, golf, shooting. fuda, 

archery, @ymnastics, fishing, sailing, 
wind surting, the creative arts etc. All 
under the supervision of university: 
qualified directors, instructors and 
monitors. And uniquely-equipped 
public school or country mansion 
locations in the Lake District, Devon, 
Dorset and around London and 
Manchester Camp Beaumont also 
run day camps for younger children 
(5-15 years) offering over thirty play- 
as-you-leam activities including 
computers, robotics, and psycho: 
bionics. Write for comprehensive 
brochure to Camp Beaumont, 
: Dept CT/1, Beaumont House, 

73 Upper Richmond Road, 

Since you appreciate the impact 
COM uers ane makir 1 Or tomorrow's 

wortd, you ll appreciate the key role 
Camp Beaumont can play in your 
future 

Because Camp Beaurnonts 
computer boffins using structured 

courses (basic, advanced and inten: 

sive) teach ‘you the secret language 
that'll give you a head start in 
tomorrow's high-tech word 

But without tears. because at 
Camp Beaumont (for -] / year olds) 

there are over thirty physically 
stimulating activities also 
available to help you escape 
from computer fatique London SW15 252 

Tel: 01-870 9866. UIMENT 
computer in you. 

"MAIL ORDER PROTECTION SCHEME 
lf you order goods from Mail Order Advertisers in this 
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery, this | 

publication will consider you for compensation if the 
advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt, 

provided: 

1. You have not received the goods or had your money 
returned; and 

2. You write to the publisher of this publication explain- 
ing the position not earlier than 28 days from the day 

you sent your order and not later than 2 months from 
that day. 

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us, 
| When you write, we will tell you how to make your claim 
and what evidence of payment is required. 

We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in 
accordance with the above procedure as soon as 
possible after the advertiser has been declared bankrupt 
or insolvent to a limit of £1,800 per annum for any one 
advertiser, so affected, and up to £5,400 p.a. in respect of 
all insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher 
amounts, or when the above procedures have not been 
complied with, at the discretion of this publication, But 
we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set 
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of 

reader's difficulties 

This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in 
direct response to an advertisement in this magazine 
| (not, for example, payments made in response to cata- 
| logues, etc, received as a result of answering such 

advertisements}: 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ARE EXCLUDED. 

fa 

List now includes NEW Apple II E 

Mail Order Items 

Apple ll E 64K 
Apple Disk + Controller 
Apple Disk without Controller 
Micro-Sci Disk A40 + Controller 

Micro-Sc) Disk A40 without Controller 
Apple Monitor Ill 

Zenith 12° Monitor 

Apple 80 Column Card lI E 
Apple 80 Column Card I|E + 64K Expander 

Bit 3 Full View 80 Column Card 
Business Graphics 
Language Card 
Applewriter | 
CCS Synchronous Serial interface 

TV Modulator 

Eurocolor Card 

| Dos 3.3 Toolkit 

Mountain Hardware Rompkus Card 
Epson MX&80FT/III Printer 

Apple Interface tor Epson 

NEW SOFTWARE (ON CASSETTE) 
DRAGON 
Dragon Magic No. 1 — i2 BASIC 
programs including BRICKOUT, 3-D 
EFFECT and useful household programs 
that start where the manual leaves off 
Dragon Magic No. 2— 10 more advanced 
programs in electronic magazine format 
[Oo take you deeper into basic programming 
including PSYCHIC TEST, VALLEY 
BOMBER, etc 

Dragon Wordprocessor (EDITEXT) 
(for Dragon 32 + Printer) 
BBC MICRO (MODEL B) 
Twin Joysticks (true analogue) (uses 

8 analogue port) 
§ Vogon Attack (with super graphics) + 

Shuttle Lander, Towers of Hanoi. Robot 

Battle and Four ina Row 

BBC Games Tape 2 — includes: Death 
) Castle, Adventure Maze, Battleships, 
) Mastermind, Rat Shoot, Number Invaders 

and Computer Hangman 

/ Educational games tor 6-10 yr olds 

SPECTRUM , 
9 Educational Programs for 4-7 yr olds 
RESEARCH MACHINES 
Single Joystick for AM 4807 

Cash with order 

Net 

625.00 
275.00 
199.00 
275.00 
199.00 
120.00 
60.00 
60.00 

145.00 

175.00 
85.00 
75.00 
65.00 
75.00 
11.50 
60.00 
35.00 
85.00 

315.00 
75.00 

Inc VAT 
and 

carriage 

722.00 

319.00 
229.00 
319.00 

299.00 
142.00 
72.00 
70.00 

167.00 

205.00 
100.00 
90.00 
75.00 
87.00 
13.00 

72.00 

42.00 | 
100.00 

370.00 
86.00 | 

MICROMAIL LTD., P.O. BOX 34 (DEPT. CT), 
Leighton Buzzard LU7 8SJ 

Telephone: (0525) 376600 
Barclaycard/Access accepted. 
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“OFFICIAL BBC DEALER" 

G08 MICROCOMPUTER 
BEC Microcomputer Model B....... £3468 + VAT = £399 
Model B + Econel interface .................... £389 + VAT = £446 
Model B * Disk Interface............-........... £408 + VAT = £469 
Model 6 + Econet + Disk interfaces.......... £450 + VAT = £516 
Singie disk drive (100K)............ . £230 + WAT = £264 
Torch Qual Disc Drive (BOOK) with, a AO pr race ssor 64K of RAM and | 
CPN operating system, tities ete. * VAT = £886 
Parallel printer cable.. (ettiesseeestvevesece dee * WAT = £9093 
Games Paddles (per pair}. Bice £11 + WAT = £12.65 
Second Processar 780.. £195 + VAT = £224.25 

SOFTWARE FOR BBC COMPUTER 
Desk Diary (Two programmes).............. £8.65 + VAT = £9.95 

| Abgebraic manipulation package............ B65 + VAT = £9.85 
| BEC Peeko Compulet........cccccesree £665 + VAT = £8.85 
BEC FORTH language. terseeseaeceecee & 14,50 + VAT = £16.67 
BBC LISP language.. ; £14.50 + VAT = £16.67 
BBC word processing Oat kage. (view)... _ £52 + VAT = £59.80 
Printer Oriver Cass.. Waa twa _ £8.65 + VAT = £9.95 

TOSHIBA DOUBLE SIDED/DOUBLE 
DENSITY 51," DISK DRIVES 

_ CASIO SALE SABO 
= wt 

WI 
A 
Soe nee fF oF fe oF | 
eo 
rage) oe eh A 

Special Price. 

Price. Pen ee rae REes re et at ele ) ES2,90 

Theta are hgh quality. very rbabler maiusiry Slander Price. 

dak drives, These can be used as single sided single 
density, double seded/ double gensily or doubhe side =f 
double gengaiy demending an the host compuler ceek 

niafiace Compatible wiht most rucr-coenpulars €.9 

WOE GENOE ATOM TRS 80 seo COMPUTER 
SUPER BRAIN, HASCOM atic, ec if Ui as ool 

side double cdenaty then the storage capecety is S00 

EK BYTES/DSIVE tuntiamattied), track iqngety i 48 

TR! afc can daisy chain wpe 4 drives 90) lay Waray 

One disk dive ony... oe £179 * VET = £205.85 

Tw Otek OFiVGS co.c..0 coon oo * VAT © 2a 35 
Sage boxed with power supplyi2d4 + VAT = £246.10 
Dual boxed with power supply £389 + VAT = £447.35 
2? ive Cabhe a a arate F415 + VAT = £17.25 

CSOD 46 TR esheets... . kt SO WAT © £288 

Biagio etre us, E37 * VAT © £42.55 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

HOME COMPUTER 

SYSTEM 

TI99/44 16 BIT 
MICROPROCESSOR 

FREE CASSETTE 
LEAD SUPPLIED 

PAL Te 

Price 

Price........ 

SEIKOSHA GP SERIES GRAPHIC 
AND TEXT PRINTERS 

Double sided/double density 
Double Tracks 5'/," Disk Drives 

This 15 the latest addition to our range of disk 
dives: The capacily is 1 MAGA BYTES (un- 
formatted) per drive, ihe track density is 967! 
Track to track access ime is msec. (hese are 

compatible with Shugart SA460 (ANS! slandard 
inierface), Compatible wih BBC COMPUTER 
ATOM. NASCOM and lols of other computers 

Che dish Grit Oniy cece eee ee = WAT = eS 
Tara desk dinnwiks toeruteweeeserver ee le = WAT = £539,35 

soe ecm! with power Siumoly.... 2h = VAT © bas, 10 

Hi wai cho upey CSG ° WAT © £585,395 
10) GaP gemhethes. 0... HS ¢ VAT © £4.54 cach 

ee) =T vo £15 + WAT = £17.25 

TiI99/4A 

This microcompuler is based on TMSS900 16 bil mcropracessor 
lLincludes 16K ARAM 16 colour high resolution graphic (192x256) 
The screen display is 32 characters . lines TI-BASIC Full size 
keyboard For Software there are about 1000 Programs to choose 
from, There area let of peripherals av railab ee g Disk Drives, Disk 

Interface, Speech Synthesizer, Extra RAM, Additional Languages 
(PASCAL TI-LOGO, ASSEMBLER). Prices: T! Home Computer 
£149.95; Peripheral Expansion System £149.95; Disk Controler 
Card £144.95; Disk Drive £199.95: Speach Synthesiser £417.95 
All prices inclusive of VAT. Please send large SAE for full price list, | 

GP- 100A SOCrS, 80 column Hi-res grap 
TRAE i SCL SeeRe fo 1a): pepe Waeet PREF feed 

. | f =i ty rem =e 

CPS conc ccc ieee $180 + MAT 2 £217.38 
GPIOOA 30 GPS ...cccceeossc0.... £768 + VAT = £194.35 
GP-250% New 50 CPS, 80 cokmnn. tractor teed, rue PROFESSIONAL MONITORS 
And) a gowble widiti charsciers. 58 Gol male. paratal| 

(£229 « VAT > £263.35 

BYTEWRITER DAISYWHEEL 
PRINTER / TYPEWRITER 

* GREEN MONITOR green monitors with 
composde and syn mpul Subeble tor most Computers 
Hilacta MMV216 02... Ee * WAT = EDO 
SMigh IaMHZ me shel ie > VAT © £10235 
SM1I2N ISMHZ monitor... woo EG * VAT = £78.95 

* COLOUR MONITORS 14 colour monitors, AGB o id, 12, 16 characters per nen swilch Se eclalie 

eMpose and le ah te Changeable daisywheels. 6 to 12 characters par 
ae Leah Meorinl-ne ; EM) OS sew . EPPS © VAT SeCOnG pr Al Soe Ceanironic Ss COTA nie fier- i 

Miah hd He fn 600 DONS -osseecoese £329 + VAT =1 'y Fe eS a i tim As a gk le Fe ee eat Bees war NEW FX 80 80 column, 160 CPS — Place internally tities Bull in sel lest orogran 
Auviomatic underliuming, aulo repeal, |< character 

butter. Lill off correction mbbon tted. Film 
carbon ribbons Portahie — carrying case 

supplied. Lightweignh, only 21 pounds including 

£379 + VAT = £435.85 
KDS 7362 VDU 
AO charac = 24 lines 

Mx 100-3 
136 columns, 100 CPS, all other features of MX80 plus 
true descenders. adjustable paper width up to 15 inches. 
friction or tractor feed, centronic parallel interlace 
lieeecesevancccsssenpesseeeeeensee PIC@: £429 + VAT = £493.35 

CASE 

Our special price........ £429 + VAT = £493.35 
25th status line, RS 

390 /20mA cur 
Pe 

FAST 100 CPS NEC 8023 PRINTER 
NEC s073BE-¢ 

L169 + VAT = £194.35 
INCLUDING A 

FREE CASS 
LEAD 

delachable keyboard AS USED WITH ICL 
| wih 101 kevs PERSONAL COMPUTER 

he he ee oa) 

| Our Price.................... £449 + VAT = £513.95 

ATARI Jipaleoka COMPUTERS 
ATARI 400 —£159 | 

ATARI 800 

£399 

Prices 

include 

This is a Tigh speed printer using bi-direc 
ional logic seeking operation, (x3 matrix 
for alphanumernics Oxo bi graphics and 
bil image printing. Programmable paper 
feed, original plus hres: copies, Greek 

ew THCcrocom 

pais Soe clally oe 

Shaned ior (he farruly and 

or 
ba 

5 nN all BUSINeBSS wse. i nae 
a Ovi y rk ; + . i % e , 

32K Bytes of Ram (expan fable all 
VAT io 64K). 1BK B 1 Microse ft Colour Basic. High-res. colout characters and high resolulon graphics 

Graphic and ven a 200 SOUR I eal es. It has full size protes The print quality 15 exceptional. and Ine 
signal key board af Id COMmes COMPETE Wilh DOWEr SuppIY and a orice is affordable 

built-in Centronic para lel printer Wwlerace. Sand SAE for lists Price....... £299 + VAT = £343.85 

pitied INFORMATION All orders wheth accompany 2 

AKHTER INSTRUMENTS LTO. cheque or cash ate CARRIAGE FREE (UK oniy) Onalicine’ orders a 
DEPT CT, UNIT 19, ARLINGHYDE ESTATE, SOUTH ROAD, HARLOW, ESSEX, U.K. CM20 2B2 arriage charge of 3% of invoice total. apphcatie 

TEL: HARLOW (0279) 412639 TELEX: 995801 — A18 OPENING HOURS: Mon-Fri 9am-5. oii Sat 10am-2pm 
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# ALWAYS RUNNING 
OUT OF TIME? 

Are you fully in control of your working time? 
Are you suffering from constant crises instead 
of optimising your achievement? Do you also 
feel that you could delegate more effectively, 
or improve your communication skills and the 
conduct of your meetings and presentations? 

Over 200,000 managers worldwide have 
overcome all these problems, and many 
others, by attending a Time Manager 
Programme. 

Time Manager International operate in 
more than 20 countries and in 11 languages 
and our success in helping managers develop 
themselves and improve their own 
productivity can be attributed to the use of 
the “Time Manager System”. This unique tool, 
which is an integral part of our two-day 
Courses, ensures that managers make a 
practical start, on the Course itself, to using 

Statistics show that over 86% of those 
trained keep using their “Time Manager” year 
after year —an exceptional post-training 
result compared with other management 
courses. 

Time Manager International organise 
two-day Open Courses in various cities 
throughout the UK and In-Company Courses 
which are tailored to the aims and objectives 
of a particular organisation. 

Our client list includes a high proportion 
of this country’s leading industrial and 
commercial groups as well as some of the 
most successful small and medium-size 
businesses, They have all found it possible, 
through the help of the Time Manager System 
and the thinking behind it, to make people 
more productive in their working life and 
improve the quality of their leisure time. 

the System. As a result, they are at ease with 
it and the thinking behind it before they 
return to their work situations. 

Take the first step towards putting 
yourself in full control of your working time 
by contacting 

time manager 
international 

50 High Street, Henley-in-Arden, 
Solihull, West Midlands B95 5AN. 
phone: 05642-2312/3262. 
telex: 339483 inspex gq. 

APPLE * APPLE * APPLE * APPLE * APPLE * APPLE * APPLE * 

Rr ees SS i" 

MINI CALC — SPREADSHEET 
FOR APPLE 

‘ Ideal for small businesses and the self-employed 
‘ Can be used to plan/control your cash flow and maximise your business 

elficiency 
* Economical and efficient — uses very little memory, leaving more space for your 

own work 
* It can do cell replication, and expansion facilities are provided, making data 

input simple 
" Spreadsheets can be saved on disc or cassette for re-loading at any time 
* An example spreadsheet included on every disc 
“26 * 26 spreadsheet 
° natant calculation also available 

ASP Software 
145 Charing Cross Road 
London WC2H OEE. 

Fill in the coupon and return it to: 

edse send me. _ tape 5) — elete as necessar : 12 é d )— (a 1 y) | 
ey Teer er er ee Ee eT | ree ee eee (state which version required). 
I ae my veausl Postal Order/ International Money Order 

| — as necessary) for: .... (made payable to ASP Ltd) | 
La) ebit my Access! Barclaycard (delete as necessary) 

: ene use BLOCK CAPITALS cal 
| (Mr/ Mrs/ Miss)......-2ee2e0008: * PS eS eS eee ee 

[3-5 - a 

Tas aa pitph oe “oe Date RRR ER RRR GH CPR HRER RRP EER EE 

APPLE APPLE “APPLE * APPLE * APPLE * APPLE “ APPLE * 

COMPUT ING TODAY My Ag. 
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Feature: Guide to the micro market MARKET SURVEY 

Wendy J Palmer 

ARKET SURVEY 
Before you rush out and buy your first 
micro you should read through this 
guide to make sure you know what's 
available. 

{ you are reading this you are 
presumably toying (even if 
very seriously) with the idea of 

buying a microcomputer. In the 
next few pages we have put 
together some facts and figures 
relating to some of the cheaper 
micros on the market, but you 
should keep in mind some useful 
tips before you actually put pen to 
cheque-book., 

The first thing to decide (or at 
least have given some thought to) 
is what do you want your computer 
todo for your Do you merely want 
itto play games on, to keep the 
children quiet (7!) and to save you 
money at the local arcade? Or do 
you want to keep track of your 
household accounts and write a 
simple piece of accounting 
sottware for your small business? 
The answer to these questions wil! 
help enormously when you come to 
look at the type of micro you might 
buy. The chances are that you will 
want a mixture of these abilities in 
your micro, alter all man cannot 
live by financial software alone! 

HELP IS AT HAND 
lf you have not ever had practical 
experience on a micro why not go 
along to a local computer users’ 
group — you don't usually have to 
own a micro to join — and finding 

out tirst hand from existing owners 
is often worth a lot more than 
pages of enthusiastic words on an 
advertising leaflet. Be prepared to 
listen to a lot of enthusiastic words 
from the owners though. Also pop 
into your High Street stores and 
ask lots of penetrating questions — 
a lot of micros are being sold 
across the counter these days. 
When you actually do buy a 
machine it will almost certainly 

come with some documentation 
and the quantity and quality of this 
varies tremendously trom machine 
to machine. So it might well be an 
idea to peruse the shelves ol “ re 
local bookstore where you will find 
an abundance of books beth 
general and specilically tor the 
more popular micros. Don't forget 
too that there are lots of computer 
exhibitions and courses around 
and these can yield invaluable 
information. And of course tnere 
are excellent computer magazines 
around that give reviews ol 
machines and their peripherals as 
well as programs that you can type 
in yourself, rather than buying a 
commercial package, 

Well now that you have all the 
background information you will 
have to get down to makina that 
decision but let me warn you, you 
will probably get hooked by micro 
fever and will want to add all sorts 
olf exciting extras to your basic 
machine so be prepared! 

SPECIFICALLY... 
The following pages are intended 
as a quick reference quide to some 
of the cheaper micros available 
and as such most of it should be 
fairly sell-explanatory, but here's a 
litthe help on some points. 

MEMORY The memory sizes are 
given for the basic machine, and 
where this can be expanded you 
will be told in the Notes section, 

LANGUAGE This is the ljanquage 
that comes as standard with the 
basic machine; il other languages 
are available this will be detailed 
in the Notes section. 

CASSETTE The cassette speed is 
given in baud where we were able 
to ascertain it, 

DISC At the range of micros 
covered this is not normally 
standard on the machine, although 
many can have this capability 
added. 
KEYBOARD This will tell you 
whether the machine has a 
standard QWERTY keyboard, has 
cursor control keys, a separate 
numeric keypad and special 
function keys. Some of the cheaper 
micros have membrane-type 
keyboards, this will be mentioned 
in the Notes section if applicable 

DISPLAY This is tairly selt- 
explanatory but watch out that you 
dont buy a machine and find that 
you can't plug it in to your TV! 

INTERFACE The presence of 
parallel and serial intertaces are 
indicated as well as expansion 
capabilities (bus interface) 

GRAPHICS The type of graphics 
and maximum resolution are given 
together with the maximum 
number of colours that are possible 
at one time on the screen 

SOUND The number of sound 
channels is given 

NOTES Since the above 
information is for the basic 
machine, this section Ee ails other 
facts, such as the type o 
microprocessor used, peripherals 
that are available (printer, 
joystic ks etc) and whether the 
machine can be expanded. The 
supplier/manutacturer is given so 
if you want to know more about the 
micro please contact them and not 
wis 

IN CONCLUSION 

Please note that the information 
given in this quide is intended as 
simply that — a quide — and was 
correct as far as we know at the 

time of writing. New add-ons and 
extras are being introduced all the 
time so more could be available by 
the time you read this. The prices 
given are tor the basic machine so 
don't forget that the extras will cost 
you extra. It is worth shopping 
around though as many micros are 
sold quite a bit cheaper through 
certain outlets 
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Feature: Guide to the micro market 

MEMORY 
LANGUAGE 
CASSETTE 
DISC 
KEYBOARD 
DISPLAY 
INTERFACE 
GRAPHICS 

SOUND 

Notes. The Sinclair 2%8l is a 7-804 based n 

mk. anc t! 

Maliki ior DeSLUiners. z | ‘4 Cf 

Sinclair Research, © Kings Parade, © 

Wye ess, 

MEMORY 43K RAM 24K ROM 
LANGUAGE BASIC | 
CASSETTE Microcassette in optional moduli 
DISC DOS 
KEYBOARD SWERTY CURSOR] NUMERICW? FUNCTH | 
DISPLAY TY! MONTTORLISUPPLIEDM’ 
INTERFACE PARAM SERIAL | BUS 
GRAPHICS BLOCK LISER 

SOUND nv | 

Notes. The Sharp PC- 1251] is.an eight bit CMOS based micro whic 
is pocket sized. [t has a liquid crystal display, an. optional integrated 

rut (eT? TALC oat nas i 

plier is Sharp 
‘hester M10 9B 

Sele Tecorder and eliery & I Ge Sut 

lactronics UR. Thorp Road. Newton Heath. Man 

CASIO FX-702P 
| MEMORY IK RAM K 
LANGUAGE BASIC 
CASSETTE Pica teat hiaeas 
DISC : 
EEYBOARD JIWERTY 

DISPLAY TVO MONITOR] SUPPLIED 

| LINED) RES by PCIE ce LI Ld de oe ee 
LOUR © TEXT 1 by 20 MOOI oI Bee eoe 

SOUND eee eu pce es paesen) he 

Notes. The Casio F"-7O2P i¢ a hand-held micro with a CMOS JICICICICICI LS) ee es Ge 

MEMORY kK RAM BE ROM 
LANGUAGE Ace FORTH 

=| CASSETTE [500 baud 
Ss] DISC | 

KEYBOARD COWER SURSORLI NUMERIC 
DISPLAY DV MONITORLI SUPPLIED 
INTERFACE PARA SERIAL BUS 
GRAPHICS BLOCK USERM’ 

SOUND el 

= 2 : = 
Notes, The jupiter Ace isa 2-804 based micro which is fairly new on 

" a 

" 1 7 ot i | . 

fiery ry 7 ias4 La Bot _ ip 1 i F fod 7 be AF 2 oe ae 4 ae ee . 
@ Marcel, Bema unwsd) | flail 1 Ges met iVe DAG @€aS Lis &an 

) 1] IO TAePSe IS Hille SO CIWare SVE for i aft ihe time 
rt ao to oe i] 74. 

Ol Wriing. Ine suppliers are Jupiter Cantab, 22 Foxhollow, Bar 
a 1 a, | — fo Oy! F ' er, oe ea P| : 

i, AMOS LBo GE, prone Wot oes, 
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ORIC 1 

MEMORY 16k RAM i6k ROM 
LANGUAGE BA Sik . 
CASSETTE 900 oer 2400 baud 
DISC ext DOS 

INTERFACE PARAS 
GRAPHICS BLOCK | SER a) 

SOUND 3 -hannels 

terete 
EE Ltt 

a 

DISPLAY TV ~ MONIT. 
INTERFACE PARAS SERI AL 
GRAPHICS CK U SER 

SOUND 

Notes. The Acorn ATOM is a 6502 base 
i ® a 

UnWSildd Vershor iol era! 

Re oad GS herr : His 1ton, Cam peidve. 
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KEYBOARD 1 W E ATTY ry CURSE AY NUMERIC 

DISPLAY TY i MONITC \TOR SUPPL] 

TRIG - Ve | 1a INE RES 200 by 240 
ce 1 OL IWR TE*T 26 by 

( CURS: Snatut eae 

Sit. it was one ot the fit at machi 
built-in as ssembler the supplier is , Acorn Computers, Fulbourn 
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Feature: Guide to the micro market 

MEMORY 
LANGUAGE 
CASSETTE 
DISC 
KEYBOARD 
DISPLAY 
INTERFACE 
GRAPHICS 

SOUND 

Notes. | 

i Voli Le Le Aan 

mmodore, 6/5 A, 
ike fo | 

MEMORY 46h FAM Bk ROM 
LANGUAGE BASIC-I, FALC-E 

| GRAPHICS 

e Vet he =, , s r 
‘ Phat at FA LE ol = Ar ‘ 

é i + Pr 
i I rm 1, Se me =] a : _ ts Bor ur ee oe | SOUND Three note chords and a buzzer tons 

or " Lac ; oi a 
r bey a Aig mH ‘ato = ee 2 ee ee * 7 rics © ‘SLal > atatel ape 

Notes. Pil@ OTL [Yi be 1 ae, pS Pe! LELe Ls ess re JTS 

7 i ; i i 
uy hm Ree ] 3h ia v4 F 7 = Pre ny Pe] oS et 1 Ta | 
COMpDIee WIL gl Ne@CeSSaryY [@a0s, PoOwe»>?r Paces, cCafilicae theuoang 

‘ : i i 

BASIC-[, a casset! 

MEMORY ISK RAM 16K ROK 
LANGUAGE Microsoit BASIC 
CASSETTE [200 baud 
DISC ptional _ 
KEYBOARD QOWERTY? CURSOR! 
DISPLAY VM MONITOR 
INTERFACE PARA i SERIAI 
GRAPHICS BLOCK A” USER 138 

SOUND i channels 

Notes. [he Colour Genie is a 27-80 based micro cat 
Bar ul : a Pao i neq if Sree ee my ey 

=| I | as bac ho ® Gab hed v 4 tod a i rae Tit 

mh . $y ee “ten Fd g at re er 
aaa a Ed PP Ea a ee | a. Sede aa LOLs 

Lowe Electronics, () 

DRAGON 32 

MEMORY azk RAM lek ROM a 
| LANGUAGE Microsoft extended colour BASIC 

| CASSETTE 1500 baud 

DISC exira DOS 
KEYBOARD QWERTYM CURSORD) NUMERIC 
DISPLAY TV MONITORM SUPPLI 
INTERFACE PARAM SERIALA? BUSL 
GRAPHICS BLOCK USER[ 

LINE HES 256 by 12 

SOUND Sine le chal nel | 

Notes: The Dragon 32 is a 6809 based micro, fairly new and very 
much in demand. Joysticks and a ROM cartridge are available and 
the machine comes with a manual and a quick relerence guide to the 

BASIC. The supplier is Dragon Date Ltd, Kentig 
Murgan. Port Talbot, West Galmorgan and it is normally av ajilable 

in the High Street stores 

1WUSsirlal BStatc 
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MEMORY lok RAM 
LANGUAGE Il BASIC 
CASSETTE Yes (sepcial cable req 
DISC extra _ DOS | 

| KEYBOARD OwWERTY CURSOR NUMERIC | FUNC 
DISPLAY Vv Me MONITOR SUPPLIED | 
INTERFACE PARA! SEI 
GRAPHICS BLOCK KI WOE 

SOUND 

Notes. The | ls whic 
La = Lo, ac QA ha Bi dl ad i ¥ eb ps F 1 i“ 2 Li | 7 ole 2 ces ry 
LJ a LL) Sr. | Lie Fak bell d 1 ta GAL Gs it Liat ee ee | ' ol i oo MEE A i 

Od lo | it Laub idl oc L Aik LIL at i} bau] 

sv ft i air os ng 
Texas Instruments Lid, Mantori Lane, Bedford MK41 J} 

MEMORY 48K RAM 16K ROK 
LANGUAGE Camputers BASIC 
CASSETTE 1200 baud 
DISC TBA Dos 

KEYBOARD Caw ERT YW SU HSOR NUMERIC 
DISPLAY rv MONITORM'SUPPLIEI 
INTERFACE PARAL SERIALS? BUSH? 
GRAPHICS BLOCKM USER?! 

™) 

SOUND 

Notes. The Lynx is a 4-804 based micro which is expandable u 
iJ th . + fh Pi a fi ry 7 Om] ry —_ hd “4 je ow Pm | r 

[SAK RAM MIM OTL Le exiraz E ianned oe i a 

mono and colour monitors, light pen. Three a langua 
Spat) (are : J Mo. -=! Geooet we 3 are also planned — Pascal, FORTH a NLA pilie 
Camputers Ltd, 334A Bridge Street 

MEMORY 2K RAM 18k ROM 
LANGUAGE NewBrain BASIC 

CASSETTE 1200 baud 
DISC extra Dos | 

KEYBOARD QWERTYM CURSORO) NUMERICO FUNCTO | 
DISPLAY TV! MONITORMSUP PLIED| 
INTERFACE PARA SERIALW BUSH 
GRAPHICS BLOCK v sERI 

ig | 

v2 [Ed 

SOUND 

Notes: The NewErain is a 2-804 based micro which can be expand 
ed to SIZK RAM. It is very small, almost pocket-sized, and both 
VTi j eo | a eh bal 4 = ] j = oa £ | i Tk aun 2 - ie i $ " 
VICEOIGX and Daltery Moaules are avallabie. Lhe machine comes 

with a manual and the supplier is Grundy Business Systems Ltd, 
(srundy House, Somerset Road, Teddington, Middlesex TW 11 8TD 

| iter rerprererrrrenitinin 
“Ti SSI eens MEMORY 16K RAM 8K ROM 
RT Mare eS | LANGUAGE = Atari BASIC 

CASSETTE 600 baud 

DISC exira DOS 
KEYBOARD CWERTY vi CURSORL) NUMERIC -UNCTH 
DISPLAY TV yf MONITORLJ SUPPLIED! 

INTERFACE PARAI SERIAL! BUSH 
GRAPHICS BLOCK USER 

LINE RES 3220 by 192 
COLOUR I6TEXT 24 by 40 

SOUND Three channels 

Notes: The Atari 400 is a 6902 based micro, the lowest in the Atari! 
range. It, like so many of the cheaper micros, has a touch keyboard 
and the number of colours can be mixed to make a maximum of 256 
joysticks and light pen can be added. Well known as a games 
machine there are a large number of games cartridges available 

The Atari is also a flexible microcomputer, although this fact has not 
been publicised properly by Atari. The supplier is Atari (UK) Ltd, 
PO Box 59, Alperton Lane, Wembley, Middlesex 
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BBC MICRO MODEL A 

MEMORY I6K RAM 16K ROM 
LANGUAGE B&BC BASII 
CASSETTE 00 or 1200 baud 
DISC extra Hs 
KEYBOARD IWERTY # CURSORS NUMERIC 
DISPLAY TV ow MONITOR SUPPLIED 
INTERFACE PARAM SERIALWA BUSH 
GRAPHICS BLOCKM USER 

SOUND S pkanriate: 
Notes. The BBC Micro is a 6502 based 

Systems, PO Box, 7, London W3 6] * 

MEMORY G4K RAM 26K ROM 
LANGUAGE PFT BASIC 
CASSETTE 1000 baud 
DISC exira DOs | 
EEYBOARD OWERTYM CURSORM NUMERIC FUNCT 

| DISPLAY TV" MONITOR SUPPLIEI! 
INTERFACE PARAM SERIAL” BUSHY 
GRAPHICS BLOCKM? USERM’ 

COLOUR I6TEYT 40 by 2! 
SOUND lhree channels 

shine, ait : . tied s a fe il Lie thd | Pit 

iclual value is questionable. The suppliers are Commodore, 6/5 

NASCOM 3 
MEMORY 48K RAM "10K ROM 
LANGUAGE = Microsoft BASIC 
CASSETTE 30 or 1200 baud 
DISC extra DOS CP/M or NAS- DOS 
KEYBOARD OQWERTYM CURSORC] NUMERICO FUNCT 
DISPLAY Vit MONITOR SUPPLIED 
INTERFACE PARAM SERIALS? BUSH 
GRAPHICS BLOCK USERM 

SOUND 

Notes. [he Nascom 321s a 4-80 based micr A Second version ol 

Ly” i a sit 
kJ Pb ie Le SC) are ave ho= Es 

Che Tl Li ID piler Lu 

if is are a cassette recorcel and 

cas Logic Ltd, Veli Road 
4 Sd ay 

i 

MEMORY OTK RAM 246 HOM 
LANGUAGE BASIC 

| CASSETTE Yes (baud rate is user selectal 

DISC extra DOS 
KEYBOARD QWERTY’ CURSOR NUMERK ‘i’ FUNCT 
DISPLAY TVA MONITORU SUPPLIED 
INTERFACE PAR SERLAL 

GRAPHICS BLOCK USERAY 
LINE 1ES 256-by 

SOUND 
otes. The Cortex is a TMS9095 based micro which alsc comesin = | 

kil forn ¥ | 
expecte 
serial interlace, an expansion Dus parallel interlace, up tal 
arives ana the possibili fan AG! 
[he supplier is Powertran Cybern 
“le ‘7 an ag 

a F 

PP Wet PTS a A el 

- hi jie, ‘an 7) = . = e x rat i! F * | 
rm tor Bes. Al text cnaracters are redeinanie ane ! ge eae | a 

: : Hoey ee or ; 
mW soon as an adcaitianal langquacde. Extras include a 3 

Liu = iT] rit te Trig ieeririg in | 
. Seba ak LE ' see “s a me hi a 4 

etice, Poriway Industrial Estat 
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BBC MICRO MODEL B 

| MEMORY 
LANGUAGE 
CASSETTE 

ection t Prestel Te Lele xt 

lace sOcKels [oO exle 
“BBC Micro Cocamiter ‘Soutons PC () 

MEMORY 
LANGUAGE 

GRAPHICS 

SOUND 

Notes. [he la 

ed in effect like pa 

ind & tui 

: Tandy Gomaca tied : ot | 
Wal 

ATARI 800 
MEMORY 
LANGUAGE 

| CASSETTE 
DISC 
KEYBOARD 
DISPLAY 
INTERFACE 
GRAPHICS 

- SOUND 

MEMORY 
LANGUAGE 
CASSETTE 
DISC 
KEYBOARD 
DISPLAY 
INTERFACE 
GRAPHICS 

SOUND 

Notes. T ne F pson f i | 
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SHARP MZ-80A 
MEMORY 45k ARAM ae i 2M 

LANGUAGE Microsolt BASIC (on tape) 

CASSETTE 1200 baud (built in} 
DISC ce earn Dt OS 

KEYBOARD WERTY if CURSO RI’ NUMERIC 
DISPLAY Wu MO INITE IS5UPI PLIEDRS 

INTERFACE Eee Aad SERIA] BUS 

GRAPHICS BLOCKM USER 

ko bE .’ oh PELE La — 

j haw tee f FP les Dex I. }. odes Jal 

refx det ow bee be Fore pe eed ok 
Notes. The Sharp MZS0A is a 2-80 based micro. An expansion unil 

| j 1 7 i a ats ; 

alaongth tloppy disc unit and other peripherals are av: ail able. Uther 
languages can alae be used such as Pase al merely by loading trom ee we 7 . " bio oe Bee Hye owe Eyed 
tape With the flop BP ¥ disc option the machine can res P oF ond to higher i m Hus fo Jaf eta 

level soltware such as Disc BASIC cork FDO 1S (including BASIC 
ompile af A mall range of business and educational sottware is 

available The pplier is available. The ‘su sali 1s Sharp 

Electronics (UK) ] Ltd. Therp Road, Newton Heath, Manchester M10 
QRE ne 

MEMORY 48K RAM 24K ROM 
LANGUAGE = Microsoft BASIC 
CASSETTE 600 | Saud 
DISC extra DOS 
KEYBOARD WERTYM CURSORW NUMERICO FUNCTO 
DISPLAY Iva MONITOR &?SUPPLIED! 
INTERFACE PARAM SE RIAL BUS! 
GRAPHICS BLOCK USER! 

LINER RES 336 by iran 
COLOUR 16TEXT 24 by 

SOUND Single channel 

Notes. The DAI personal computer is an BO80 based micro which is 

"P/M. compatible oy: sticks, printer and floppy discs are available 
and Hi Fi output i a assib le The 12 sup upplier is Data Applications (UK) 
Ltd, Personal Computer Division, 16B Dyer Street, Cirencester, 

Gl 7 2P F 
7’ 

lOucesiersnire 

APPLE Ile 

MEMORY 64K RAM 16K ROM 
LANGUAGE Applesoft BASIC 
CASSETTE Yes 
DISC Yes DOS DOS 3.3 
KEYBOARD 9 QWERTY? CURSORM NUMERICL] FUNCT 
DISPLAY TV i MONITOR WS UPPLIEDO 
INTERFACE PARAM § SERIAL BUSI | 
GRAPHICS BLOCKM’ USERC LINE ¥ ‘ ss ai 

SOUND 

Notes: The Apple Ile is a 6502 A based micro, an enhanced version 
of the popular Apple Il. lt can be expanded to [25k AAM and A 
large amount of software i is available. A wide variety of peripherals 
can be added. The supplier is Apple Computer (UK) Ltd, Eastman 
Vay, Hemel Hempstead, Hertiordshire HP2 7QH. 

SHARP MZ-80B 

MEMORY BK RAM 2K ROM 
LANGUAGE BASIC (on tape) 
CASSETTE 1800 baud 

ails in 
DISC Extra DOS S 
KEYBOARD O WE AT Yer C “URS SOR NUMERIC? FUNCTC 
DISPLAY TVO MONITORO SUPPLIED? 
INTERFACE PARA SERIAL | BUS 
GRAPHICS BLOCK A” USER! 

LINE 8” RES 320 by 200 
COLOURO TEXT 25 by 80 
A cieanrets +] SOUND 

Notes: The au arp MZ-80B is & £-BOA based micro. Various other 
languages n be loaded as emneniie ig ‘soft’, no language be 

fing fitted ir RC IM. Expansion unit, the Mz- 90P5 prin nter and the Mz- 
2 S0FBR floppy disc drive are also available: The supplier is Sharp 
Electronics (UK) Ltd, Thorp Road, Newton Heath, Manchester 
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SAVE £4.25 by receiving 

Cut out and SEND TO : 

COMPUTING TODAY 
513, LONDON ROAD, 
THORNTON HEATH, 
SURREY. CR4 6AR 

ENGLAND. 

commence my personal subscription 
with the issue 

SUBSCRIPTION £12.10 for 12 issues 
RATES UK 
Hee ag 

appropr 

CT May ‘83 

| 

| 

| 

: Please send my free binder and 

| 

| 

£15.75 for 12 Issues 
overseas surface 
£35.35 for 12 Issues 
Alr Mall 

iaite 

fam enclosing my ide/efe as nec essary | 
Cheque rastat Or rder‘Infernatonal Money 

a FREE magazine binder 
when you 
subscribe to 

its true, by subscribing to Computing 
Today you will not only receive your 
personal copy direct to your door for 
a whole year but also have a superb 
AS P magazine binder in which to 
keep your copies AND ITS FREE! 
All you have to do to receive your FREE 
binder is book a new subscription or 
renew an existing subscription or to 

© Computing Today before 30th April 
1983. What could be simpler? Normally 
priced at £4.25, these attractive 

| binders will hold approximately 12 
issues Of Computing Today. 
Not for you any longer the chore of 
having to track down dogeared copies 
of your favourite magazine, instead 
you will merely go to your bookshelf 
and they will be waiting for you in 
pristine condition. 
Don't miss out on this outstanding 
offer — subscribe today and receive 
your FREE binder within 14 days of 
your order being received. 

SPECIAL OFFER 

Yrder jor £ 

(made pay ache ASP Lk 

OF 

Debit my Access/Barci laycare 
(‘delete as neces sary) 

Insert cord no. | 

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes 

Name (Mr/ Mrs/ Miss) ... 

PAGOr a a ea a SRS 

COMPUTING TOD 

— 

AY MAY 1983 

Si priate 32 sa eee eens pecans 

Ea cea sea es an fa a Se eg LT rane ee etre ce ae 

= 
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COMMODORE COMPUTERS 

SINCLAIR AND 

WEK101 AND SUPERBOARD 

Al last ' 

a 
[ee a . 

# 
“ae 

PRINTERS 

5 POWER KITS 

DRAGON 32 £173 
EDUCATIONAL, SPECTACULAR AND LOTS OF FUN 
— SENO SAE FOR FULL DESCRIPTION & DETAILS OF = ao . 
SPECTRUM APPLICATION SOFTWARE. SWANLEY Postage £1 on Sinclair products (UK), 

; F ms £3-50 ther c tere, £4- li This great program is available now for £11.95 (VAT and P+P ELECTRONICS ante ahd EO Ge oie eh. 
included), Access & Barclaycard welcome. Dealer enquiries invited, | . Please add VAT to all prices. Official 
KUMA COMPUTERS LTD., 11 York Road, Maidenhead, Berks. Dept CT, 32 Goldsel Rd, credit and overseas orders welcome. 

swanley, Kent BRS SEZ, 
Tel: Swanley (0322) 64851 

Telephone: (0628) 30822 Telex: 849462 

it's easy to complain 
about advertisements. 

Every week, millions of advertisements appear in the press, 
on posters or in the cinema. 

Most of them comply with the rules contained in the 
British Code of Advertising Practice and are legal, decent, 
honest and truthful. 

But if you find one that, in your opinion, is wrong in some 
way, please write to us at the address below. 

We'd like you to help us keep advertising up to standard. 

The Advertising Standards Authority. 
Hf an advertisement is wrong, were here to put it right. 

AS.A.Ltd., Brook House, Torrington Place, London WCIE 7HN. 
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y 
EPS 

Serial ‘turbo’ 165 & GOS 

Specifications 

Fully AS 232 compatible Handshaking via D.T.F. 

Baud rates switchable fram 50 to 19.200 

1G.389 & 61439 byte RAM Bullers availabe 

CENTROWICS bulfers will be oveaileble soon, 

Ashby Caompulers & Graphics Lio. Tel: OS390 4745 

Pree oxc! VAT Total 

£94.95 
£139.95 

item(s) 
‘turbo 165 AS232 

‘turbo 605 AS 232 

| 

| 
| 
| 
| 
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“Surbo’ buffers let your Epson matrin printer 
perform as fast aS your computer. 

Plugs into existing EPSON auxilary interface connector wiih WO modifications 

Completely compatible with all EPSON printer contro! software and cables. 

Pace Lid. The Green, Ashby de la Zouch, Leics. LE6 Suu. Prease Weck box torl 

TOTAL ire VAT 

|£ 

Prices p&p inclusive 

fine tha information 

e), 

Shortened 

together with an exceptional 
range of larger micros — | 

OSBORNE, SIRIUS, HP, TRS 80, APPLE, 
ADVANTAGE and COMMUNICATOR 

plus peripherals and media. 

ERE EEE Ee 
BERR Eee 
EERE 
Cambridge Computer Store 

1 Emmanuel Street 
Cambridge CB1 1NE 

Telephone (0223) 358264/65334 
(closed 12.30 — 1.15 except Saturday) 

exe) enna: 
TRAINING 

FULL TIME COLLEGE COURSE 

| SUITABLE FOR APPLICANTS WHO WISH TO 
| ENTER COMPUTER SERVICE OR RELATED 

INDUSTRIES — HIGH PERCENTAGE OF 

PRACTICAL COURSE WORK 

15 MONTHS 

TEC Certificate in Computing Technology 

6 MONTHS 
TEC Higher Certificate of Computing Technology 

i) ores = a = & - = . “a & —— EE 

Subjects Foundation Electronics. Diaital 
lechniques, Microelectronics, Microprocessors 

VWicrocomputer 

Robotics. 

Based wy Stems naustrial 

VMachine 

COUFSES Can be 

wilh previous KnNOowleddae 

rt oe — e - =, = rl a ee eee 
aL Ll hire a ET TT Sie 

Prospectus from 

Me), ele), Bae egg (eo), | lem ee) RB Ae) ar ney) 
20 Penywern Road, 

Earls Court, London SW5 9SU. 
Tel: 01-373 8721 



News: User groups 

Wendy J Palmer 

} ere is your monthly chance 
eB to see if there are other 

micro users in your area 
that all get together reqularly to 
help each other out and pick each 
other's brains. And if you already 
belong to.a group why not pester 
your club secretary! organiser and 
make sure they let us know about 
your club and we'll pass the infor- 
mation on. 

DRAGON INDEPENDENT 
OWNERS ASSOCIATION 
Contact: Doug Bourne or Dave 
Windle 
Tel: 0268-778732 or 0268-684682 

This association was launched on 
February Ist and the organisers, 
Doug and Dave, are confident that 
it will serve a need amongst 
Dragon 32 owners. They intend to 
publish a monthly newsletter which 
will allow members to share tips 
and knowledge with their fellows. 
The Association will also be offer- 
ing discounted program tapés and 
will actually accept from members 
programs tor inclusion on these 
tapes. All programs so used will 
collect royalties for the author. If 
membership is sufficient it is hoped 
to engage a computer expert to act 
as a consultant to assist members. 
The newsletter will include news 
and reviews of software and books 
and it is plas that competitions 
and offers of discounted microware 
will be included. So all you 
Dragon owners why not give Doug 
or Dave a ring? 

GHIMSBY COMPUTER CLUB 
29 Park View 
Cleethorpes 
Contact: Jenson Lee 
Tel: 0472-42559 

The Grimsby Computer Club is not 
computer specific and meetings 
are held on alternate Mondays at 
st James Hall, Grimsby, so 
regardless of what machine you 
own or normally have access to 
you || be sure of a warm welcome. 
Membership is £8.00 per year with 
reductions for schoolchildren, 
OAPs and father/son joint member- 
ships. Regular features are family 
nights, basic computer courses and 
business familiarisation courses 
and a periodical newsletter is 

LUB CALL 
Find out if there's a micro club in your area. 

published. The club is also hopina 
to hold their second Computertair 
this year after the terrific response 
to the first attempt in December 
1982. For any further details con- 
tact Jenson or the Publicity Officer 
lan Fell on 0472-49248 atter 
6.00pm. 

GATESHEAD COMPUTER USER 
_ GROUP 
Lord Lawson Comprehensive 
School 
Portobello Road 
Birtley 
Chester-le-Street 
Co. Durham DH3 2LP 
Contact David Barrett 
Tel: 0632-403511 (9.00 am te 4.00 
pm) or 0385-711380 (after 6.00 pm) 

li you use either BBC or IBM 
equipment then this could be the 
club you've been looking for. 
Meetings are held every third 
Monday of the month at 7.00 pm in 
the Computer Room at the Lord 
Lawson Comprehensive School. 
Contact David if you would like to 
know more. 

SKEGNESS COMPUTER CLUB 
66 Drummond Road 
Skeaness 
Lincolnshire 
Contact: ] Gordon 
Tel: 0754-3329 or 0754-2798 

This is a newly formed club in 
Skegness for people of all ages 
who are interested in computers, 
and let's face it, who isn't? The 
members already there own a 
variety of machines, and the club 
meets once a fortnight at 7.30 pm 
on Mondays. 

RIDGEWAY COMPUTING CLUB 
15 Sandringham Road 
Didcot 
Oxon 
Contact: Malcolm Spinks 
Tel: 0235-813972 

This club meets on the second 
Tuesday of the month at The Swan 
Hotel in East Ilsley and new 
members are welcome at any 
meeting. 

GRAVESEND COMPUTER CLUB 
c/o The Extra Tuition Centre 
39 The Terrace 
(sravesend 
Kent DA12 2BA 
Contact: Steve Janday (Secretary) 
Tel: 0474-50677 

This is yet another newly formed 
club which meets on the first and 
third Tuesday of every month at 
7.30 pm in the School Room of The 
Extra Tuition Centre at the above 
address. There are about 50 
members at present with a wide 
variety of machines ranging from 
the Sinclair 2X81, ZX Spectrum, 
Dragon 32, Jupiter Ace, TI 99/4A 
to the VIC-20, Membership ig 
£3.00 for Junior Members (under 
18, over 65 and unemployed) and 
£6.00 for full membership. 

THE DRAGON'S DEN 
83 Neville Hoad 
Limbury 
Luton 
Bedtordshire 
Contact: Dave Buckingham 
Tel: 0582-570125 (alter 4.30 pm) 

Don't let the name of this newly 
formed group stop you from being 
lured in! As you might expect the 
club is exclusively for Dragon 32 
owners, The subscription is £8.00 
per annum which entitles members 
to the use of their software library, 
a quarterly newsletter and as 
membership grows the club will be 
negotiating discounts on hardware, 
books etc and arranging contacts 
between groups of members locally 
(ie forming regional clubs). 

LAMBETH COMPUTER CLUB 
54 Brixton Road 
Loncion SWY 6BS 
Contact: Robert J] Baker 

The club is being formed locally 
with the aim of promoting the use 
of computers in Lambeth by the 
home, school or small business 
user. Within this scope all kinds of 
people are welcome — whether 
you play idiot games on a Sinclair 
7X81, run educational software on 
a ZX Spectrum or accounts on a 
RML 3802, have an arcade full of 
video games (yes, these are 
computers too!) or even just have 
an interest in the subject — the 
club would like to hear from you. 
The initial plan is to see it there is 
sufficient response and if soto 
arrange an inaugural meeting to 
get formally organised. Once the 
club gets going they will be 

| attiliated to the Association of 

SS SSS 
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London Computer Clubs, and 
through them to the ACC, the 
world's oldest, largest and most 
respected computer club. 

NEW MILLS AND DISTRICT 
PERSONAL COMPUTER CLUB 

John Eary 
0663-43870 

Contact: 

Tel: 

In just three months this club has 
outgrown its existing premises al 
New Mills Youth Centre and trom 
the end of January has started 
meeting at New Mills school. At 
the beginning of the year the clu 
any 43 members, and amongst th 
ctivities have been two vis sits to 

comput er exhibitions and talks and 
demonst rations on assembler code 
and robotics eas i@ games enthusiast 
is well catered for and there are 
competitions to develop 

programming skills, Comput 

b 
= 

NATIONAL COLOUR GENIE 
USER‘’S GROUP 
5a Gregory Street 
Lenton 
Nottingham NG7 2LR 
Contact: Geottrey Hillier 
Tel: 0602-783938 

Marc Leduc, Chairman of the TRS- 
80/Genie Users Group of 
Nottingham, also mentioned on this 

page, is also Chairman of the 
newly tormed National Goloar 
Genie User's Group. For full 
particulars and a sample copy of 
the club magazine, send a largish 
SAE to Geoffrey Hillier at the 
above address. 

TRS-80/ GENIE USERS GROUP OF 
NOTTINGHAM 
Sa Gregory Street 
Lenton 
Notting! 1am NG7 2LR 

CLUB CALL 

third Wednesday in each month 
trom 7.30 pm. A club magazine, 
LPRINT, of which Geottrey is the 
Editor, is published fairly 
regularly, so for further 

r = = Ss SESE — 

information please ‘phone or send 
an SAE to Geoffrey at the above 
address or contact the Club 
Chairman, Mare Leduc 
Software, 30 Waterloo Road, 
Beeston, Nottingham or on 
0602-225165. 

at Marcos 

Zs you would like a mention in 
4 4 7, : a4 ] co co 1 ¢ i | =f 

equipment owned by c! lub Contact: Geotfrey Hillier = ub kere = as a ee ce e 
members includes Sinclair ZX@ls, Tel: 0602-'/83938 hia el la aceasta 1g DINE ANG Place, 
ZX Spectrums, Dragon 32s, 
VIC-20s and the BBC Micro. New This group has been renin as a 

fees age specification, machines 

catered tor etc) to me at the 

following address: members, with or without their own | thriving society for nearly three 
computers, are very welcome to years and they will be happy to Club Call 
join and the club is keen to invite meet users in the area at Wilford ee, . 
people with practical experience of 
computers to give short talks and 
demonstrations. 

Moderns Rugby Club House at any 
forthcoming meeting. Meetings are 
generally held on the first and 

Computing Today, 
145 Charing Cross Road, 
London WC2H OEE 
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CLIMAX COMPUTERS LTD 
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(FEELING ADVENTUROUS? 

88 

ASP Software Adventure Series 1 

THE WHITE BARROWS Program approximately 8K : 
Somewhere amid this maze of burial chambers lurks an Evil Sorcerer whom you need to trap. Trouble is, he’s protected by 
Trolls, Dwarves, Serpents and the occasional Dragon or two! Your magic staff will block the tunnel to prevent him escaping 
unless, that is, he outwits you. 

A real brain twister, White Barrows requires both brains and brawn from its players. It's no good just hacking your way 
through the Barrows and hoping to fall over the Sorcerer. Eventually you'll meet a Dragon, and they don't hack easily! 
You'll need all your strength and cunning to survive this one for long. 
THE WHITE BARROWS Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

CONQUERING EVEREST Program approximately 11K 
You are in charge of an expedition comprising 18 climbers, 34 Sherpas and 40 Porters. There is food, tents and equipment 
for all, even the oxygen you'll need as you near the summit. One slight problem, it’s all at the BOTTOM of the mountain and 

you have to get it all.up to the TOP! 

The monsters of this game are avalanches, starvation, storms and, worst of all, bad planning! A real, thinking man's 
adventure, Everest will test your skills of forward planning to the limit. 
CONQUERING EVEREST Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

** SPECIAL DEAL ** Both programs on one tape for only £11.45 all inclusive! 

ASP Software Adventure Series 2 

CELLS AND SERPENTS Program approximately 11K 
More monsters than you ever thought could live behind your keyboard. Wander the hills in search of gold and glory but be 
very, very careful where you tread! There are things here that will make your wildest nightmares look like Julie Andrews. 
Fancy meeting a Mind Flyer, for example? Or how about shaking hands with an Asmodeus? (You'll only do that once!) 
Treasure is here to be found though...the hard way. 

See just how good you really are at adventuring with this practically unsurvivable fantasy. Not for the faint of heart or 
the slow of sword. 
CELLS AND SERPENTS Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

STOCKMARKET Program approximately 11K 
There are other ways of making money than bashing Trolls on the head, Try this one for a change. Contend with a fluctuating 
economy, tax investigations, bullish opponents, impatient bank managers and consortium takeovers as you struggle to make 
your first million. 

It is decidedly difficult and definitely compulsive. A must for all those aspiring financial wizards, both young and old, 
the game has real family appeal as up to six people can play. It’s easy to learn but very, very hard to win! 
STOCKMARKET Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

** SPECIAL DEAL ** Both programs on one tape for only £11.45 all inclusive! 

Our Adventure Series programs are available on tape for the following systems: 
Commodore PET/3000/4000, Commodore VIC-20, Sharp MZ-80A and MZ-80K, Tandy TRS-80 Model 1, BBC Model B or 
32K Model A, Atari 400 and 800, Sinclair 48K ZX Spectrum. 

Please indicate your selection in the coupon and give the relevant system. Please note that we CANNOT supply mixed orders 
on the combined tapes; A BBC Cells and Serpents with an Atari Stockmarket, for example. 

Fill in the coupon, cut it out and send it to: 

ASP Software, ASP Ltd, 145 Charing Crass Road, London WC2H OFE 

—== SSS ae OSE EEE OEE eee Oe eee ee: «EEE EEE SEES EEE EEE ee SSS ee OS Oe Oe ee a EE SSE SSS 

Please send me ..... tape(s) of the following programs: | am enclosing my Cheque/Postal Order/Money Order 
(delete as necessary) for £... .(payable to ASP Ltd) 

ASP Software Adventure Series | OR 

The White Barrows ......-...-. .. @ £6.50 each Debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary) 
Conquering Everest... . 0... ee we oll @ £6.50 each : — 
Combined tape ............. sets ete aw cece ais AL Le 

Please use . BLOCK CAPITALS and include your postcode 
wre Series 2 

OF SOT WALE HAM HOMS Betis NAME (Mr/Mrs/Miss)....... 0.5. ie MEET " Cells and Serpents... ...........05% (@ £6.50 each 
Stockmarket... ... ree ere mre . .@ £6.50 each ADDRESS... eee eee ees Falah asain 
Combined tape........... Cn wienee Ate tee @ £117.45 BRC at ok A Sar HG CC i ok PR ese ger a Rr i Fe 

ae a a at Op aetd oenee POSTOODE G54 Uae elas oe ee 
My SVSUCIT ISA ceca ec erence es A a ae computer Signature . BP Aas heey War ray Oca ca aR Date. ee eee, 
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Feature: Graphics standards 

Henry Budgett 

T STANDARD 
Our regular page explaining the meaning of 
the various symbols we use to make programs 
portable. 

fithas been very encouraging to 
see the number of programs 
submitted using our standard codes for 

graphics and other non-printable 
characters. However, it has also becpme 
increasingly clear that some of our readers 
haven't heard of them and this page is 
intended to set them out once again 

All standards tend to be irksome to 
adhere to but the ones laid out here are 
lairly simple and tend to make software 

sier to maintain by the programmer and 

simoler to understand for others. 

CONTROL THAT CURSOR 
Our original standards have now grown with 
ihe times, Machines such as the Commodore 
VIC which have a dual Shift capability can 
now be incorporated, as can those systems 

which use Control key tunctions 
The recently introduced BBC system 

oilers pre-programmed function keys which 
we are glad to say, can also be handled by 
our original coding system. It's nice to see 
just how well adapted the original standards 
have become over the last two years! 
(Indeed. a whole series of books is using 

#andards for the cursor controls are given 
in Fig. | 

CCLS] 
CHOM) 

headaches, This is really specific. to the PET 
where the character set can be displayed in 
reversed video. On machines which don't 
nave this facility you should either find a 
character in the set which is the reversed 
image of the one you want and use that or 
simply ignore it and use anything else you 
lancy! Don't forget, you may have to look up 

and alter the values used elsewhere in the 
program 

THE GRAPHIC SOLUTION 
[t soon became obvious that the techniques 
applied to the confusing cursor controls 
could also be applied to the graphics 
symbols. The following standard is now in 
general use in programs published in 
Computing Today. 

If a graphics character or characters are 
io be displayed ina listing (as opposed to 
PORE codes or CHAS | codes) then they 
are indicated by the method shown in Fig 
7 
io 

Several people have asked what the 
relationship between the PORE value for a 
character and that of its shifted graphic 
might be. In general the shifted version of 
any character will be 64 greater than the 
value of that character. This applies to both 
PET and MZ-B80K systems in all cases 

Clear Screen 

HOMe cursor 

CT STANDARDS 

This can be taken further to include 
machines which use a pixel graphics set 

rather than pre-programmed PET-style 
characters and the series of codes for these 
is given in Fig. 3. As is nearly always the 
case there is one machine to which the 
standard shown in Fig: 3 does not apply — 
Tangerine’s Microtan/Micron. This machine 
uses a four by two cell structure for its pixel 
graphics instead of the Preste!/Teletext three 
by two cell. The method for calculating the 
value to assign to ‘P’ is shown in Fig. 4, and 
is fortunately nice and simple 

MAKING REMARKS 
Many people scorn the use of REMs within 
programs but, during the development! ai 
least, they are extremely useful, Qne of the 
documentation methods that we use is to 
keep our back-up copy of our programs on 
a 300 Baud CUTS tape with all the REMs in 
place: the working copy, be il on tape-or 
disc, is HEMless in order to save space 

It is also good programming ‘manners 
to give your REMs odd line numbers: 
3959 AEM" CHASH PRO PNPLIT 
a) ARPT Te AMBER OF EAP AES 

A remarkable number of submitted 
programs have jumps that go not to the 
relevant point in the program, bul to the 
REM statement, This can cause severe 
problems when re-numberinag alter 

. a i _ i + kee removing the HEMs. 

ALPHA KEY TO BE SHIFTED 

| INDICATES ‘SHIFT’ KEY 

NUMBER OF TIMES IT OCCURS 

Cursor Left 

Cursor Right 

Cursor Up 

Cursor Down 

REVerse video on 

Turn it OFF 

orale 

ConTrol key 

Function key 

CG« J Graphic left (VIC/MZ-B80A) 

[Gr] Graphic right (VIC/MZ-90A) 

Fig. 14. Our extended set of cursor control standards includes four new 
functions. 

CCL] 
[CRI 
CCU] 
CCD] 
CREV] 
COFF J 
CSPCI 
CCTLIJ 
CfnoJ 

Fig. 2. The way we indicate block 
graphics on machines like the PET 
and Sharp. The VIC system of Shift 
Left and Shift Right is shown in Fig. 4. 

(BBC) 

Fig. 4. To convert a Tangerine pixel 
code into its blocks, simply decode 
the number into its binary or Hex 
value and fill in the relevant 
squares. 

To indicate more than one of the above, an 
optional number can be placed within the 
brackets: [4 CL], ate a 

The use of square brackets nas raised . 
one or two queries. [The reason for this 
choice is that mosf of the common 
microcompuler BASIC s don't use them for . = = ES “ = ni af - . 4 ro Ae Th at tiem 
specitic functions. In tact, at least one . 
machine provides an added bonus by 
returning a Syntax Error if they are found, a : « es oe a 
useful check in case you type them in by we : 2 / = : a . = = 8 
mistake an | | | ri] | r | | rT a | | | = | . 

The code [SPC] was added to the list [P32] [P33] [P34] (P35) [P36] (P37) [P38] (P39) [P40] [P41] [P42] (P43) (P44) [PAS] [P46] [P47] 

0! curser control codes to get over the = 
problem of indicating just how many spaces | 
are coniained in the gap in the printout 
The other common variant of the code for 
spaces is used by the ZX people. Their 
choice was — and this crops up in the 
various newsletters they publish 

The code [HVS] has caused a few 

a a a ee 
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[Po] (Pi) [P2! [P3) [P4] [p5) [pe] [p7) (Ps! {P9) (P10) (P19) (p12) (P13) (P14) (P15) 

= = o 7 = = . = . . a = 7 = « rT 
(P16) (P17) (P18) (P19) [P20] (P21) (P22) (P23) [P24] [P25] (P26) (P27) (P28) (P29) (P30) (P31) 

a | i | | 

|| i] | | | | | |_| 8 

a | ie | a of i} So Be o8 | ie | So of | ie | = 8 | i |i _| Be 8S | i | 

jpas| (P49) (P50) (P51) (P52) [P53] (P54) [P55] (P56) (P57!) (P58) (P59) (P60) (P61) |P62) (P63! 

Fig. 3. The standard pixel codes; they will work on most computers which 
employ this technique as well as for Teletext and Prestel, 

 — 



Atlast. 
A range of software 

thats as well designed 
as the Dragon 22. 

Six months ago,most computer | SOFTWARE TO MATCH 
users thought a Dragon was Designinga range of software that 

— it in — eaten te | doesjustice to the Dragon was a task 

almost impossible - pick upa — Ae ms — with — so aasinad 
computer magazine without reading a se eciea cea tmorauniall ~— 
some new tribute to the Dragon 32. games, educationalprograms, hints on 

THE FIRST programming - «A 
FAMILY COMPUTER conceived by - = 

We called it the first family oe of the 
computer And we believe that much best s oftware 
ofits success derives from thefactthat | DOUSes in the 
it has been superbly designed for the world, to help 
job it has to do. ia a =". 

Design that incorporates 32K peace: 
RAM of memory at nee value-for- their machines. 
money price level. | 

Design that utilises the advanced | 
6809E microprocessor. | 

Plus a range of features that help | : 
make the worldofcomputersaccess- ii 
ible to first-time users. Like colour / / 
drawings. 5 octaves of music. ih 

And plenty of power and 
versatility to keep up the 
interest as your experience 
increases. 

“TV not included in price. 



Graphic Animator. 
A cassette that makes 
use of the Dragons 

- ability to draw on the 
screen. It shows you 
how to create simple 
cartoons - then bring 
them to life. 

Cave Hunter. 
Finding the hidden 
gold is hard. But 
surviving the attacks 
of malevolent crea- 
tures may well prove to 
be impossible. Cave 

: | Hunter is on cartridge. 

Personal Finance. | Dragon Selection. 
This cassette allows A cassette of utility 
you to keep track ofall programs, allowing 
the familys finances, you to create your own 
from bills to bank database. Write your 
statements. - own tunes - or learn 

other language 
vocabularies. 

Ghost Attack, On Starship Chame- 
cartridge. Youre ina leon. A cartridge game. 
maze, and you must You find yourself 
find your way out. But under attack by the 
youre not alone - dreaded Gabolators! 
youre pursued by Their task is to take 
ghosts! your planet - yours is 

to protect it. 

Chess, A great Computavoice. 
partner to play against This cassette actually 

Wy again andagain - with enables your Dragon 
eon one major drawback. to speak to you. 

wae its very hard to beat. These are just 

Test yourself against some of our titles,and 
nine different levels. mae CVCTY month, well be 

On cartridge. wal adding more and more. 
Typing Tutor Only What you get out of a computer 

_| depends on what you put in. And with 
sa an ek | a Draes 32 and Despri software, 

could allow you a pro- theres enough challenge and 

gram like this. You use satisfaction for anyone. But then, that’s 
the Dragon's own key- what it's designed for. 

| board to learn to type. 
On cassette. 

The first familycomputer. 



COMPUTAMART 
AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE,...AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE... 

COMPUTING TODAY MICROCOMPUTER HARDWARE eon oion _ PRESENTS YOUR OWN OR SOFTWARE? LOOK NO ar ogg Pee ton 
“WHERE TO BUY IT’ GUIDE. | FURTHER THAN vilrntent 

COMPUTAMART! | INCLUDED. 

Colston Computer Centre BRIERS COMPUTER SERVICES TT 48.$1 Georges St, Winchester. 
The Colston Centre, 11 Colston Avenue, | Polytechnic Bookshop (at the Poly) | | oe 

_ Bristol BS1 4UB. Tel: Bristol 276618 1 King Edward Square, | : 27 Bedford Place, Southamp- 
Middlesborough. ton, Tel: 0703 38899. 
Ter sistas cents | OPEN: 6 days 4 

“Everything for the Gene comouter 

hi Th q 

ACT SIRIUS 1, ‘vic 20, TEXAS T199/4A, 
TABS accounting business systems. 

iF it a Lp: MICRO COMPUTER 
SYSTEM LTD 

10 Waring House, Redcliffe Hill, 
Bristol. Tel: (0272) 213427. 

Oper 6c lays 9.30am-5 30pm (Sat Loni 

Retail and Whole sale (C Sint A. member! 

BEDFORDSHIRE alias 

Visit LUTON’S ONLY 
COMPUTER SHOP for 

CORNWALL/DEVON 

ae ae . - 23 Cumberland =| 
a ‘s : S ri ek erence (et) SYSTEMS| Place, S‘hampton 
née best in tire VES] iy Me. OFrOer ane 

Service Tel: (0703) 38740. (C.R.A. member) 
DRAGON, Tiberaa. GENIE. Hardware, Sottware & Open. Mon-Sat 9.30am-5,30om (Sat ipmi! 

Books. OSBORNE 4 © stock 
11 Brocksione Ad., St ‘Austell. Te si Ausiell 64463 eS = 

HERTFORDSHIRE 

COMPUTER PLUS 
47 Queens Road, Watford. 

Tal: 0923-39927. 
Open: 6 days, 9.30am-5. 309m (Sat Sam! 

Specialists im 

Commodore. Acorn, Sharo, Texas 

PLYMOUTH’S NASCOM 
DEALER 

S & R BREWSTER LIMITED 
- 86-88 Union St., Plymouth PL1 3HG. 

Tel: 0752 665011 Open: 6 days. 

WEST DEVON ELECTRONICS 
i= Cre ii ae peed 
15 Station Road. Heo: rabrdge 

attr ead a en oe 
GRAVESEND HOME COMPUTERS LTD. | 

29 The Terrace,Gravesend Tel: 047450677 
in s, f i en le | a a be = hie © : 4 F 

F 5b Lt ke a HDtet 

Icro MATRIX PRINTERS 
eneral ORIC-1 micro stockists 

: ‘soy 7 i Be [ Mint ' ! a 

Encon and Microhne Spaciabeis. All moder sich 

_&§ THE BIRCHWOODS, TILEHURST, READING. 

TEL: 0734 26226 | 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 

DRAGON SALES & SERVICE 
it me iy Arned oul in Our oven WOR SOD 

3 i = — T T THE COMPUTER SHOP me ee | : COMPUTER CENTRE 
BOURNE END — | My 8 yer teaibinstec ani wisbyieenidAnirths 
Tat: Bourne End 26535 gopplc | 2 RE \ puters Act Sinus / Carion (Transl 

GT. MANCHESTER 

Srna nininnisinisisini: 
> AE FSOFTWARE ; 
i a a a 

830 HYDE ROAD, MANCHESTER. 
Tel: 061 223 6206 

Onoen: Mon-Fri o.30-5.30. Sat 9.30-5.00 

BEARMINSTER LTD 
34-36 HIGH “TEL: 61-550 2333. ILFORD. 

Churechtield Ad., 

4 Frodsham. 
J Tel: (0928) 35110 

THe BOOK E E FE im 

Full range. of sofiware ‘ha ardware for mos! 
micro compuiers. Credil cards accepted 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

le & RI 34 Bourton FAd., 

29 Hanging Ditch, Manchester. 
| Gloucester GL4 OLE. 

a Tel: Gloucester 502819. 
7281 /Soectrum, Mail order, Callers by 

Tel: O61 B32 2269 
Open: Mon-Fri 9.30am-5. 30pm 
Sat 10-5. Retail and Wholesale 

ve & Perinhe rats, 

1 4200 dt 

impoiniment. Dealer enquires welcome 
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CUMPUTAMART 
AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE... 

LINCOLNSHIRE 

|SHARP CENTRE — 
16 Melville Street, = 
Lincoln. 
Tal: Lincoln 32379. P 
Qpen: Jam-5.30om closed Wed 

LONDON - 

BEV TESHOR comPeuterncano 
324 Euston Road, NW’. 

Tel: 01-387 0505, 

lon-Fn Fam-5.20pm Oper 
iC_.F.A. member! 

[mcs MICROTANIC 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

fhaif fo riw tr oak 

(va 

16 Upland Road, Dulwich SE22. 

Tel: 01-693 
OPEN: Mon—Ss! 

>, aeons | 218 + 220 - 226 Bishops- 
} FCTMONAl gate, EC2M 4JS 
( ‘omp | ips, Tel: (01) 377 1200 

Limited Open: Mon-Fri 9am-6prn | 

Retail and Wholesale = 

|SQUARE DEAL 
276 Foolscray Road. New 
Elfham SES, Tel: 01-859 1516, 

66 Lime St., 
Liverpool. 

Tel: (051) 708 7100. 

Business Name: ............ 

oe 2 ee oe ne ee ee le ee ee ee ea eee eee ee ea a ee ae ee EO Oa ee eee aa eee ee eB 

AGUrOSS! co ecccecececs cscs ease asenstenses ere e eres rere tribe thy ria Of ny 

1 Or 6 
Se PP Pw PS ee tt eh ee a ee 

SS — ——S EEE EE. EE EE: EE ES. ies. ee ee ee a i SE Oe. 

COMPUTING TODAY MAY 1983 

PUT YOUR FEET UP 

SHOP WITH 

COMPUTING TODAY! 

MIDDLESEX _ 

L.B. ELECTRONICS 
11 Hercies Rd, Hillingdon. 

Tal: Uxbridge 56399 (24hr ans. service) 

ei ea WA 

W. MIDLANDS 

CAMDEN ELECTRONICS 
462 Coventry Rd, Small Heath, 

Birmingham. 
Tal: 021-7738240. Telex: 335909. 

Open: 6 days, Yam-5.30om 

Metal & Wholesale CAA 

NORFOLK 
ANGLIA COMPUTER CENTRE 

88 St Benedicts Street, 
Norwich. 

Tal: (0603) 29662 /26002. 
Open: 6 days Sam-5.30om 

member} 

COMPUTER & CHIPS 
Feddineh Mair OMPUTER 

Cries 

Strathclyde Micro Centre | 
69 Castle Street, Hamilton. 

4 FF f ry ‘in| i Lon 2 ol aia ir Are i 

oe 8 2 8 2 8 oe 8 eo be Bee woe a ee a a Ee ee ee le oe 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| Contact (Office Use Se he Ho a: Res ae en, one ne Oe, SS oe Oe neo eee eee Cee oo ope 

L 

| VICTOR MORRIS 
TANDY TRS 80, VIC 20, VIDEO GENIE. APPLE | 

PANASONIC CUMANA EPSOMETEC 

340 Argyle Street, Glasgow G2: 041 2718958 

| SHROPSHIRE 

26a BRADFORD STREET, SHIFNAL 

Stanton's af Shilnal 

STAFFORDSHIRE 

‘COMPUTER CABIN 
24 The Parade, Silverdale, Newcastle. 

Tel: OF82 636911 

hardware and soliware 
Ce ee — — 
he ai] le im SOTWwere@ 

ELECTRON T 
SUPPLIES 

105 High Street, Wolstanton, Newcastle. 
Tel: O782 - 636904 

OPEN: Mon-Wed 9-6, Thurs 

ir 4 %\ 

SRO Ys +4 
56-58 South Street, 
Eastbourne. 
Teal: Eastbourne (0323) 639983 /20496 
Open: 6 days Sam-5.150m 

24 Gloucester Road, Brighton. 
Tel: 0273-698424., 

as =e 

—S ——— eee Oe Oc i 

93 



AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE.. 

HOBBYIST LTD. 
3 The Broadway, Manor Hall Rd., 
Southwick. Tel: (0273) 593345. 

r rir j Faces 

TYNE AND WEAR 

HCCS associates 

533 Durham Rd., Low Fell, 
Gateshead. Tel. Newcastle 821924. 

Open: 6 days 9am-5.30pm (sal 
1Gam-5.300m). Specialists in: Acorn, 

BBC, Video Genie, VIC 20 

.AT A GLANCE. 

STEVE'S COMPUTER COMPANY LTD 
45 CASTLE ARCADE, CARDIFF. 

Tel: 0222 — 41905 

OPEN: Mon 
FOR COMPONENTS 7 

| BUSINESS & LEISURE 
MICROCOMPUTERS 
16 The Square, Kenilworth, 
Tel: Kenilworth 512127. 
Open: Mon-Fri 9am-5om. 4 day Thur 
(funch 1-2). Retail-and Wh iolesale 

.AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE... 

COMPUTAMART 
AT A GLANCE... 

OEM COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
9-11 Regent Street, Rugby CV21 2PE, 

Tel: (0788) 70522/3/4 
THE FINEST COMPUTER SHOM ROOMS IM THE MIDLANDS 

BRADFORD'S COMPUTER 
SHOP 

at Thomas Wright (Bradford) 
Ltd., Thorite House, Laisterdyke. 

Tel: Bradford 668890. 
Open: Mon-Fri 6.45-5.30. (sat TZam) 

CARVELLS OF RUGBY LTD 

8/9 Bank Street, Rugby CV21 2QE 
The Acorn/BBC Specialists 

SIR Computers Ltd. 
;91 Whitchurch Road, Cardiff. 

| Tel: 0222 - 21341 

a8 Son 
Zx81 — VICS — DRAGONS 

Rawson Square, Bradford. Tel: 309266 

APPLE ADVENTURES—$£13.95 ALL INC! 
oe VALLEY TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

¥ Soracion by pe Carelaly Barbarians recover quickly bul their magic doven t come esaily, A Wizard? Slow on the draw and slow to mature bul jive long enough 
init W Wi enough and ightaing i Te al rust py peak 

ha Valli l 1moal hme game ol a vVomiuyT@ and survival, You pita ke rag fea en | | Live “faracher t F peee a te te POE Pare Ce ta Crapo g Ed | E sal!” te be ie Ano ee tt Your Ve | TS 

sev Aun: of menaters. Find treasure. light 2 Thunder: Lizard in the arid de bthe Valloy, conquer «A Ku in the lak@a surrounding ine dread Fainpice st EY Nagioth or 

o Weaith in the Black ) cane In ee cE Lhe Ee Pee pes YOu We OnLy a4tet ogteam Shou 

BUT ‘BEV ‘ ‘ABE moté tie than Jive to tell the tale! 

Available on disc for £13.95 all i inc. 

THE WHITE BARROWS — nave approximately’ 8K 
somewhere amid thie maze ol bustal chambe ree an Evil Sorcerer wt This »trap, Trouble is, he's profected by Trolls, Dwarves, Serpents and the occasional Dragon or two! 

YoOUE magic BTAll ds o lock t net Tune toe preven fim «@ -aping unless, th mf 18 hig saitwite Wit 

oh val brain baisber Wh ite Barrows requires both brais Spit Awn from iis players Bice) ino good just hacking your way through the Barrows and hoping to fall ower the 
ou il) meet a Dragan imd they dant hack wa siti biel] vit ‘cal Vour Cun and sirenath to survive this ane for long 

CONQUERING EVEREST _ Program approximately NK 
So. you this imbing mountains all about scrambling over ke? Dies stp b pidce ol progmamming will #oon Coan Ll tha ; 

Tou are in cn Wye Ol ar expec 8 ming w iS clicabiere ily Ch ach ia and 40 Pe if 5 Theré in fexd fente and aqui panel for all, including ihe ox VogeOn Fou LH hie as you 

neat fhe summit. Trouble is. it all starts BO ‘TTC AM af ii mountain and you have to gel il sll to tha PoP! bach poole opwa runt Bat J ind 2 imp you make must be 
pS eee i! pra be theruida ie et ae di aa members Will iviz@eal down the Mou lag 

The monslers in (his qame are avalanches, slarvalion, storms and worse! of all, bad planning A real thinking mans adventure, Everest will teat pour skill and lorward 

planning jo tha limi r 

TWO MASSIVE ADVENTURES ON ONE DISC FOR JUST £13.95 ALL INCLUSIVE! 
(em ee e S e  e eee eh ee ee ee le ee ee oe ee ee Oe me ae a ee ee ee ee ea a ee a ee ee ee Pee a ee ee 

ll in A fiwear 

ADVENTURE SERIES NO 2 is Ghaing Com peri oe 
CELLS & SERPENTS — na ibaa. 11K 

(delete as necessary) 
A. hy J fir a cr b os i, b nw 1 i | 7 ae | | i, i= = | ihe 18 ie sha ot EAL Worl fin: theueht coulel bit be fal wk your Ke vm re ti moder the hile on l Sard ESATA sar Aap for BUR eae sees ate istate which version required), 

earcin Goi and glory Gul be very, very fi fa EHO | Pidef a= 

" : “ik Mee Tulie Andean Fancy wieating « Mind Fivur t I ‘silos my ‘cheque! Postal Order/ International Money Order wat mn ake your wildest nightmares took like Julie Andrews Pani i eeiog 1 Mind Fi yor tor 
example? Or shaking hands with an Asmodeus maybe? (You'll only d Paine o') Trenure | (delete as necessary) for: - (made payable to ASP Ltd) 7 

here to be dound e hard way : 7 | OH Debit my Access/ Barclaycard (delete as necessary) 
See how Goce you diets! | i? at Aoventure with Chis Practicany War rivabie 

aritaey. Be af the fair { Fear t ihe w of sword ee | 

STOCKMARKET — Approximately 11K i i a oon 
Chore are ciher ways of maki ng money than bashing Trolls on the head. Try this one foro = Wse BLOCK CAPITALS wa 
change, Le ib a with a tluci ‘grt ig @con ety bas nee calpona Liat OP pcm dnt | Name (Mir; Mrs! Miss! sei fi Cle Dc ost ls La Y Yon la. fll Soe i Cin Mice Tlic bead CPST Be oT Pe a A a | 

impatient bank managers and cx ort um takeovers a5 you try to make your first m ae : 
lt be cde Cue jc oe dilly mig brat a cl ited ; mp pis @ A einEE Lt | ic mld Wisc ) aeETInG | Address Pee eee eee ee ee eee me ee en ee ee om ee oP fe eB ee ee ee Oe ee 

frmancial wizard: ieoih une an ii 14] fae fo blay Bul hafdaer io Beal (han A Dragan in dr 

Sha PROP eDS Cee yer an too Le | 

BOTH GAMES ON ONE DISC FOR £13.95 ALL INCLUSIVE! CT May A Ee ee 
fff Ff 8 FP EB ee ee ee 
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AUTO-SONICS 

Compuling. 

A.T., Hetherlands 

ARCADE ACTION FOR SPECTAUM 
WINGED AVENGERS 

ic / £4.50 
SCRAMBLE | 

i Ea 
SULPMAN 

HIGH NOON 

TRS40- VIDEO GERIE (mal éolour) 

AUTO GRAPHICS ‘Oa 

£14.95 

THE BROOD 

£4.99 
FROGGER-PLUS 

£4.99 

Buttercrall Sottware, 14 Weatern Avenue, 
Aiddissaden, Reighloy. Yorks 

JUPITER ACE. Asteroids, | 

~ ih f | 7 

COMPUTING TODAY MAY 1983 

Educational 

SPY CASSETTE. 

SPECTRUM - TRS80 Ly. 2 
V. GENIE SOFTWARE 

 €8. 95 

SPARTAN SOFTWARE 

Dept (CT). 

9 Cotswold Terrace, 
Chipping Norton, Oxon. 
Telephone: 0608 3059. 

PROGRAMMERS: yyea itee 

SOFTWARE FOR THE 
SPECTRUM 

TAPE ONE four games programs, 
MAZE | 

HOLE 

MISSILE Fi 

Lilie A 

TAPE TWO contains tee programs tor 

ihe gambling man, 

£4.99 
£3.50 

1.E. APPLICATIONS, 
ij? Casti#ian Road, Mottingham 

SES 4D. 

“ADVERTISEMENT 
R ATES Semi-Display (min 2 cms) 

insertions £7.25 per cm 
: ; | insertions £6.75 per cm 
lI2+ insertions £6.25 per cm 

Lineage 30p per word (min 15 words) 
Box Nos. £2.50 
Closing date 2nd Friday of the month 
preceding publication date. 

All advertisements in this section must be 1 

Advertisements are accepted subject to 
conditiens printed on the aa ThiSBh ent rate cal 

Ine fearnms a wa 

On request) 

bir BRIDGETTE SHERLIKER 

COMPUTING TODAY CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING, 145, CHARING CROSS RD, 
LONDON WC2H OEE. 

| SOFTWARE BUSINESS 

ideal for gamers! Just 
write the function under 
the key and you won't 
forget! 
Available from Print ‘n’ 
Plotter Products, 
19 Boro call Telit Street, 
Londons 

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS | 

TRS-80 v/G 
LETTER WRITER ‘tak: 

1 

| £13.95 £10.50 
MAILFILE DOs. 

SRAGON - £7.50 

747 FLIGHT SIMULATOR , 

36 4 £10.50 
WANTED 

| TRS80 OWNERS, Piay : 

AMazeneg 

£9. 95 

D. A. le C. Ltd. 
23 Waverley Road, Hindley, 

Lancs We JBN, 

EARN EXTRA CASH 

ARROWE SOFTWARE 
2 Kinloss Road, Greasby, 

_ Merseyside L49 3PS5. 

UK101 GAMES TAPES. 4 

‘ 1° Simply 

Sol, 109 -South Street, East Hoathly, 
Lewes, SLSGE x Tel: (02 564) 603. 

SHARP MZ-80K 

| INVERSE CHARACTERS (oy h) 

BBC MUSIC (16K). Plays 

POOLS PREDICTION DATA- 

95 



SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS 

WORDPLAY 
| is Ene s play! 

. feat bre es oft pt phe if 

» NOW 

HEXADECIMAL PRESS 
ia Torrington Gdns,, Landon W171 2AB, 

: ity notes £S.9°S 

£5.50 
ALSO AVAILABLE: 45 

SPY CASSETTE. 
cassetie will allow you lo stop, lis 
or copy any previously unstopp- 

FT tee ‘ 
Amazin 

MICRO 

FOOTBALL 

POOLS 
irae 

Fk Tide r 

tch £4.99 

Mayday Software, 181 Portland Cresc., 
Stanmore, Middiescx HA? ILA. 

it 

The Yorkshire Software Library 
13 Park Top. Pudsey, 
Yorkshire LS28 6BY. 

ATARI 400/800 owners Fantasti 
be 

| f bil es an: 
! | 

[6 

able tape Ir des two free | 

ulllities. State if 2461) oF 
Spectrum. Send 1, Bobker, 29 

Chadderton Drive. Unsworth, Bur, 
Lan 

MZ80K SOFTWARE || | 
LIBRARY _ 

CT, 

44-46 Earls Court Road, 

LONDON W8 6Eu. 

Interface Publications, 

CT, 

44-46 Earls Court Rd., 

LONDON W8 6EuJ. 

DRAGON 32 or TANDY TRS-80 | 

Colour? 

£2.25 
ic Elkan Eleciranices 

MACHINE CODE. If you are at al 
cat 

Microtan 65 Eprom Switching 

Board 

£19.95 | 

M.P.D., 7 Cedar Close, 
Grafham, Huntingdon 

PE18 0D2Z. 

PAINTERS ONLY £14.95! yes 
re =, ' 
' 

ee oo 
Lf La a 

PARALLEL PRINTER 
interface card 

Converts AS232 e279 
to parallel printer format 

ANALOGUE TO 
DIGITAL 

CONVERTERS 
MULTI CHANNEL ADC CARDSI 

ive ivp | Computer| . edo [Som] 
: Bbiti/p 

| 0-5 | abitosP 25) 
| 8 | 8 [0-5] RS232 
| Bus OF | 

Bort? bit Pita Sy 
| Bbitore | 

uk Post included. Add VAT. 

|, Mailorder: — le rae) 

Manor Buildings, 
| 2 Manor Row, Bradford, 
West Yorkshire, BD1 4HJ 

TANGERINE OWNERS. 
ie | nn rt t rarer vat | Fr i rire er he ee ied! Lea ty Poe CT 

HI-RESOLUTION 
GRAPHICS 

lat Fai. Be 

I Graphix 3 in a 

‘ie Monn £149.00 

SUPER ROM SELECTOR 

Ri Aom Fl 1; Tah) 

if « 48" Aoms/Eproms ‘ 
ire ee ' Pot 

‘Poke cnabl ty 2 Aloms pt a 
for bank owl Lanitwaere £75.00 

PET UPGRADES 

WA Feil = LV ait , its) 
Peta MEMORY EXPANSION 
iF F £59.90 

from £48.70 
EI8.26 

Aan 

£89.00 

£105.00 | 
Tab, Esc. | 

Repeat, Seroll Up/Down, i 
Window i : sea heel 

Delete 

| REPAIRS AND SERVICING 

MICK BIGNELL' 

MICROPORT 
7 Clydesdale Close, Boreham- | 

wood, Herts WO6 25D. 
Tel: 01-953 8385 

ANYTHING TO ADD? 

Use this space to see 
your sales increase. 

Phone 

ASP CLASSIFIED 

01 - 437 1002 

Extension 282 

| HARDWARE | 

TANGERINE MICROTAN rach 
| ee el a EF PT re, S74 SySceMm Win bane iti i 

NASCOM 

SPARES 
NASCOMIPCS + amp PSU POR pan 
ist £15.00 + £1.00 pap 
NASCOM IMP Portes main dive wl 

PCH. - "£25.00 + £2.00 p&p 
TOROIDAL jranstorner (Hs 

£58.00 > £3.00 p&p 
TAANSFORMER ‘: 1 uf i 

od in IMP prntor £5.00 + £2.00 p&p | 
rh edgar thane ant boards (MAS 

£35.00 - £2.50 p&p 

"£6.00 + £1.00 pap 

“£2.00 + 50p p&p 

£2.00 each - 50p pap 
hd Lat i ry are! 

£1.00 each + 75p pip 

£2.00 each - 50p p&p 

£95.00 - £2.50 p&p 

EYONICS, 
17 Hawkesworth Drive, 

Kenilworth, Warwickshire 

CVe 2GP. 

P Vole 3-118) -|/ 4 | 

COMPUTER CASES 
UK101 NASCOM TRS80 ETC. 

Armes 

Sc OnVeS ano 

= Hi wie a ee 

THE ONLY EXPANDABLE CONSOLE 
Also VIC DRAGON ATOM ETC. 

iar Pear ickal 
Perec al, 

vn £39.99 

nly £14.99 + ¢ 

SILENT COMPUTERS 
27 Wycombe Road, 

London N17 9XN 801 3014 
24 hour ansaphone 

ACORN ATOM. 

SON tea 
ine 



SERVICES RIBBONS. Prices include VAT é | 
Ch © 

ELIMINATE SaiBD WANTED. Computer 
T-SHIRTS. | FAULTY inch : 

25 white o CASSETTES é 

| FOR SALE | | Toppy pisces. prc 
pal ; mF { K 4 ctablishecd NWASCOM II 48h Ram. 5! JAT + postage! Wabast 

Yeo > Bt 

SHARP MZ80K 48K et 

ACORN ATOM Computer, 16k] BBC NV 

5) wor Sup : nstér rates from 300 | ACORN ATOM 12K wilh joy PET SYSTEM 403 
A. N. Electronic & Computer M00 baud ind =f BO fiware and | (040 dual disc will 

>ervices Ltd + PTE 

211 Park Barn Drive 
Guildford, Surrey 
Tel: (0483) 504897 

TANGERINE MICRON Gis wil! 

is ZX81 16K ‘ 

HAVE PET 4032 comouter p | 
YOU A SERVICE chip. Commodor 2: 

TO OFFER TO 1370 a APPLE SOFTWARE 

COMPUTER USERS? | wilrenecsdigy J0.. 52 me 
VIDEO GENIE 48K 1 

Make sure you reach a: ERA GAA te 
the right audience by 

using 

COMPUTING TODAY 
CLASSIFIED 

TELEPHONE: 

ASP 
01 - 437 1002| 

Extension 282 

DAI/48K COMPUTER. 

eee ee Horshanvocce. 1 SHARP PC3201 641 
WHATEVER YOU'RE lisk drives, printer. V 

SELLING | 

For the best response| 

DAT AC I (ONE | PHONE 
1-7 Harewood Avenue, 

London NW16LE | ASP CLASSIFIED 
Tel: 01-723 0477 Telex: 21879 01 - A?7 1002 

| Extension 282 

COMPUTING TODAY 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT — ORDER FORM 

} 48K SPECTRUM ano cassel 

CLASSIFIED DEPT.. COMPUTING TODAY 

) 145 Charing Cross Rd.. London WC2H OEE. 

Tet: 01-437 1002 

Name 

Address . 

Tel.No. (Day) . ee ee ince 

Please place my advert in Personal Computing Today for (_] months. Please indicate number of insertions required. 

COMPUTING TODAY MAY 1983 a 



Buying or selling? 
Now's the time to 

take a look. 

|x LATEST computers 
featured and their 

performance assessed 

by Home Computing 
Weekly's team of resident 
experts. 

* The LATEST news and views on 
personal computers. 

* Inside information for the computer 
enthusiast. 

* News coverage like you've never 
seen before. 

* Tested program listings for all the 
} populars including BBC, ZX80, ZX81, * Over five pages of software 

Spectrum, Atari, VIC-20, Oric and others. reviews each week. 

OUT NOW AND EVERY TUESDAY 
i —— == —— i aT _— —__ —_ === — —. — = ———— SS —_— el —_—— 

——— — a ——-_ ——= = —_—————— —_ ———= ST a EE bas 

Don't be left without — cut along dotted line and give this coupon to your newsagent. 1 Oty 
computing 

§ Dear Newsagent, 
Every Tuesday, please reserve me a copy of 

Name: ...... 

Address: ee ee ee, ee ee ee | 

en 2 @ mh wor om 

Thank You 
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YOU MAY NEED ME LATER 

NEW 1983 OFFERS 
FHEE WITH & 

Curie ite 

FRY TEN-PACK oFdigks 

i Library bor value Fo ee 
- Di ] hoy wali l 

tt Joo TEE) WHIM 

Fr t eer E [Serr Dey 43 f 

f ni ite FREE SO 
1 io an x Cinons and con 

j i tery Pa 

**“Memorex Promotion — 

Free Calculator"* 

til Li 

tial 7 i) "a im 

a 1 i : 

nach Bete 4 ngakR 
4E | a ae S| AT watt 
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ATARI PRICES REDUCED! 
We at Silita Shop are pleased to announce some 
fantastic reductions in the prices of the Atari 400/800 
personal computers. We believe that the Atan al its 
new price will become the U.K.'s most popular per- 
sonal computer and have therefore set up the Silica 
Atarn Users Club. This club already has a library of 
over 500 programs and with your purchase of a 400 
or 800 computer we will give you the first 100 free of 
charge. There are also over 350 protessionally writ- 
ten games and utility programs, some are listed 

below. Complete the reply coupon and we'll send 

L978M1979—. - 

you full details. Alternatively give us a ring on 01-397 

Silica Shop have put together a full catalogue and price list giving details of all the peripherals as well as the extensive range of software that is now 

17411 of 01-309 1171 

with 48K 

Dont buy a T.V. game! Buy an Atari 400 personal computer and a game cartridge and that’s all you'll need. Later on you can buy the Basic 

available for the Atari 400800. The Atari is now one of the best supported personal computers. Send NOW for Silica Shop's catalogue and price list 

Programming cartridge (£35) and try your hand at programming using the easy to learn BASIC language. Or if you are interested in business 

as well as details on our users club 

with 16K 

with 48K £34 O 

applications, you can buy the Atan 800 + Disk Drive + Printer together with a selection of business packages. 
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